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or many years, Metal Bulletin has published an 
annual list of the world’s largest steelmakers. 
Each year is like a single frame in a ‘stop motion’ 
animated movie, contributing over time to a 
collection that records the long-term trends in 
the pattern of steel production globally. We 

publish the latest annual update in this issue of MB 
Magazine – a list of the biggest steelmakers comprising 
over 130 companies.

The clearest trend over the last 10-15 years, of course, 
has been the fast growing proportion of Chinese 
companies appearing on the list. Steelmakers in China 
occupy half of the top 20 positions.

The challenging global markets of 2015 are reflected in 
lower outputs for many of the steelmakers listed. Our 
regional correspondents provide insights into the 
particular trends in their territories, with global 
overcapacity and the impacts of exports from China a 
recurring theme.

In a new initiative this year, several leading steel 
Associations have also contributed their views on 
production and trade developments from the 
perspective of their regions.

Challenging times can also provide new opportunities 
for entrepreneurs. Recalling the growth of his diverse 
business group over the past 24 years, Sanjeev Gupta, 
executive chairman of Liberty House, gives his views and 
ideas on the future for steel in our cover profile interview.

Production volume is not the only measure for 
steelmakers. Whether large or small, flexibility and 
efficiency of production, plus quality and innovation in 
products, make a big difference to the profitability of a 
steel producer.

The choice, reliability and maintenance of technology 
deployed are the foundations on which production 
performance depends. In addition, the ability to innovate 
depends on a partnership between steel companies’ own 
technical staff and engineers, their partners in external 
research organisations and plant suppliers. 

Putting together the right teams can deliver new 
products and capabilities – results that appear in 
abundance in our steel technology feature section 
articles. 

While the regional battles for market share continue in 
a steel world with large overcapacity, steelmakers who 
can stay at the leading edge can still give themselves a 
competitive advantage to thrive.
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Paragominas bauxite 
output to reach 11 
million tpy 
Production at Hydro’s 
Paragominas bauxite mine in 
Brazil is expected to reach 11 
million tpy by 2018, as its 
operational efficiency is stepped 
up. The mine’s output reached a 
record level of 10.1 million tonnes 
last year, and this level is expected 
to be repeated in 2016, according 
to industrial director Anderson 
de Dutra Cerceau. But any 
investment in capacity expansions 
at Paragominas would depend on 
better market conditions, he 
added. All the bauxite produced 
at Paragominas is shipped to 
Hydro’s Alunorte alumina 
refinery in the city of Barcarena, 
also in the state of Pará. 

Votorantim Metais splits 
businesses in two 
Brazil’s Votorantim Metais is 
splitting its operations into 
aluminium and polymetallics 
businesses, as it undergoes a 
major restructuring. The 
company’s aluminium assets, 
which include three mining 
units and two industrial plants, 
will be part of an independently 
managed aluminium business. 
Meanwhile, its zinc, silver and 

other mineral operations are 
being consolidated under its 
polymetallics business, sources 
familiar with the matter told 
Metal Bulletin. Besides the 
Brazilian operations, the 
polymetallics business will 
include Milpo in Peru, and US 
Zinc in the USA and China. 

ATC Alloys to purchase 
Wolfram Camp mine 
Vietnam-focused ferro-tungsten 
producer ATC Alloys has signed 

a binding heads of agreement 
with Almonty Industries to 
purchase the Wolfram Camp 
mine in Queensland, Australia. 
ATC will pay Almonty a 
consideration of 120 million 
fully paid ordinary shares in the 
company at an issue price of 
A$0.05 ($0.04), valuing the 
mine at A$6 million. Following 
the deal, Almonty will have a 
stake of about 53% in ATC, 
making it the largest 
shareholder. Wolfram Camp is a 
fully permitted open-pit 

tungsten mine, which started 
commercial production in 
November 2013 and which 
produced 40,000 mtu of 
tungsten oxide in 2015. 

Wolf Minerals ramps up 
tungsten production 
Wolf Minerals produced 17,607 
mtu of tungsten concentrate in 
the first quarter of 2016, as it 
continued to ramp up the 
processing plant at its 
Drakelands site near Hemerdon, 
in Devon, UK. This was the first 
quarter in which the total 
volume of concentrate 
production was reported, 
although shipments to 
customers began in the third 
quarter of 2015. 

Wolf’s open-pit mine is 
“starting to take shape”, Russell 
Clark, Wolf md, said in a 
statement, and blasting 
activities have begun as the 
company mines harder, deeper 
material. Wolf is now working 
with Devon County Council to 
extend the Drakelands mine’s 
planning permission past 2021. 

Cochilco keeps copper 
price forecasts 
Cochilco, Chile’s copper 
commission, has reaffirmed its 
copper price forecasts for 2016 
and 2017. It expects copper’s 
price to average $2.15 per lb 
($4,739.94 per tonne) in 2016, 
while for 2017, it expects the 
copper price to average $2.20 
per lb ($4,850.17 per tonne). 
Both forecasts are unchanged 
from its previous estimates. 

Given the conditions, 
Cochilco has reduced its forecast 
for the growth of global demand 
for copper to 1.8% in 2016, 
compared with the previous 
estimate of a 2.3% growth. For 
2017, the agency expects a 2.1% 
growth in the global copper 
demand, against the previous 
forecast of 2.6%.

Cochilco now expects a 
surplus of 140,000 tonnes of 
refined copper in 2016, against 
the previous estimate of 
198,000 tonnes. For 2017, it 
believes the surplus will be 
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All of the rising bauxite output from Paragominas is processed at the Alunorte refinery

The Drakelands tungsten mine is ramping up output in Devon, UK
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concentrate output by 10% in 
2016, following a 9.18% output 
reduction last year, they 
announced on May 12. The  
nine mines include Luming, 
China Molybdenum and 
Jinduicheng. The miners took 
the decision because current 
molybdenum prices are lower 
than the average cost of 
production, and continuing 
production at current levels 
would harm the whole industry, 
they stated. 

Mexico approves 
national aluminium 
chamber 
The Mexican government has 
authorised the creation of a 
national aluminium chamber, in 
a move to promote the 
competitiveness of the local 
industry. Among its activities, 
the chamber will seek to 
promote the development of 
primary aluminium production 
in the country, increase 
recycling and reduce scrap metal 
exports. The approval for the 
creation of the chamber came 
following a request made in 
August 2015 by the country’s 
aluminium institute, Imedal. 
Mexico’s aluminium 
consumption is close to 1 million 
tpy. 

Artisanal cobalt  
supply falls 
A fall in artisanal mined cobalt 
concentrate is expected to 
tighten feed supply soon, as 
concerns over human rights 
abuses in the sector impact the 
cobalt industry, Metal Bulletin 
was told at the CDI Cobalt 
Conference in Seoul, South 
Korea, in May. Output of 
artisanal concentrate is 
estimated to have fallen by  
about 30% year-on-year in the 
first quarter of 2016 as a result  
of Amnesty International’s 
report on artisanal cobalt mining 
earlier this year. Artisanal 
activity was estimated at more 
than 10,000 tonnes of cobalt in 
concentrate in 2015, accounting 
for nearly 10% of total global 
cobalt supply.

around 92,000 tonnes – a 
significant decrease from the 
168,000 tonnes in its January 
forecast.

Kobe Steel expands in US 
automotive sector 
Japan’s Kobe Steel is expanding 
its presence in the US 
automotive market, with a 500 
tpm aluminium extrusions and 
fabrication facility. The new 
company, which will be called 
Kobelco Aluminum Products & 
Extrusions (KPEX), will make 
bumper beams and car frame 
materials. Construction of the 
plant, in Bowling Green, 
Kentucky, is planned to start in 
mid-year, with the fabrication 
facility starting in the latter half 
of 2017 and melting-to-
extrusion processes beginning in 
the latter half of 2018. The 
investment is $46.7 million and 
will be Kobe Steel’s second 
operation in Bowling Green 
after Kobe Aluminum 
Automotive Products (KAAP), 
which has made aluminium 
forgings for suspensions and  
cast rods for compressors  
since 2005. 

Bushveld Minerals 
agrees purchase price 
for Vametco stake 
South Africa-focused 
development company 
Bushveld Minerals has agreed 
an acquisition price of $17.2 
million for the conditional 
purchase of a 78.8% economic 
interest in Strategic Minerals 
Corporation (SMC), which owns 
the Vametco vanadium mine 
and plant in South Africa. 
Bushveld has signed a share 
purchase agreement through its 
wholly-owned subsidiary, 
Bushveld Vametco Ltd, with 
Evraz Group, the parent 
company of SMC. 

Vametco has mining rights for 
vanadium and associated 
minerals over two areas in Brits, 
in the north-west of South 
Africa, where it operates an open 
pit mine, supplying ore to its 
vanadium processing plant. It 
has ore reserves of 27 million 

tonnes with grades averaging 
2.55% vanadium pentoxide in 
magnetite.

Freeport sells Tenke 
Fungurume stake 
Freeport-McMoRan will sell its 
stake in the holding company for 
the Tenke Fungurume copper-
cobalt mine in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo (DRC) to 
China Molybdenum. The deal 
will be for $2.65 billion in cash 
and up to $120 million in 
potential future market-linked 
payouts. In addition to the sale of 
its stake in Bermuda-based TF 
Holdings, Freeport has also 
agreed to enter exclusive talks 
with China Molybdenum to sell 
its interests in Freeport Cobalt 
for $150 million, which will give 
China Moly control of the 
Kokkola cobalt refinery in 
Finland and the Kisanfu 
exploration project in the DRC. 

The Tenke deal is expected to 
close in the fourth quarter, 
subject to minority stakeholder 
Lundin declining to exercise a 
right of first offer option for the 
stake, and other closing 
conditions. 

Hydro ends talks on MRN 
acquisition 
Norsk Hydro has walked away 
from a possible acquisition of 
Vale’s 40% interest in Brazilian 
bauxite producer MRN, as the 
companies could not “agree on 
commercial terms” following 

seven months of negotiations. 
As the deal has failed to take 
shape, Hydro will continue to 
own 5% of MRN, as well as to 
purchase the ore from Vale 
under commercial agreements 
entered into in 2011. Other 
stakeholders in MRN are Alcoa, 
South32, Rio Tinto and CBA. 

Mexico will see rapid 
growth in copper 
output 
Mexican copper mine output is 
expected to grow by 25% this 
year, creating a need for 
additional smelting and refining 
capacity in the country, Carlos 
Risopatron, an executive at the 
International Copper Study 
Group (ICSG) told delegates at 
the Copper College meeting in 
Arizona, USA. He noted that 
mine capacity is planned to 
reach about 1 million tpy by 
2019, from 688,000 tonnes last 
year. 

Refined copper production in 
Mexico reached 418,000 tonnes 
in 2015, and there are plans to 
increase this to 545,000 tonnes 
in 2017, Risopatron added. 
Domestic demand for refined 
copper rose by 25% from 2010 
to 2015, reaching 362,000 
tonnes last year. 

Nine Chinese moly mines 
agree production cut 
A group of nine major Chinese 
molybdenum mines are 
planning to jointly cut 
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More copper smelting and refining capacity will be needed in 
Mexico to keep pace with mine output
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 News review: steel
Posco plans Indiana 
wire plant 
Posco plans to construct a $19 
million, 136,000 sq ft (12,600 
sq metre) wire rod processing 
facility in Indiana, USA. The 
new 25,000 tpy plant will 
process steel wire for fasteners, 
nuts and bolts earmarked for 
delivery to the automotive 
sector, and will also act as a 
distribution centre for other 
Posco products. It will be 
located in the Port of Indiana-
Jeffersonville, and will create 
60 jobs by 2018. Posco will 
source the wire rod from its 
plants in South Korea. 

The Indiana-Jeffersonville 
port already hosts twelve 
metal processors on a ‘steel 
campus’, with the port 
handling more than 1 million 
tons of steel in 2015. 

Marcegaglia and 
Mobarakeh sign long-
term agreements 
Italian steel processor 
Marcegaglia and Iranian 
steelmaker Mobarakeh Steel 
signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) on 12 
April for the supply of coil and 
slab from Iran. According to 
the MoU, the Iranian steel 
company will allocate about 
50,000 tpm of hot-rolled coil, 
cold-rolled coil and hard steel 
sheet for deliveries to 
Marcegaglia. This quantity 
may be increased over the 
duration of the contract. 

Mobarakeh Steel will also fix 
allocations of 20,000-30,000 
tpm of prime slab from its 
subsidiary Hormozgan Steel, 
as well as slab from other mills, 
for coil and plate production. 
This volume may be increased 
to 50,000 tpm. The two 
companies are also 
implementing other long-term 
contracts for finished 
products. 

Algeria and UAE invest 
in rebar plant 
Investors from Algeria and the 
UAE are funding a rebar plant 

at Relizane, Algeria. Algerian 
private group Bellazoug, 
which specialises in 
construction, building 
material importation and 
tourism, and UAE 
construction material trader 
Bidewi Group, will be the 
shareholders, Bellazoug owing 
51% and Bidewi 49%. The 
plant will have a capacity of 
600,000 tpy in 18 months’ 
time. A second stage will add a 
foundry and electric arc 
furnace with 1 million tpy 
capacity, to be completed in 
three years’ time. The total 
investment is $300 million. 

Hyundai to add 
500,000 tpy to 
galvanizing capacity 
Hyundai Steel is to build a new 
continuous galvanizing line 
(CGL) in South Korea to cope 
with increasing demand for 
high-strength steel products 
for the automotive sector. The 
500,000 tpy line will be 
installed at the Suncheon 
works, which it inherited from 
Hyundai Hysco after last year’s 
merger. The line is expected to 
cost 170 billion Won ($148 
million) and become 
operational in January 2018. It 
will be the third CGL at 
Suncheon. 

Hyundai Steel will also 
invest in its forging mill in 
Suncheon to expand the range 
of steel products it can offer to 
manufacturers of aeroplanes, 
engines and power generators, 
among others. 

Brazilian prosecutors 
file action against 
Samarco, Vale, BHP 
Billiton 
State prosecutors in Brazil’s 
Minas Gerais state (MPMG) 
have filed a public civil action 
against Samarco and its 
shareholders, Vale and BHP 
Billiton, over the Fundão 
tailings dam collapse last 
November. MPMG is seeking 
155 billion Reais ($44.75 
billion) in relation to 
environmental, social and 
economic damages, it said on  
3 May. 

Vale stated on 4 May that 
the stated value is not based on 
the Samarco dam accident, but 
rather on “an unjustified 
comparison with the [BP’s] 
Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 
the Gulf of Mexico”. Vale 
added that Samarco has taken 
all necessary emergency 
actions, and that studies and 
social, economic and 
environmental remedial 
measures are already under 
way, pursuant to the 
agreement already entered 
into by Samarco, BHP and 
Vale with the federal and state 
authorities.

Indian stainless pipe 
hit with US tariffs 
Imports of welded stainless 
pressure pipe from India into 
the USA have had preliminary 
anti-dumping duties imposed 
by the US Department of 
Commerce. All Indian 

producers and exporters 
received a preliminary 
dumping margin of 18.90% 
except for Sunrise of Mumbai, 
which received a margin of 
1.91%. A final determination 
by Commerce is expected by 
September 17, while the US 
International Trade 
Commission, which will 
determine whether or not the 
imports have materially hurt 
the domestic US industry, is 
expected to make its decision 
by October 31. The 
anti-dumping petition was 
filed on September 30 by US 
companies Bristol Metals, 
Felker Brothers, Marcegaglia 
USA and Outokumpu 
Stainless Pipe. 

First voice-brokered 
trade deal for LME  
steel scrap 
A voice-brokered deal on the 
London Metal Exchange’s 
steel scrap contract was 
cleared for the first time on 4 
May. The trade, comprising 
1,000 tonnes (100 lots), was 
executed by international 
commodities firm INTL 
FCStone, a category-1 
member of the LME, on behalf 
of steel trader Stemcor. The 
LME launched two ferrous 
contracts – steel scrap and 
steel rebar – in November 
2015, with 35,990 tonnes 
(3,599 lots) of scrap and 9,600 
tonnes (960 lots) of rebar being 
traded since the contracts 
launched, the LME said on 10 
May. 

“Real industry prefers to 
hedge through trades quoted 
over the phone by their 
brokers, so this first voice-
brokered trade shows that 
these contracts are being 
accepted as risk-management 
tools for the steel industry,” 
said Matthew Chamberlain, 
head of business development 
at the LME.

Tenigal to double 
galvanizing capacity 
Mexico’s Tenigal, a joint 
venture between Ternium and 
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Cleaning up Barra Longa after the Samarco dam collapse
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NSSMC to acquire 51% 
of Nisshin Steel 
Nippon Steel & Sumitomo 
Metal Corporation (NSSMC) 
has agreed to pay up to ¥155 
billion ($1.42 billion) to raise its 
stake in Nisshin Steel to 51% and 
turn it into a subsidiary. The 
acquisition could generate 
synergies of at least ¥20 billion 
($184 million) per year for the 
next few years, helping both 
steelmakers tackle a “rapidly 
deteriorating” environment in 
the global steel industry, 
NSSMC said on 13 May. 
NSSMC currently owns an 
8.31% stake in Nisshin Steel, a 
blast furnace-based steelmaker 
specialising in stainless steel, 
coated steel and special steel 
products. Nisshin Steel will 
continue to be a listed company 
after it becomes NSSMC’s 
subsidiary.

Hebei to cut 5 million 
tpy of capacity 
China’s largest steelmaker, 
Hebei Iron & Steel, has promised 
to lead the country’s efforts in 
restructuring the steel industry 
by eliminating 5.02 million 
tonnes of its steelmaking 
capacity by the end of 2017. The 
state-owned group will also cut 
2.60 million tonnes of 
iron-making capacity in 
2016-17, it said on 13 May.  
On 11 April, China revised its 
target for reducing steelmaking 
capacity to 200 million tpy of 
cuts  by 2020, up from the 
previous 150 million tpy. 

Nippon Steel & Sumitomo 
Metal Corporation (NSSMC), 
will more than double its output 
capacity of hot-dipped 
galvanized and galvannealed 
steel sheets. A 430,000 tpy 
second hot-dipped galvanizing 
line is expected to start 
production in 2019, following a 
$300 million investment. The 
new facility, which will be located 
in Ternium’s industrial centre in 
Pesqueria, near Monterrey city, 
will take Tenigal’s capacity to 
830,000 tpy; the first line was 
commissioned in September 
2013. 

Mexico’s automotive sector is 
among the fastest growing in the 
world, said Ternium, with output 
expected to reach 4.90 million 
units in 2020. 

Renault to invest €600 
million in Spanish 
operations 
Carmaker Renault will inject 
€600 million ($683.63 million) 
into its production operations in 
Spain by 2020, the French 
company confirmed to Metal 
Bulletin sister publication Steel 
First on 9 May. Renault Spain 
produces steel-based cars 
including the Captur, Twizy and 
Mégane. Production of a new 
vehicle, the identity of which has 
not yet been announced by 
Renault, will be assigned to its 
plant in Palencia, north-west 
Spain. An aluminium injection 
workshop at the factory in 
Valladolid, in central Spain, is 

also part of the planned 
investments. This will begin 
operations in 2018 and will make 
parts for Renault’s new 
four-cylinder engines.

Eurofer welcomes 
China’s MES rejection 
The European steel industry, via 
its association Eurofer, has 
welcomed the resolution by the 
European Parliament on 12 May 
to reject market economy status 
(MES) for China. A total of 651 
members of the European 
Parliament (MEPs) voted on the 
issue, with 546 voting against 
granting MES, 28 voting to 
accept it, and 77 abstaining. 

“A significant majority of 
members of the European 
Parliament do not believe it is 
the right time to grant China 
MES,” said Axel Eggert, 
director general of Eurofer. 
“China is not a market economy, 
and thus cannot be treated as 
such for the purpose of 
anti-dumping investigations,” 
he added.

Tenaris invests in new 
threading line in UK
Tenaris has invested $4.5 million 
in a fully automated threading 
line at its facility in Aberdeen in 
north-east Scotland, UK. The 
new threading line increases the 
plant’s annual production 
capacity to 10,800 pieces, up 
from 3,600, and allows Tenaris to 
“better serve customers 

operating in extreme conditions 
with a technology that increases 
operational efficiency, improves 
safety, minimises the 
environmental effects of drilling 
and reduces costs,” the company 
said. 

Sale of Vale’s CSA stake 
approved 
Brazilian competition regulator 
Cade has approved the sale of 
Vale’s stake in ThyssenKrupp’s 
CSA slab plant in the country’s 
south-eastern Rio de Janeiro 
state to the German steelmaker. 
The decision “does not include 
any restrictions”, Cade said in 
Brazil’s official gazette. At the 
beginning of April, Vale 
announced the sale of its entire 
26.87% interest in CSA’s 5 
million tpy slab plant to 
ThyssenKrupp, as part of its 
initiatives to streamline its asset 
portfolio.
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Tenigal will be doubling its galvanizing capacity

The acquisition of 100% of CSA by Thyssenkrupp has been approved
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The accelerated run-up in 
aluminium prices from mid-April 
to highs of $1,686/tonne did not 
sit comfortably with the 
fundamentals, so it is not 
surprising that prices pulled back 
in May. The low-to-mid-$1,500s 
feels like fairer value, given the 
stock and capacity overhang. 
There were attempts to rally in 
May, which showed that there 
was dip-buying interest, but 
rebounds were quick to attract 
selling and premiums are 
somewhat soft even though 
demand remains robust. 

One relative bright spot among 
aluminium’s otherwise generally 
bearish supply-side fundamentals 
is that Chinese exports are in 
decline. They fell 4.8% in April 
and were down 10.2% year-on-
year over January-April. That 

suggests higher prices in 
March-April may not have 
encouraged the scale of smelter 
restarts we had feared. However, 
we are still forecasting a 
substantial global surplus again 
this year – the eighth in the last 
nine years – and this will continue 
to cap prices. That said, tightness 
around LME prime dates, given 
the presence of some large 
holders of nearby metal, may still 
trigger short-covering rallies.

Lead has gone from being the 
best performer of the base 
metals last year, to the worst 
performer so far this year. We 
think the market is about 
balanced and stocks are 
certainly low, which stands it in 
good stead to recover. But will 
there be a recovery? Sister 
metal, zinc, has stolen the 
limelight with a far more 
captivating, and visible, bull 
story. These two metals are 
often traded as a relative-value 
pair and it seems as though the 
trade has become ‘long-zinc, 
short-lead’. 

For lead’s part, Chinese 
demand is the main concern. It 
would seem that the 4% tax on 
lead-acid batteries introduced 
in January may have had more 
of a negative impact than 

expected. But, we believe that 
impact is not so much on the 
supply-demand balance 
directly, but more on market 
sentiment towards lead given 
that competing battery 
technologies were exempt from 
the tax hike. Also giving lead an 
image problem are reports that 
Chinese authorities are 
clamping down harder on 
e-bikes amid concerns about 
their impact on road safety.

One of the main features of the 
copper market has become the 
shuffling of stocks between the 
LME and SHFE. Huge Chinese 
import volumes over the 
January-April period saw 
Chinese warehouses fill and 
LME sheds become depleted. 
While stock drawdowns 
continue in Europe and the 
USA, partly reflecting tight 
scrap availability, LME 
warehouses in Asia are filling 
with metal exported from 
China, and redirected en route 
to China. The reshuffle is 
masking what we believe is a 
generally balanced market at a 
global level. 

There remain concerns as to 
the level of real copper 
consumption in China, but we 
are increasingly starting to feel 

that our 2.1% growth forecast 
for 2016 is a little on the low 
side, especially after ‘apparent 
consumption’ appears to have 
risen more like 8-9% in Q1. 
News of supply disruptions have 
been rare, but our tally for the 
year is already at an annualised 
1.3 million tonnes, which is high. 
Prices are likely to continue 
trading in the mid-to-upper part 
of their year-to-date range of 
about $4,300-5,100/tonne. 

After out-performing the rest 
of the base metals complex on 
the upside in late April and 
early May, the subsequent 
price correction was deeper for 
nickel than it was for its peers. 
But this may just reflect little 
more than the typically volatile 
nature of the nickel market, as 
nothing dramatic has changed 
in the current fundamentals. 
Neither has the price 
correction damaged the 
improved technical picture. 
We still believe that nickel 
prices will work higher again in 
the coming months as the 
supply-demand picture 
gradually improves. There is 
now a clear consensus that the 
global market this year will be 
in balance-to-deficit and that 
prices will rise over the 

medium term. The debate is 
how the large stock overhang 
will influence the recovery. 
One potential source of 
concern is that the recent price 
recovery has driven a sharp 
rebound in Chinese 
production. This was already 
factored into our own 
forecasts, but others may be 
more disappointed if they were 
expecting more supply 
discipline from China.

Aluminium
Back down to earth

Copper
Stock shuffle masks balanced market

Lead
Image problem

Nickel
Beware a Chinese supply rebound
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In this regular section, MBR’s base metals team summarise their 
in-depth reports to highlight key factors driving the markets and 
short-term price forecasts. MBR’s Base Metals Weekly Forecaster service 
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Ask an analyst
How far will the Chinese steel market correct?

For zinc, as we noted last month, it 
is clear from TCs that the 
concentrate market has plunged 
deep into deficit. But the big issue 
for this metal is when and by how 
much that deficit will start to affect 
the refined market. We are no 
clearer on the scale of unreported 
stocks lurking off-market, nor on 
whether Chinese miners (the key 
swing producers) have ramped up 
production in response to 
favourably higher prices and  
lower TCs. 

What is clear from current data 
is that the refined zinc market 
remained oversupplied in Q1 and 
premiums are near four-year lows, 
neither of which is bullish. 
Demand is likely to have 
improved since then, especially in 

China given a pick-up in 
infrastructure spending, but until 
that is visible in a tighter zinc 
supply-demand balance, the 
uncertainty about whether the 
zinc bull story is moving forward 
will remain. This seems to have 
weighed on prices, as their 
advance stalled in May. Prices 
should advance again once this 
period of consolidation has passed.

The uptrend in global steel 
prices has begun to show signs 
of weakness, starting in China. 
The earliest signs of fragility in 
prices was the sheer surge in 
profitability, with a 50% 
month-on-month increase in 
indicative margins for both  
HR coil and rebar in China 
through April.

However, MBR’s latest 
analysis illustrates that 
hot-rolled steel margins, versus 
hot metal costs at integrated 
mills in China, have come most 
of the way back down to where 
they were before the April price 
surge. We believe that one of 
the main points of price 
resistance through the 
beginning of the year was the 
unwillingness of Chinese 
suppliers to perpetually deepen 
their unprofitability. The 
corollary of this implies that if 
steel margins begin to go back 
to levels which caused price 
resistance among Chinese 
mills, we would then hit a 
trough in the price downturn 
currently being experienced  
in China.

If we take Chinese rebar as 
an example, after an export 
price rally that lasted two 
months right up to the 
beginning of this month, prices 
dropped sharply last week, 
removing about half of the 
price growth that had been 
achieved through the rally. At 
the time, MBR believed that 
this increased the likelihood 
that the price surge, which 
peaked at $420/tonne fob, was 
a ‘spike’ with the implication 
that fundamental drivers were 
not fully responsible for the 

price surge. Events have 
proven this view correct.

There are indications that 
rebar prices may not recede a 
further 50%, back to lows last 
witnessed at the beginning of 
this year. MBR’s estimate of 
Chinese rebar margins suggests 
that gains during March-April 
have been reduced back to 
lossmaking territory in May. 
This will be a key area to 
monitor as we look for evidence 
of the appetite for sustained 
lossmaking among rebar 
suppliers. 

For now at least, rebar 
suppliers seem to be 
unconvinced that the 
fundamental environment 
justifies dropping prices back 
to levels where they were 
experiencing a RMB 400/
tonne loss.

As result, much of the 
potential for further price 
declines in China depends on 
the need for Chinese suppliers 
to drop prices, in favour of 
volumes, which in turn 
depends both on the trajectory 
of domestic demand and the 
competitiveness of Chinese 
material on the seaborne 
market. 

At the same time, export 
prices among Chinese 
suppliers’ rivals in Turkey, the 
CIS and elsewhere are 
dropping more quickly than 
Chinese fob prices. As a result, 
it seems likely that Chinese 
suppliers may cede further 
pricing ground in the weeks to 
come, both home and abroad.

Tin
Correction ahead of second-half rally

Zinc
Bullish, but cautiously so

Every month an MBR analyst answers a question raised by 
readers. If you have a question for our analysts, please email: 
acole@metalbulletinresearch.com

Analysis by Andy Cole, base metals analyst and editor of MBR’s Base Metals 
Weekly Market Forecaster. Email: Acole@metalbulletinresearch.com
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Tin has been one of the 
strongest base metals this year 
to the time of writing, and has 
been extremely resilient 
around $17,000/tonne,  
even as the other metals retreat. 
But we now see a growing 
likelihood that prices are 
overdue a correction lower. 
Demand is weak and largely 
immune to China’s 
infrastructure spending boost 
that other metals have 
benefitted from. As a result, 
stocks have risen markedly on 
both the LME and SHFE, 
albeit from very low levels.  
In addition, given the $4,000/
tonne recovery in prices  
since the multi-year lows  
in January, we suspect that 
many of the cutbacks and 
stockpiling plans announced 

back then from China were put 
on hold. 

That said, more recent news 
out of Indonesia is potentially 
price-bullish as it seems that 
production and exports are on 
course to undershoot 
expectations this year. Overall, 
we are still bullish on tin, but 
feel that prices need to pull back 
to at least the low-$16,000s in 
the short-term before attempting 
to climb again in H2.
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provides independent, detailed and timely analysis on the latest data, 
price movements and developments that impact the market conditions 
and outlook for LME-traded base metals. 

For free samples of MBR’s reports, please call Harriet Hall  
(tel: +44 (0)20 7779 8000) or access  
www.metalbulletinresearch.com/freesample.aspx
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In this section, MBR’s steel and steel raw materials team summarise their in-depth reports to highlight key 
factors driving the markets and short-term price forecasts. MBR is a leading independent supplier of product and 
regional price, supply and demand forecasts for steel and raw materials. For free samples of MBR’s reports, call 
Harriet Hall (+44 (0)20 7779 8000) or access www.metalbulletinresearch.com/freesample

Steel
Steel markets correct, following sharp price upturn

Steel raw materials
Iron ore correction impacts other metallics

MBR correctly forecast last 
month that global steel markets 
would go through a reckoning. 
Indeed, we have continued to 
suspect that prices were ‘spiking’, 
rather than on a sustained 
uptrend. 

From a demand perspective, 
the most recent data from China 
illustrate a reversal in 
CISA-member mill finished steel 
shipments so far in 2016. We 
estimate that shipments 
increased year-on-year through 
February (4.6%), March (7.1%) 
and April (4.4%). At the same 
time, mills seemed to feel 
confident enough to steadily 
slow the rate of decline in their 
output over the same period. 
March and April CISA member 
mill output of finished steel was 
largely flat year-on-year but 
down in the year-to-date having 
fallen sharply at the start of  
the year.

The turnaround in demand is 
even more staggering when 
viewed month-on-month, with 
finished steel shipments 
increasing 17% in March, 
compared with only 1.2% 
month-on-month in March last 
year. MBR believes that it is no 
surprise that this sharper-than-
usual upturn in demand led to a 
substantial improvement in 
sentiment, which may have 
‘super-charged’ the price surge 
through April. This also explains 
partly why the price increase 
may have overshot above the 
level that is justified by improving 
fundamentals in China.

The extent of the correction 
has been mixed so far. Chinese 
domestic and export prices, 
which increased by the most 
relative to other regions since the 
end of last year, have also 

The uptrend, most notably in 
scrap and metallics prices we 
referred to last month, has 
endured over recent weeks. Key 
benchmarks, such as No.1 HMS, 
cfr Asian port, rose another 12% 
since the last issue to reside 66% 
higher than assessments at the 
end of last year. After a 
comparatively slow start, we 
notice coking coal prices have also 
surged over the past month, by 
about 11%, although to levels 
‘just’ 21% higher than at the end 
of 2015. In contrast, iron ore, 
which so often follows its own 
trend, has finally retreated as 
expected, with the latest prices 
more than 10% down month-on-
month. Indeed at the time of 
writing, the daily benchmark (the 
MBIOI62) in May had slipped 
almost $4/tonne cfr on average to 
$56.62/tonne.

In the year to April, as we have 
detailed before, iron ore’s general 
price revival seemed more 
dependent than usual on the 
fortunes of Chinese integrated 
producers which began to make 
money in March. If anything, iron 
ore’s own market fundamentals 
appeared to worsen at the start of 
the year, given the unexpectedly 
sharp cut in iron and steel 
production in January, and ever 
since, though Chinese demand 
has increased, supply to China has 
almost constantly exceeded it, 
judging by the steady rise in port 
stocks which account for the vast 
majority of reported inventory. 
Indeed by May 20th they had risen 
to a 14-month high above  
100 million tonnes, compared 
with 92 million tonnes at the end 
of last year. 

Although iron ore has a habit of 
decoupling from the patterns in 
other raw materials prices, it is 

retracted by the most since the 
beginning of May. Chinese HR 
coil and rebar prices, both in and 
out of China, rose by over 50% 
and 60% respectively, between 
the end of last year and the final 
week of April. At the same time, 
since the first week of this month, 
these prices have also come 
down by between 15-20%.

Local US and European prices 
have, on the other hand, 
continued to grow sharply. US 
EXW HR coil prices increased 
39% in the year-to-April-end, 
and 17% through May, at the 
time of writing. EU HR coil 
prices also continue to increase, 
continuing along the uptrend 
established in previous months. 
On the whole, it may be argued 
that these prices have not 
increased as rapidly as Chinese 
prices, and hence there is less 
likelihood that they have 
‘overshot’ the market value 
justified by fundamentals.

Another risk factor in the USA 
and EU is that the seasonal 
increase in demand may 
dissipate in the coming months. 
At the same time, our 
expectation of a downturn in the 
scrap price will also increase the 
pressure on producers to pass on 
some discounts.

clear that the downward 
correction over recent weeks has 
begun to impact prices of the 
better performing raw materials. 
A lack of deals explains the 
stability in the Turkish benchmark 
of late but Asian scrap prices have 
already fallen below their recent 
peaks (see chart). So long as iron 
ore continues to correct, the 
pressure on metallics and other 
bulk raw materials will continue. 

Indeed semi-finished steels 
such as billet have already lost 
much of their value through May, 
especially in the Chinese 
domestic market but increasingly 
in the merchant markets around 
the Black Sea. Import prices into 
Turkey for billet, which in recent 
years have traded at a $140/
tonne premium to imported 
obsolete scrap, reflecting 
conversion costs, are only $70/
tonne higher today. In part, the 
narrowing premiums have 
reflected the strong demand for 
scrap, given that production at 
mini-mills in Turkey has revived 
strongly since March after 
declining further at the start of the 
year. Assuming that billet prices 
continue to decline, following 
steel prices downwards, scrap 
prices are likely to follow suit; 
arguably more acutely.

For access to MBR’s detailed product and regional price, supply and demand forecasts or for a free sample of MBR’s Steel  
or Steel Raw Materials Market Trackers: www.metalbulletinresearch.com/freesample.aspx

Analysis by Alistair Ramsay, 
Metal Bulletin Research
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Metal Bulletin Research
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 Regional review 

Philip Bell, 
president of the 
Steel 
Manufacturers 
Association, said 

in late April that while the US 
steel industry has a world-class 
productivity rate of 1.9 
man-hours per ton of steel, as 
well high energy efficiency and 
low carbon dioxide intensity, the 
US steel market is still under 
attack from imports. 

Clearly, the industry has won 
some victories. Most recently 
the US Commerce Department, 
in their final ruling, imposed a 
total 522.23% duty against 
cold-rolled steel imports from 
China, which included a 
265.79% anti-dumping duty 
and a 256.79% countervailing 
duty, while also imposing a 
71.35% anti-dumping duty 
against cold-rolled imports  
from Japan. 

Bell says that while 
affirmative rulings in trade cases 
might help in the short term, a 
longer term solution is needed.

Mario Longhi, president and 
ceo of US Steel, and AISI 
vice-chairman, says that China’s 
steel exports rose to 112 million 
tonnes last year and forced the 

North America 
Myra Pinkham
A longer-term solution is needed

US industry to make some 
difficult decisions, with 
employment falling by over 
13,000 in the past year even 
with the passage of such critical 
trade-related legislation as the 
Leveling of the Playing Field Act 
and the Enforce Act. US Steel 
has also recently filed a Section 
337 complaint alleging that 
some Chinese steel suppliers 
have conspired to fix prices, steal 
trade secrets and circumvent 
duties via false labelling. 

Bell calls China’s offer to 
reduce its steelmaking capacity 
by 150 million tonnes over  
the next five years “too little,  
too late,” especially since, 
according to the OECD, 
another 70-80 million tonnes  
of Chinese capacity is scheduled 
to come online. 

Thomas Gibson, AISI’s 
president and ceo, notes that 
while China did participate at 
the recent OECD steel talks, it 
refused to join in with the 
consensus of eight other nations 
on steps to address industry 
overcapacity. However, he says 
that he expects that the US 
government will continue to 
raise the issue of unfair trade and 
overcapacity at future summits.

Europe
Richard Barrett
A referendum too close to call

By the time the 
next issue of MB 
Magazine is 
published, the 
result of the 

long-awaited British 
referendum about whether to 
remain in or leave the EU will 
be known. Since the 
referendum was announced in 
February, voices on both sides 
have become louder and the 
arguments more diverse.

The debate has mostly 
moved on from the merits of 
the deal with Europe declared 
by prime minister David 
Cameron at the time the 
referendum date was declared, 
to the ways in which British 
citizens might be better off in 
personal, business and economic 
terms by staying or leaving.

Often the emphasis actually 
falls on the ways in which 
people could be worse off. 
Campaigners for the UK to 
leave the EU criticise the ‘vote 
in’ camp for frequently 
highlighting the risks of 
leaving and call their 
opponents’ campaign ‘project 
fear’. Those wanting Britain to 
stay in the EU challenge the 
‘out’ camp to come up with 

credible facts to prove that 
British citizens will be better 
off on leaving.

In the meantime, 
high-profile financial figures, 
such as IMF md Christine 
Lagarde and Bank of England 
governor Mark Carney, have 
issued statements about the 
likely negative impacts an exit 
would have on the UK 
economy. During an April visit 
to the UK, US president 
Barack Obama was forthright 
about the damage he thought 
Britain leaving might cause.

Business leaders and UK 
former heads of national 
security have added to both 
sides of the debate, with ‘leave’ 
campaigners pointing out that 
staying in carries its own risks 
in an EU which they say will 
see further moves towards 
federal-style unification and 
which will still struggle to 
control migration.

Current opinion polling 
forecasts a very tight result, 
but market analysts predict a 
jolt to markets whatever the 
outcome. Its magnitude and 
direction will only become 
clear after the referendum vote 
on 23 June.

Asia
Juan Weik
China’s rebalancing and the Asia-Pacific

China has been 
passing through 
a major 
rebalancing for 
the past few 
years, as it 

moves toward a more 
consumption-driven and less 
investment-driven economy. 
While the domestic impacts of 
such massive transition has 
been well studied so far, what 
are likely to be the main effects 
on the country’s trading 
partners?

That question is what credit 
rating agency S&P Global 
Ratings recently analysed, 
looking specifically at 
Asia-Pacific nations. In a 
research report titled How 
China’s rebalancing shifts the 
ground under all of Asia-Pacific, 
the firm points out that China 
“has been or is fast becoming” 
the main trading partner for 
most of the countries in the 
region.

Australia, for instance, has 
seen a “meteoric rise” in the 

share of its exports going to 
China, which surged from 14% 
in 2007 to 34% in 2014 – the 
highest share in the 
Asia-Pacific region. Some 85% 
of such exports are raw 
materials, especially in the 
metals and mining sector. 
South Korea, on the other 
hand, has almost the exact 
opposite profile. “It has no raw 
material exports to China and 
a roughly 85% share for capital 
and intermediate goods,” S&P 
noted.

Taking a look at thousands 
of companies across different 
sectors in Asia-Pacific, the 
ratings agency noticed that the 
more a sector’s revenues are 
related to Chinese investment, 

the more likely its overall 
credit quality is to deteriorate. 

Going forward, 
consumption-driven sectors in 
the region such as software and 
services can expect more 
revenue and profit growth, and 
thus invest in more 
production, while investment-
driven segments like capital 
goods and real estate would 
need to deleverage in order to 
maintain a healthy credit 
profile, S&P points out.

“Our results imply that if 
Asia-Pacific is to maintain 
healthy credit trends, a 
redistribution of financing 
needs to happen across sectors 
as Chinese rebalancing 
progresses,” it concluded.
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Middle East
Serife Durmus
Output falls, price rises slow

Total crude steel 
production in 
the Middle East 
fell by 3.63% in 
the first four 

months of 2016, totalling 8.96 
million tonnes, down from 9.30 
million tonnes year-on-year, 
according to worldsteel (which 
excludes Turkey from this 
regional category). 

However, production in Iran 
increased by 1.49% to 5.57 
million tonnes, and in the UAE 
by 9.98% to 1.05 million 
tonnes. Output in Saudi Arabia 
fell by 22.79% to 1.57 million 
tonnes, and in Qatar by 6.25% 
to 780,000 tonnes. Turkey’s 
output rose by 2.82% year-on-
year to 10.58 million tonnes in 
January-April. 

Steel prices in the Middle 
East have steadily increased 
since January 2016, as 
elsewhere in the world, but the 
rises slowed, or even reversed, 
in May. One reason for the 
slowdown is that most 
producers have filled their 
order books up to August, and 
buyers prefer to be cautious 
about low demand in summer. 
Another reason is falling raw 
material prices, led mainly  
by China.

Meanwhile, Dubai 
Investments Industries, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of 
Dubai Investments, and Abu 
Dhabi National Co for Building 
Materials (Bildco) signed a 
memorandum of 
understanding in April on a 
joint venture for a rebar plant in 
Musaffah, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 
Dubai Investments Industries 
will have a 51% stake, with the 
remainder to be held by Bildco. 
The steel plant will have a 
capacity for 300,000 tpy of 
rebar, and start-up of production 
is planned by the end of 2017.

After speculation around the 
fate of Italy’s Ilva steelworks, 
Turkey’s Erdemir Group 
announced that their “analysis 
about Italian steelmaker Ilva’s 
privatisation process is still in 
progress and no binding offer 
has been made for the 
company”. Consortiums 
headed by Turkish steel 
producer Erdemir and Italian 
steelmaker Arvedi are being 
suggested by various Italian 
media as potentially having an 
interest in Ilva’s assets. 
Erdemir, Turkey’s biggest  
steel producer group, has over  
9 million tpy of crude steel 
capacity.

Latin America 
Ana Paula Camargo
Political crisis rocks Brazilian outlook

The Brazilian 
industrial sector, 
including the 
steel industry, 
has been 

suffering with the worsening of 
the country’s economic 
conditions, influenced by a 
political crisis – on May 12, 
Brazil’s senate voted for the 
impeachment of national 
president Dilma Rousseff.

Rousseff was forced to step 
down for 180 days to defend 
herself, and Brazil’s vice-president, 
Michel Temer, then took the 
role as interim president.

The impeachment 
proceedings against Rousseff 
were started in December 2015 
by the former speaker of Brazil’s 
lower house of congress, 
Eduardo Cunha, over allegations 
that she broke fiscal laws by 
mismanaging government 
accounts ahead of her re-election 
in 2014. Rousseff denies any 
wrongdoing, and considered the 
approval of the impeachment 
process a “coup”, she said on 
May 12.

The country’s attorney 
general, José Eduardo Cardozo, 
who defended Rousseff in the 
motion, said the impeachment 
request did not have a legal basis 

and that the opposition wanted 
to remove a democratically-
elected president.

And Cunha, who is himself 
battling charges relating to 
bribery allegations, was 
suspended by Brazil’s top court 
on May 5, accused of trying to 
obstruct a corruption 
investigation against him and of 
intimidating lawmakers.

Meanwhile, Brazilian 
flat-steel association Inda sees a 
“better outlook” for the 
country’s economy, following 
the impeachment vote for 
Rousseff. Inda is positive about 
the new nominations for the 
economic offices of the 
government, whose finance 
minister is now Henrique 
Meirelles. 

The interim government also 
named former CSN ceo Maria 
Silvia Bastos Marques as head of 
the country’s development bank 
BNDES on May 16, while Itaú 
BBA chief economist Ilan 
Goldfajn was announced as 
president of Brazil’s central bank 
on May 17.

The federal government’s 
primary budget deficit could 
reach 170.5 billion Reais 
($487.69 billion) in 2016, 
Meirelles said on May 20. 

In May a South 
African High 
Court ruled that 
as many as 

500,000 former miners and 
their families could proceed 
with a class-action lawsuit 
against gold mining companies 
in the country at whose mines 
they allege that they contracted 
TB or silicosis as a result of their 
work. The lawsuit would 
include families of 

now-deceased miners as far 
back as 1965.

This will be South Africa’s 
largest ever class-action 
lawsuit, and could cost the 
country’s gold mining industry 
up to $3.4 billion in liabilities, 
according to estimates by 
Investec Securities. 

Additionally, this lawsuit 
might lead to further class 
action cases against mining 
companies for health and 

environmental consequences 
of mining, past and present, 
which in turn could “severely 
harm its [the mining industry’s] 
interests”, according to 
Investec.

The class action is being 
brought against 32 gold mining 
companies, including some of 
South Africa’s largest 
producers: AngloGold Ashanti, 
Sibanye Gold, Harmony Gold 
and African Rainbow Minerals.

The companies are still 
studying the May 13 ruling at 
the time of writing, but 
Investec analysts noted that 
due to the unpredictable course 
that class action suits can take, 
and the potential damages that 

might be awarded on a par with 
previous cases, the class action 
could have a significant 
financial impact on the South 
African gold mining industry.

There is no doubt that the 
class action could have an 
adverse effect on an industry 
and on companies already 
under strain. It is an example of 
how companies’ past actions 
can sometimes come back to 
haunt management and 
shareholders decades later. 

Mining companies will look 
for lessons that might be 
learned from this case and will 
need to continue to manage the 
legacy they are creating for 
future generations.

Africa 
Bianca Markram
Silicosis class action might cost gold miners billions
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Sanjeev Gupta
“We can make 
the steel industry 
competitive”
Liberty House executive chairman Sanjeev Gupta has stepped into the 
spotlight as the company he founded bids to acquire more Tata Steel 
assets for sale in the UK. Vera Blei outlines the history and scope of a 
diverse international business and discusses Gupta’s vision and 
strategy for a fully-integrated, end-to-end steel business

Sanjeev Gupta started Liberty 
House Group while studying at 
Cambridge University in 1992, but 
trading in steel and steel-based 
products and the desire to build fully 
integrated supply chains is deeply 
rooted in family business history. 

Sanjeev Gupta’s father, PK Gupta, 
set up a bicycle and bicycle parts 
business in Ludhiana, India, in 1955. 
The business eventually exported to 
over 70 countries globally. During 
the Biafran War (Nigerian Civil War 
1967-1970) consignments got stuck 
in Nigeria.

“That’s where it all began,” 
Sanjeev said. PK Gupta could not 
rescue his actual consignments, but 
was given the option to pick alternative 
consignments stuck at the port. The 
bill of lading listed over 1,100 pieces 
and so he went to collect items from 
the warehouses, looking for the most 
valuable things. One of the first items 
was a Rolls Royce. 

“My father then sold all the pieces 
on the market in Nigeria. That was 
the birth of the Nigerian operation 
which is still amongst the largest 
industrial groups, certainly in steel, 
in Nigeria,” Gupta said. 

Another generation back in the 
family history, Sanjeev Gupta’s 
grandfather operated steel mills in 
India. “Steel was always there from 
the very beginning, as I was growing 
up and as I started Liberty,” he said.

Launching Liberty House
When the business was launched, 
Liberty House traded many 
products and commodities with the 
main areas comprising steel, soft 
commodities and chemicals and 
fertilizers. “At one point we were 
trading in over 70 product ranges 
from frozen fish to televisions and 
various consumer goods – anything 
that a growing African country 
needs,” Gupta said. Eventually the 

company dropped soft commodities, 
which had been vying for first 
position in the business group  
with steel. 

“We were the largest shipper of 
rice and sugar to Nigeria and other 
countries in Africa. But it wasn’t 
yielding a good return, overheads 
were high, demurrage was high, 
freight went through the roof at one 
point, so that’s when we decided to 
exit,” he explained. Through various 
phases of consolidation Liberty 
narrowed its focus on metals and 
steel-based trading.

Liberty House Group comprises 
two businesses – Liberty 
Commodities Group (LCG) and 
Liberty Industries Group (LIG). 
LCG, with a projected turnover of 
$3.8 billion and Ebitda of $48 
million for 2016, operates from four 
main hubs in London, Dubai, 
Singapore and most recently Hong 
Kong. LCG ceo Paul Francis 
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joined Liberty House in 2008 after 
working with leading banks, 
including Societe Generale, Credit 
Agricole and RZB.

“The roadmap for Commodities 
for the next ten years was to 
completely de-risk the business so it 
is not really a trading business 
anymore, which is also the evolution 
of traders in my mind,” Gupta said. 
“We provide services, finance, 
logistics, hedging, outlook and 
information. We always take 
principal. We are not a broker. But 
we never take risk. The model is to 
de-risk,” he goes on to emphasise.

The business measures value-at-
risk (VAR) very carefully and a VAR 
limit is put on each counterparty, 
which is constantly assessed, and the 
company does not hold any positions 
or stock. On the non-ferrous side 
that is different, but Gupta 
emphasises that everything is 
hedged as a reflection of the change 
in business model. 

In the previous development 
phase of the business, the company 
would take positions and balance the 
book with longs and shorts. “Now 
everything is mapped one-to-one. So 
we buy and sell, buy and sell. We 
provide a service,” he said. A central 
piece to this strategy is to bring 
customers and suppliers together. 
“As a general practice, we encourage 
suppliers and customers to meet and 
we sit in the middle of it,” Gupta said. 

Non-ferrous growth
Liberty House may have dominated 
the news headlines in recent months 
for its interest in UK steel assets, but 
in trading terms at LCG, it is 
non-ferrous markets that have 
become more prominent in its 
activities. “Non-ferrous is growing. 
Three years ago, it would have been 
25%, today it is more than 50%,” 
Gupta said. “We always have a lot of 
inventory on non-ferrous in LME 
warehouses. We are probably one of 
the largest nickel traders in the world.”

The non-ferrous side of the 
business emanated from India, but 
now only a small percentage is 
related to India. Today, China is by 
far the biggest destination. “The vast 
majority is China, by far the biggest 
destination for us.” Their customers 
in China use non-ferrous trades, 
particularly nickel, for arbitrage 
purposes. 

“A steel mill will buy nickel on 
credit or on LCs, and then sell it for 
cash, so it is a good treasury product 
to manage,” Gupta explained. For 
Liberty Commodities, activity 
remains focused on the physical and 
all material is shipped. As of today, 
the company does not engage in 
paper trading, but may consider it in 
future. 

Steel trading
On the steel trading side, LCG’s 
three largest market segments are 
billet, slab and hot rolled coil (HRC). 
Material is sourced globally 
including China, CIS, Turkey, 
Middle East, North and South 
America. “We are probably one of 
the largest ferrous traders in the 
world today,” Gupta said. “In terms 
of a true global footprint, I can’t think 
of anyone else like us today.” 

Gupta puts the company’s 
successful steel trading operation 
down to the fact that the company is 
diversified and does not only 
concentrate on steel. He admits that 
a single focus on steel would be a 
struggle, but in fact, steel trading 
only makes up a small part of the 
overall business. “You need a 
large-size company to be a global 
player, which is difficult. The returns 
don’t justify the overheads. But if you 
can divide overheads, amongst 
various businesses, it becomes 
easier,” he said.

Liberty’s presence in other 
industries strengthens its presence in 
the trader world and allows it to 
leverage its assets. “It is not easy to 
trade steel slabs as a commodity, but 
because we are also a consumer, it is 
very easy for us to buy. Everybody 
wants to sell slabs to us, but we can 
also trade it, which will be tougher for 
a pure trader,” Gupta said.

While some Chinese mills have 
become more active in trading 
themselves, Gupta does not see 
them as an immediate threat to his 
business and insists that there is a still 
a strong need for their services. 
“Chinese counterparts often 
renegotiate, especially when the 
market has been so volatile. That 
becomes difficult for end customers 
to handle. So they need somebody 
who can hold their hand,” he said.

Customers also require financing 
services and funding which is not 
something that Chinese trading 

companies offer yet, and the 
insurance banking business is not 
very evolved at present in China.

Trade cases
In the debate in the UK about the 
demise of the domestic steel 
industry, much of the discussion has 
focused on cheap imports from 
China. The same is echoed in other 
countries in continental Europe and 
the European steel association, 
Eurofer, has successfully lobbied for 
the launch of a number of 
anti-dumping investigations by the 
European Commission in Brussels. 
How does a global steel trading 
company view such protective 
measures?

“I’m not a protectionist. I believe 
in a free market and in competitive 
forces,” Gupta said. “Protection 
stunts your competitiveness and 
makes your industry lazy. But more 
than anything else, it hurts the real 
customer, the industry.

“Having barriers on steel imports 
increases the domestic prices for 
steel which then has an impact on 
downstream customers, which are 
the real value of the economy in 
terms of engineering businesses, 
automobile businesses. All the 
value-added downstream businesses 
suffer because they have to pay 
higher prices,” he went on to explain. 

Liberty owns various businesses in 
the UK Midlands which are 
effectively downstream customers. 
These include manufacturers of 
automobile components and other 
value-added products. Gupta 
believes that focusing exclusively on 
high-end customers only and leaving 
supply of commodity-grade material 
to imports from China – which has 
become an established trend among 
steelmakers in Europe and other 
developed steel markets – is a 
self-defeating process which 
inevitably leads to the import 
segment to grow. “Some of the 
products we use are made in China 
and are imported under our own 
brand into the UK. Slowly every year 
that percentage increases. (…) 
Before you know it, it is all gone,” he 
said. The UK imports 11 million 
tonnes of products made of steel 
each year. That is in addition to 6 
million tonnes of actual steel imports. 

“We [UK industry] are polarising 
ourselves to making very high end 

‘I’m not a 
protectionist. 
I believe in a 
free market and 
in competitive 
forces’
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products, and slowly letting go of the 
industry. And millions of jobs have 
gone in the process. This is not 
necessary. If you let competitive 
forces play and focus on making your 
industry competitive, eventually you 
can stem the tide and turn the tide and 
we [Liberty] are doing that,” he said.

Downstream integration
This desire for downstream 
integration is reflected in Liberty’s 
investments. It took management 
control of the former Mir Steel plant 
in Wales, UK – now Liberty Steel 
Newport – in 2013. In October last 
year, the company resumed 
operations at the 600,000 tpy 
hot-rolled coil steel plant in Wales. 

Shortly thereafter, in November 
2015, it acquired UK-based Caparo 
Tubular Solutions, a leading 
manufacturer, distributor and 
supplier of advanced tube 
components and parts for the 
automotive and aerospace 
industries, headquartered in 
Oldbury, West Midlands. “When we 
bought the steel mill at Newport, 
there was definitely the plan to go 
downstream. One of the Caparo 
businesses is the tube business which 
integrates perfectly with the 
Newport steel mill,” Gupta said.

In a next step, Liberty bought the 
two 200,000 tpy steel plate mills at 
Dalzell and Clydebridge in 
Lanarkshire, Scotland, in March 
from Tata Steel Europe. On May 16, 
Liberty announced that it will restart 
steel tube and pipe manufacturing at 
its Tredegar steelworks in South 
Wales in June. The plant had been 
inactive since Liberty acquired it 
from Caparo Tubular Solutions last 
November.

“In isolation Tredegar struggled 
and went bust. The price of 
hot-rolled coil in the UK is too high 
and overheads were too high,” Gupta 
noted. “We treat it as one business. It 
is going to be managed and run by 
the steel mill and the workforce will 
be integrated – and more 
importantly, the hot rolled coil. We 
look at it as one product.”

This means that when Liberty 
decides to grow its market share in 
the UK for hot-rolled coil, it is selling 
tubes. “We look at the total 
contribution of the business rather 
than individual. That is positive and 
enables us to have margin,” he said. 

Production at Newport currently 
stands at 10,000 tpw. 

High energy costs
Liberty will import steel slabs to its 
own port in Newport to feed the 
rolling mill, rather than use the 
on-site electric arc furnace to 
produce its own slabs, because of the 
high energy costs in the UK. The UK 
government announced on 17 
December 2015 that it secured 
European Commission approval to 
grant state compensation for the cost 
of renewables to energy-intensive 
industries, including the steel 
industry. The levy cost companies 
£4.5 million a month, according to 
British industry body UK Steel.

Gupta welcomed the successful 
request for approval, but says that 
more work is needed to ensure fair 
competition and a level playing field 
for all market participants. “It is a 
great help, but there is still more to 
do. We are still uncompetitive,” he 
said. “Either you give us a level 
playing field with no barriers, and the 
same support systems our competitors 
enjoy. Or it is a case for protection. 
But I think in an eye-for-an-eye 
situation, everybody is blind. I’m in 
favour of the opposite. You deregulate 
some issues and find logical solutions.”

Focus on the UK 
Looking at the timeline of how the 
Liberty business has evolved since its 
establishment in 1992, the focus on 
the UK since 2013 stands out. The 
same applies to Simec, the 
international resources group 
focused on sustainable energy, 
mining and infrastructure assets led 
by his father PK Gupta.

Simec acquired the 395 MW 
Uskmouth power plant in Newport, 
Wales, which recommenced 
production in April 2015. The 
company also committed to an 
eight-figure investment over time in 
the Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon 
Power project in February 2016.

A new corporate structure is now 
in the process of being implemented 
to underpin the vision of a ‘new agile, 
sustainable, non-cyclical integrated 
global business model’, as it states in 
the corporate brochure of GFG, the 
Gupta Family Group, which is an 
alliance between PK Gupta and 
Sanjeev Gupta’s business interests. 
Sanjeev Gupta put the heightened 

interest in the UK down to 
circumstance.

“The UK is clearly at a flux point. 
I’m confident and I will certainly 
champion that we will see some kind 
of renaissance in the industry. What 
degree and what extent we have yet 
to see,” he said. Much of his vision for 
steel in the UK centres around the 
growing availability of steel scrap 
and he points at studies that show 
domestic scrap generation to double 
from 10 million tonnes today to 20 
million tonnes in the next ten years.

He also highlights Simec’s 
investments in renewable energy 
and the plan to convert the 
Uskmouth coal-fired power plant, 
which is currently capable of 
co-generation with biomass, to full 
biomass. It is clear that those events 
follow one vision. 

“The country will have 
home-grown energy and 
home-grown raw material – steel 
scrap. So that gives a real competitive 
edge,” he said. “We can make the 
steel industry competitive. It doesn’t 
need protection.”

Made in Britain
Liberty has linked up with Julian 
Allwood, Professor of Engineering 
and the Environment at the 
University of Cambridge. His 
research team is going to survey and 
map out every single tonne of the 

‘I’m confident 
and I will 
certainly 
champion that 
we will see 
some kind of 
renaissance in 
the industry’

UK referendum on 23 June
The impact of European Union regulation on market 
conditions in the UK also plays on Gupta’s mind in light of the 
upcoming UK referendum on 23 June on whether to stay in 
the EU. He admits that the debate worries him immensely. 
“I’m very much torn like many people in the country, but 
Europe is our biggest trading partner. So on balance it would 
be crazy for us to get out of Europe. The world is becoming 
more and more open. We can’t go backwards, we need to go 
forward. And at least from an economic point of view, the 
more free access we have the better,” he said. 

But in policy terms, lines between the EU and UK are 
already blurred and can lead to confusion and delays. While 
the UK levy on renewables is a UK specific tax, it is not 
something that the UK government could just remove 
without approval from Brussels since it could be seen as state 
aid in favour of certain industries. This means that once you 
decide to be part of a union, you will also have to defer to 
collective decisions.

“There are arguments in both cases. Certainly for our 
specific industry, energy policy would be much easier if we 
didn’t have to go through Brussels,” he admits, “but on balance 
I think the country would suffer far more from being out than in.”
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11 million tonnes of products made 
of steel imported into the UK at the 
moment: what it is, where is it made, 
and where was it made previously. 

Then Liberty plans to map out the 
upstream. The idea is to identify 
where the company’s own steel could 
be used, where there are gaps that 
require investment or innovation. 
“We will certainly participate in 
filling the gaps, but we will also 
encourage other businesses and the 
government to help.” 

Liberty’s position in this market is 
that of a steel producer. The aim then 
is to align as much production as 
possible to downstream production, 
in operations that are either owned 
by Liberty or in partnerships. “We 
already have a steel plant. We already 
have bought an arc furnace from 
Thamesteel which we are moving 
over [to Newport most likely]. So we 
already have a blueprint for 1.5-2 
million tonnes of integrated EAF 
based on scrap, making hot rolled coil.”

The central point of this plan is to 
be integrated end-to-end as much a 
possible from the steelmaking raw 
material to the final finished product. 
Steel capacity within GFG as a whole 
is around 5 million tpy. Liberty has 
capacity of around 2.5 million tpy. 
While the vision is large, this does not 
translate into a specific target for 
capacity growth.

“It is not about numbers for me. It 
is a journey. How far we get in terms 
of scale will be determined by 
opportunities and market forces. But 
the direction is clear,” Gupta said. At 
the same time, the desire and energy 
is palpable in Gupta’s decisive 
gestures and speech which barely 
leaves room for sentences to 
complete. Vision, plans, actions get 
stacked up in staccato sentences. There 
is a ‘going-places’ energy in the office.

“We are at a point with the 
company where we need to grow. We 
have no long-term debts on our 
books. The family is moving on 
properly to the next generation,” he 
said. “There is dry powder to do stuff, 
as I call it.” The company likes to 
describe itself as lean, agile, flexible 
and quick to adapt. With the amount 
of investment that has gone into 
assets in recent years, it might become 
more difficult to retain those attributes.

“I’m worried, obviously, but it is a 
good challenge. What we would like 
to do is to turn businesses that we 

acquire into our model. So we need to 
assimilate them,” Gupta noted, 
adding: “Assimilation is as two-way 
process, so we will also get changed as 
part of the process. We won’t remain 
as agile as we were when we were 
smaller. But we will continue to strive 
to use that model. We will try to stay 
agile.”

The alignment and de-coupling of 
businesses is key to this process. 
Behind that sits careful reflection of 
how trading companies have to 
evolve in order to survive in changing 
markets. Trading started off with 
merchant traders who would travel 
the world selling goods. This evolved 
into companies with more 
organisational structure, but still 
essentially moving goods from one 
location to another. After that traders 
started to take positions and balance 
their book, until we come to the 
trader of today: fully hedged or 
“de-risked”, as Gupta likes to call it, 
and to all intents and purposes a 
service provider.

So what does the trader of 
tomorrow look like? “Tomorrow: it’s 
a marriage, a marriage between 
different parts of the industry. It is 
this de-coupled and aligned 
approach. Independent businesses 
but aligned to each other,” he said. 

Green steel
As much as Gupta envisions a revival 
in steelmaking and the re-emergence 
of an industrial supply chain in the 
UK, he also believes that this needs to 
happen in a sustainable low cost and 
low carbon way. This comes back to 
the growing availability of steel scrap 
and renewable energy resources and 
with that a transition from blast 
furnace to EAF production in the UK.

But Gupta is a little concerned that 
Liberty’s ‘green steel’ plan has been 
overstated and wrongly led to the 
perception that should the 
company’s bid for the remaining Tata 
UK steel assets be successful, a 
closure of the blast furnace would be 
imminent. 

“Primary steel will remain in the 
UK. Somehow there is a perception 
that we just want to go from one to 
the other. Perhaps it’s a little bit of 
miscommunication. We are not 
saying that at all. What we are saying 
is we would look to add upcycling, 
recycling, to primary and over time 
look to evolve,” he said.

Ultimately, this may not even be a 
question of one technology over 
another, but a blend of both 
production processes. “Steel 
recycling is all about processing the 
raw material. So if you can clean your 
scrap properly, actually you can make 
virtually everything. In the US they 
do. Recycled scrap goes into 
high-end applications,” he said. 
Steelmakers in the USA have 
invested money and time on their 
processing and the same will need to 
happen in the UK.

Over time, processing will 
improve, melting and refining will 
become better. It is ultimately a 
vision that not only applies to the UK, 
but to the whole world.

“China is going to be a massive 
mover on this. There is going to be a 
lot of investment by everybody, the 
world at large, on technology, on full 
recycling. The world wants to 
become greener, China wants to 
become greener. Everybody becomes 
more conscious so that there will be 
the right amount of economic 
equilibrium between pollution and 
progress,” Gupta explained. 

Most of the 6 million tonnes of 
steel that the UK imports each year is 
commodity-grade material, Gupta 
points out, and marks those imports 
as tonnage that could be easily 
substituted by domestic scrap-base 
production. 

“Maybe we’ll end up still with a 
nucleus of primary. Maybe, in 20 
years’ time, we still need 10-20% of 
production as primary, because there 
are certain things that benefit from 
that method.” Gupta is visibly 
inspired and excited by the 
opportunities that have opened up in 
the UK, but this energy could easily 
be channelled into other directions. 

The outcome of the sales process 
of the remaining Tata UK assets is a 
critical junction for the UK steel 
industry. For Liberty it is a crossroads 
of opportunities. The result of Tata’s 
decision will have a strong impact 
either way on the next direction for 
the company.

“The current situation makes it 
compelling to look at the UK. This is 
why I’m here. And if it happens, it will 
be amazing. We’ll have a great job to 
do,” he said. “It is legacy that we 
would leave behind. It is a very 
exciting opportunity. If not, we have 
other exciting things to do.”

‘It is not about 
numbers for 
me. It is a 
journey. How 
far we get 
in terms of 
scale will be 
determined by 
opportunities 
and market 
forces’
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Tuckman joins Mitsui 
Bussan Commodities 
Craig Tuckman has joined the base 
metals desk of Mitsui Bussan 
Commodities (USA) as 
vice-president, based in New York 
and responsible for marketing in 
the Americas. He has over 30 years’ 
experience in physical and financial 
non-ferrous and precious metals, 
having worked for companies 
including Gerald, Chase 
Manhattan Corp, Merrill Lynch 
and BHP Paribas. 

Montague named as 
president of Midrex 
Midrex Technologies has 
appointed Stephen Montague as 
president and chief operating 
officer. He replaces Jim McClaskey, 
who served for twelve years in these 
roles and who retains the post of 
chief executive officer. Montague 
joined Midrex in 1987 and has 
served in numerous positions, 
including in engineering, 
operations, technology 
development, and sales. He was 
most recently vp, sales & 
marketing. 

Bolton heads Liberty 
House plate division 
Liberty House has appointed Jon 
Bolton as ceo of its new plate 
division. The plate division consists 
of Liberty House’s newly-acquired 
200,000 tpy plants in Dalzell and 
Clydebridge, in Scotland, which 
were previously part of Tata Steel 
Europe. Bolton ran the two Scottish 
mills in his previous role as director 
of Tata Steel Europe’s long products 
business. Bolton is also currently 
chairman of industry body UK 
Steel, and joint-chair of the 
recently-formed UK Steel Council.

Antofagasta names 
Arriagada as new ceo 
Antofagasta plc has named Ivan 
Arriagada as its new ceo, effective 
from 8 April. He succeeds Diego 
Hernandez, who led the group 
during the past three and a half 
years and will remain as an adviser 
to Antofagasta’s board. Arriagada 
had been Antofagasta Minerals’ ceo 

since February 2015, and was the 
finance vice-president of Codelco 
prior to that. 

Yu is new chairman  
of Chalco 
China’s Chalco has appointed Yu 
Dehui as its new chairman. Yu had 
been general manager and board 
director of Chinalco since May 
2015. Prior to that, he worked as 
vice-general manager of the State 
Power Investment Corporation.

Kloppers joins board  
of FLSmidth 
Marius Kloppers, former ceo of 
BHP Billiton, has joined as a board 
member at Danish mining and 
cement industries supplier 
FLSmidth. Kloppers has a Bachelor 
of Chemical Engineering from the 
University of Pretoria and a PhD 
from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. He left BHP Billiton in 
October 2013. 

Aurubis appoints 
Alvear as director of 
hydrometallurgy 
Gerardo Alvear joined Aurubis in 
April as director for 
hydrometallurgy within the copper 
producer’s research, development 
and innovation department. He 
joins Hamburg-based Aurubis 
from Glencore Technology, the 
company responsible for 
developing the ISASmelt copper 
and lead smelting technology. 
Alvear will also be involved in the 
department’s pyrometallurgical 
research. 

Heglund named president 
of Mill Steel 
US flat-rolled steel distributor Mill 
Steel has named Pam Heglund as 
its president. She joined the 
company as an intern in 2000 
following a business management 
degree, and has been vice-president 
of sales, and a partner, for the last 
five years. 

Schirmeister joints AMT 
Christian Schirmeister joined LME 
ring-dealing member 

Amalgamated Metal Trading 
(AMT) at the beginning of May, as 
senior client liaison officer. After 
leaving JP Morgan last year, where 
he was executive director of its 
commodities group, he 
subsequently worked at the 
London Metal Exchange. 

Henry Bath appoints Gast 
Henry Bath has appointed David 
Gast to the role of general manager, 
Americas. He will lead and develop 
Henry Bath’s storage and 
distribution business across the 
Americas, and will be based at the 
company’s offices in Baltimore, 
USA. Gast has previously held 
senior positions at Pacorini Metals, 
Hydro Aluminium, and Wise 
Metals. 

Polmanteer joins Aleris 
Aleris named Tami Polmanteer as 
its executive vice-president, chief 
human resources officer, effective 
18 April. She most recently served 
as chief human resources officer at 
Daymon Worldwide in 
Connecticut, and prior to that, as 
vp human resources, international 
and corporate functions, for 
Kellogg Company in Michigan. 

Banaszkiewicz elected 
chairman of FFABA 
John Banaszkiewicz, md of iron ore 
inter-dealer broker Freight 
Investor Services (FIS), has been 
elected as dry chairman for the 
Forward Freight Agreement 
Brokers Association (FFABA).  
This is the second time that 
Banaszkiewicz has held the 
position, having been the inaugural 
chairman of the association, which 
is an independent association of 15 
FFA-broking Baltic Exchange 
member firms, formed in 1997.

Eramet appoints new ceos 
Eramet has named new ceos of 
three subsidiaries, at its board 
meeting on 22 April. Denis 
Kugelman has been appointed as 
ceo of Eramet Alloys, while 
Philippe Vecten has been promoted 
from deputy ceo to ceo of Eramet 
Nickel and Eramet Manganese. 
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noting that it has resulted in what 
could be an overshooting of domestic 
steel prices after the undershooting 
of prices last year, which carries with 
it the risk that there could be a 
correction later this year. 

“Full-year 2015 data for the 
American steel industry painted a 
bleak picture,” says John Ferriola, 
chairman, president and chief 
executive officer of Nucor 
Corporation, which held steady at 
No. 14 in Metal Bulletin’s 2015 global 
top steelmaker rankings. 

Ferriola, who is also chairman of 
the American Iron and Steel Institute, 
said during an early May AISI press 
briefing that US mills only shipped 87 
million short tons of steel last year, 
which was a nearly 12% decline from 
2014. Similarly, AISI reports that US 
raw steel production fell 10.6% in 
2015, resulting in an average capacity 
utilization rate of only 70% for the 
year. Ferriola noted that the domestic 
industry continued to operate at only 
71.3% capacity utilization in the first 
quarter of 2016. That, however, 
increased to 73.9% as of mid-May on 
the back of a 1.3% year-on-year 
increase in raw steel output. 

Proof of injury 
While 2015 clearly was not a good 
year for US steelmakers, it was better 
in the USA than in other parts of the 
world, including China and other 
developing nations, John Anton, 
director of steel analytics for the 
pricing and purchasing service of 
IHS, observes. He says that while US 
steel selling prices tumbled last year, 
they had done so both in 2014 and in 

2015 in other parts of the world and, 
as result, the gap between foreign and 
domestic prices became 
“unsustainably wide” in late 2014 
through early 2015. In fact, according 
to Christopher Plummer, managing 
director of Metal Strategies, the gap 
between US and European spot 
hot-rolled sheet prices reached a record 
$206 per tonne in November 2014. 

That, as well as certain other 
factors, caused US steel imports to 
surge. In fact, Ferriola points out that 
import share of the US market reached 
a record 29% in 2015. This was not 
just because of the pricing differential, 
but also from the strong US dollar 
and weak global economic conditions. 

Steel imports peaked at the 
beginning of 2015 and ended the year 
at half the volumes that were coming 
in the previous January, according to 
Charles Bradford, president and 
metals analyst at Bradford Research. 
He says that a bigger influence was 
that US steelmakers, particularly 
integrated steelmakers, were unable 
to compete on a cost basis due to a 
combination of their older 
steelmaking technology and their 
inability to take advantage of cheap 
merchant iron ore to the same degree 
as companies in certain other 
countries such as Russia and Brazil. 
EAF steelmakers fared a little better 
given declining ferrous scrap prices. 

Also, the gap between domestic 
and foreign prices narrowed. 
Plummer notes that by January 2016 
the US premium versus spot 
European hot-rolled had fallen to 
only $28/tonne. 

Domestic mills were further 
impacted by weak demand from the 
energy and construction sectors as 
well as the year-long destocking of 
service centre inventories, MBR’s 
Bennett observes, noting that they 
started to find some relief from the 
filing of trade cases against corrosion-
resistant, cold-rolled and hot-rolled 
steel sheet, and also from the fact that 
finally, in the fourth quarter of 2015, 
some mills made some much needed 
capacity cutbacks. 

For example, US Steel, which fell to 
No. 23 from No. 18 in the MB table, 
permanently closed most of its 
Fairfield, Alabama, facility and 
temporarily idled steelmaking and 
finishing operations at its Granite City, 
Illinois, facility. It also put on hold 
plans to build an EAF in Fairfield. 

One measure of a steel company’s 
business is the volume of its output 
year-on-year. As 2015 was another 
challenging year for steel markets, it 
is no surprise that Metal Bulletin’s 
table of top steelmakers 2016  edition 
shows that about two-thirds of the 
top 50 steel firms produced less steel 
last year than in 2014. Global 
overcapacity is at play. Our regional 
correspondents summarise the 
particular factors at work in their 
territories.

NORTH AMERICA

Stronger, but still shaky 
So far, 2016, while much improved 
over last year, continues to be not as 
strong for the US steel industry as 
many domestic companies would 
like. In fact, several industry 
observers fear that there could be 
some backtracking of recent pricing 
gains later this year. 

“The US steel industry continues 
to be in a crisis that has impacted 
every segment of the industry from 
plate to pipe, flat steel to long 
production, carbon and stainless and 
both electric arc furnace and integrated 
producers,” Philip K. Bell, president 
of the Steel Manufacturers 
Association, told reporters during the 
group’s annual meeting in late April. 

This is despite a rapid pickup in 
business conditions following what is 
generally described as a dreadful year 
in 2015. “While conditions were 
expected to improve, the speed of the 
turnaround has been surprising,” 
Amy Bennett, principal consultant 
for Metal Bulletin Research, says, 

Top steelmakers 
2016 edition
The world’s steelmakers endured tough times in  
2015 and many still worry about the impacts of global 
overcapacity. Metal Bulletin’s correspondents around 
the world give their assessment of the steel sector in 
2015 and the outlook for 2016
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 1 1 ArcelorMittal SA  93,100 92,500 

   Luxembourg

 2 3 Hebei Iron & Steel Group Co Ltd China 47,090 47,745

 3 2 Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Japan 47,320 44,530 
     Metal Corp

 4 5 POSCO 1 Korea (South) 41,428 42,027

 5 4 Baosteel Group Corp China 43,350 34,942

 6 6 Jiangsu Shagang Group Co Ltd China 35,330 34,200

 7 8 JFE Steel 2 Japan 34,065 32,414

 8 7 Anshan Iron & Steel (Group) Corp China 34,350 31,582

 9 10 Shougang Group China 30,780 28,553

 10 9 WISCO - Wuhan Iron & Steel China 33,050 25,776 
   (Group) Corp

 11 11 Tata Steel Ltd India 26,360 25,600

 12 12 Shandong Iron & Steel Group China 23,340 21,692

 13 13 Hyundai Steel Co Korea (South) 21,662 20,455

 14 14 Nucor Corp United States 19,173 19,500

 15 15 Maanshan Iron & Steel Co Ltd China 18,900 18,820

 16 19 ThyssenKrupp AG Germany 16,300 17,200

 17 17 Gerdau SA Brazil 18,028 16,862

 18 16 Bohai Iron & Steel Group China 18,490 16,269

 19 21 Novolipetsk Steel (NLMK) Russia 15,921 15,855

 20 25 Jianlong Group China 15,260 15,141

 21 20 Benxi Iron & Steel (Group)  China 16,260 14,991 
     Special Steel Co Ltd

 22 24 Valin Group China 15,380 14,874

 23 18 United States Steel Corp United States 17,990 14,600 
     (US Steel Corp)

 24 23 China Steel Corp 3 Taiwan 15,400 14,480

 25 26 SAIL - Steel Authority of India Ltd India 13,900 14,390

 26 22 Evraz plc Russia 15,535 14,349

 27 31 Rizhao Steel Group China 12,410 13,999

 28 27 Hebei Xinwu’an Iron &  China 13,670 13,461 
     Steel Group 

 29 28 Fangda Group 4 China 13,640 13,214

 30 30 JSW - Jindal South West Steel Ltd India 12,723 12,310

 31 29 Magnitogorsk Iron & Steel Russia 13,031 12,236 
     Works - MMK

 32 34 Baotou Iron and Steel China 10,720 11,863 
     (Group) Co Ltd

 33 32 Severstal Russia 11,300 11,451

 34 37 Hebei Jingye Group China 10,540 11,317

- 35 New Liuzhou Iron & Steel Co China 11,391 10,827

 36 33 Anyang Iron & Steel Group China 10,880 10,740 
     Co Ltd (AISCO)

 37 39 Handan Zongheng Iron &  China 10,320 10,380 
     Steel Group Co Ltd

 38 34 TISCO - Taiyuan Iron & Steel China 10,720 10,256 
     (Group) Co Ltd

 39 44 Jinxi Iron & Steel Group Co Ltd China 9,117 9,768

 40 40 Pingxiang Iron & Steel Co Ltd China 9,744 9,672

 41 41 Techint Group  Luxembourg 9,381 9,600 
     (Ternium SA) 5

 42 42 Fujian Sansteel (Group) Co Ltd China 9,211 9,575

- 43 New Qiananshi Jiujiang Wire Co Ltd  China 9,000 9,200

 44 45 Zenith Steel Group China 9,010 9,082

 45 36 Panzhihua Iron & Steel Group China 10,600 8,968

 46 47 Erdemir Turkey 8,500 8,930

 47 46 Xinyu Iron & Steel Co Ltd China 8,822 8,644

 48 49 Nanjing Iron & Steel United China 8,040 8,590 
     Co Ltd (NISCO)

 49 48 Tangshan Guofeng Iron & Steel China 8,400 8,292

 50 50 voestalpine Group Austria 7,960 7,740

 51 38 Jiuquan Iron & Steel (Group)  China 10,340 7,685 
     Co Ltd (JISCO)

 52 43 Metinvest International Ukraine 9,210 7,669

 53 52	 CITIC	Pacific	 China 7,930 7,612

 54 58 SSAB - Svenskt Stal AB Sweden 6,682 7,593

 55 57 Steel Dynamics Inc 6 United States 6,675 7,555

 56 54 Kobe Steel Ltd Japan 7,574 7,520

 57 52 Shaanxi Longmen Iron &  China 7,906 7,466 
     Steel (Group) Co Ltd

 58 53 Riva Forni Elettrici Italy 7,761 7,460

 59 56 Celsa Group Spain 7,031 7,078

 60 64 Esfahan’s Mobarakeh Steel Co Iran 5,480 6,978

 61 55 Salzgitter AG Germany 7,287 6,652

 62 63 AK Steel Corp 7 United States 5,563 6,431

 63 61 ISDonbass Corp** Ukraine 5,864 5,864

 64 67 Minmetals Yingkou Medium China 4,701 5,680 
     Plate Co Ltd

 65 62 Saudi Iron Steel Co (Hadeed) Saudi Arabia 5,800 5,662

- 66 New Tsingshan Holding Group China 4,530 5,380

 67 65 CSN - Companhia Siderurgica  Brazil 5,449 5,200 
     Nacional

 68 60 Usiminas - Usinas Siderurgicas Brazil 6,050 5,007 
     de Minas Gerais SA

 69 59 Ilva SpA Italy 6,400 4,700

 70 66 Lingyuan Iron & Steel China 5,138 4,638 
     (Group) Co Ltd 

 71 79 Jindal Steel & Power Ltd India 3,660 4,520

 72 68 Metalloinvest Holding Co Russia 4,500 4,501

 73 94 Jiangsu Binxin Special Steel China 3,115 4,483 
     Material Co Ltd

 74 69 Ahmsa - Altos Hornos de Mexico 4,420 4,460 
     Mexico SA de CV

 75 72 Quzhou Yuanli Metal Co Ltd China 4,291 4,387

 76 73 Mechel OAO (Mechel) Russia 4,269 4,321

 77 75 BlueScope Steel Ltd Australia 4,086 4,214

 Ranking                 Company Country of origin/ 2014 2015 
 2015 2014* Main domicile Output Output

 Ranking                 Company Country of origin/ 2014 2015 
 2015 2014* Main domicile Output Output
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 78 74 Icdas Celik Enerji Tersane ve Turkey 4,175 4,175 
     Ulasim San AS**

 79 83 Shanxi Jincheng Steel Holding China 3,528 4,000 
     (Group) Co Ltd

 80 78 Zaporizhstal Integrated Ukraine 3,964 3,979 
     Iron & Steel Works JSC

 81 89 Xinxing Ductile Iron Pipes Co China 3,265 3,833

 82 77 Nisshin Steel Co Ltd 8 Japan 3,980 3,790

 83 96 Hebei Qianjin Steel Group Co Ltd China 3,092 3,651

 84 88 Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Ltd,  India 3,297 3,640 
     Visakhapatnam Steel Plant  
     (Vizag Steel)

 85 71 Chongqing Iron & Steel (Group) China 4,340 3,589 
     Co Ltd  

 86 81 Tianjin Rockcheck Steel Group China 3,585 3,553 
     Co Ltd

 87 84 Commercial Metals Co United States 3,503 3,482

 88 85 Khouzestan Steel Co (KSC) 9 Iran 3,460 3,441

 89 82 Henan Jiyuan Iron & Steel China 3,552 3,405 
     Group Co Ltd

 90 99 Dongkuk Steel Mill Co Ltd Korea (South) 3,037 3,322

 91 86 Delong Holdings Ltd China 3,312 3,306

 92 70 Tangshan Donghai Iron  China 4,359 3,301 
       & Steel Group Co Ltd 

 93 76 Ezz Steel Co Egypt 4,013 3,281

 94 93 Shandong Taishan Iron &  China 3,116 3,260 
     Steel Co Ltd

 95 87 Essar Steel Ltd India 3,300 3,250

 96 92 Shandong Shiheng Special  China 3,157 3,138 
     Steel Group Co Ltd 

 97 95 Dazhou Iron & Steel Co China 3,100 3,102

 98 97 Tangshan Ganglu Iron & Steel China 3,071 3,068 
     Co Ltd

 99 116 Emirates Steel  United Arab Emirates 2,400 3,006 
     Industries PJSC 

 100 118 Diler Group Turkey 2,369 3,000

 101 108 Acciaieria Arvedi SpA Italy 2,634 2,988

 102 100 Deacero SA de CV Mexico 2,977 2,873

 103 128 Weifang Special Steel China 2,310 2,801 
     Group Co Ltd  

 104 91 Shanxi Zhongyang Iron and China 3,200 2,797 
     Steel Co Ltd

 105 101 OAO TMK Russia 2,822 2,782

 106 106 Saarstahl AG Germany 2,727 2,779

 107 123 Lengshuijiang Iron & Steel China 2,332 2,750 
     Group Co

 108 80 Hangzhou Iron & Steel Group Co China 3,600 2,726

 109 109 Sichuan Tranvic Group Co Ltd China 2,628 2,663

 110 132 Qatar Steel Co Qatar 2,867 2,618

 111 104 Hebei Wenfeng Iron and China 2,734 2,616 
     Steel Co Ltd

 112 121 Yancheng Lianxin Iron &  China 2,338 2,582 
     Steel Co Ltd

 113 112 T inecké	Železárny	as	 Czech Republic 2,550 2,528

 114 131 Zhuhai Yueyufeng Iron  China 2,255 2,521 
     & Steel Co Ltd

- 115 New Baosteel Stainless Steel Co Ltd China 2,250 2,520

 116 136 Changshu Longteng Special China 2,002 2,519 
     Steel Co Ltd

 117 113 Xingtai Iron & Steel Co Ltd China 2,522 2,512

 118 114 Belorussian Steel Works (BMZ) Belarus 2,496 2,510

 119 126 Industrias CH SA de CV 10 Mexico 2,503 2,449

 120 119 Arrium Ltd Australia 2,360 2,430

 121 120 AG der Dillinger Huttenwerke Germany 2,345 2,401

 122 111 Outokumpu Oyj 11 Finland 2,554 2,381

 123 125 Acerinox SA Spain 2,325 2,320

 124 105 ESCO - Esfahan Steel Co 9 Iran 2,710 2,286

- 125 New Badische Stahlwerke GmbH Germany 1,943 2,243

 126 137 Feralpi Group Italy 2,000 2,223

 127 117 Tokyo Steel Manufacturing  Japan 2,390 2,189 
     Co Ltd

 128 115 Shanxi Jianbang Group China 2,422 2,171

 129 107 Dongbei Special Steel Group China 2,640 2,146 
     Co Ltd

 130 127 Bazhou Xinli Iron & Steel  Ltd China 2,313 2,128

 131 98 Jinding Heavy Industries Co Ltd China 3,054 2,095

 132 103 Sahaviriya Steel Industries Thailand 2,760 1,950

 133 102 Hebei Tianzhu Iron & Steel China 2,814 1,839 
     (Group) Co Ltd

 134 122 Colakoglu Metalurji AS Turkey 2,333 1,800

 Ranking                 Company Country of origin/ 2014 2015 
 2015 2014* Main domicile Output Output

 Ranking                 Company Country of origin/ 2014 2015 
 2015 2014* Main domicile Output Output

All figures in thousand tonnes

1 Includes share of PT Posco Krakatau, Zhangjiagang Pohang Stainless Steel and Posco SS Vina 

(2014 figure includes POSCO Speciality Steel of which POSCO has now sold its share)

2 JFE Steel figure includes combined steel production of JFE Steel Corp in Japan (27,746 tonnes 

(2012) and % share times total volume produced by subsidiaries)

3 Calendar year. Figure includes Dragon Steel in China

4 Fangda Group includes production output for Pingxiang Iron & Steel which was listed 

separately last year in 40th position

5 Ternium’s figures are shipped steel

6 Steel Dynamics figure represents combined steel production rather than crude steel 

production

7 AK Steel Corp figure represents volume of shipments rather than crude steel production

8 April 2015-March 2016 Financial year

9 Estimated full year figure based on known production for 11 months

10 Industrias CH SA de CV figure is sales rather than production

11 Delivered tonnages rather than production

Ranking movement:    Up    Down    Unchanged   – New entries this year

*Based on updated 2014 crude steel output

**Ranked by 2014 output figure (used for 2015 output entry)
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STAINLESS STEEL COLD ROLLING FACILITY
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-1300x2.5mm x 24 Ton Ungerer Stainless 
-600x2mm x 13 Ton Ungerer Stainless  
GRINDING LINE  
-1600mm Sundwig/Acme Murraway Coil   
ROLL GRINDERS  
-Andritz Lynson V330 CNC, 2005  
-Andritz Lynson V645 CNC, 2006  
-Naxos Union W1400, W500 and W400  
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the first nine months of 2015 to $813 
million, the latest data at the time of 
writing. 

NLMK posted 2015 Ebitda at 
$1.95 billion, down by 18%. Evraz 
reported a 39% drop in its earnings to 
$1.44 billion last year. The earnings 
were further depressed by the 
narrowing spreads between finished 
steel and raw materials prices, 
NLMK said.

Meanwhile, in Ukraine, the 
intensity of hostilities in the east of 
the country dropped last year, which 
allowed Industrial Union of Donbass 
(ISD) in June to restart its flat steel 
mill in Alchevsk, which had been idle 
since August 2014.

So far this year, the country’s 
output has been recovering, with 
rolled steel production increasing by 
17% year-on-year in January-April to 
7.22 million tonnes. The focus on 
exports remains, as consumption at 
home is still affected by economic 
instability. 

Steel consumption in Russia is 
expected to drop by 10-20% this 
year, as the price of oil has hit 
multi-year lows and the economy  
is struggling to emerge from 
recession. 

More producers from Russia and 
Kazakhstan were targeting billet 
exports in early 2016. However, 
more recently some CIS exporters 
have shifted their focus back to 
finished steel sales, while reducing 
mainly slab and pig iron shipments, 
in order to focus on higher-margin 
products as their prices started  
to go up.

CIS export prices for billet, slab 
and HRC grew by $175-225 per 
tonne during January-April 2016 to 
reach, on 2 May, $428 per tonne, 
$395 per tonne and $478 per tonne, 
respectively, all fob Black Sea, 
according to Steel First. However, 
export prices are expected to retreat 
in mid-year amid the usual summer 
slowdown in demand.
Alona Yunda, Nadia Popova

EUROPE 

Optimism amid challenges
After a long bout of bearish market 
sentiment, prices and profitability in 
the European steel industry have 
started to look up in the second 
quarter of 2016 – but the challenges 
are far from over. 

Likewise AK Steel, which moved up 
to No. 62  from No. 63 in the ranking, 
temporarily idled its Ashland, 
Kentucky, blast furnace and 
steelmaking operations. The world’s 
No. 1 steelmaker ArcelorMittal also 
made small cutbacks in its US 
capacity, and mini-mills also eased 
back their production rates. 

Recovery mode 
While 2016 got off to a slow start, in 
the past few months US steelmakers 
have been firmly in recovery mode. 
“It isn’t that there has been a surge of 
demand,” Plummer says. In fact 
apparent consumption remains 
down 4.6% year-to-date through April. 
Rather it is a supply-driven 
phenomenon from declining imports 
– with trade cases returning high 
duties, at least for China – the end of 
destocking by service centres and the 
capacity that mills took offline last year.

Plummer says that on an effective 
basis (not including the idled 
capacity) domestic mill operating 
rates are over 80%, with flat products 
running at over 90% and long 
products at about 70% utilisation. 

This, plus increases in steel scrap 
prices in recent months, has resulted 
in a surge in prices for most steel 
products, particularly flat-rolled. But 
the big question is whether it is too 
much too fast. Anton believes that is 
the case: while at the beginning of the 
year prices had been too low, by 
mid-May there had been more of a 
price increase than was justified by 
market dynamics. “There will be a 
correction,” he says, predicting that 
mills will be able to keep part of the 
recent price increases, but not all. 

How much of a correction will 
depend upon whether domestic 
mills restart any of the idled capacity, 
whether there is any sizable jump in 
demand, which is not expected, and 
what effect the recent weakening of 
the US dollar will have on both 
supply and demand dynamics. It 
could also depend on the impact that 
Big River Steel has when it begins 
making steel later this year.
Myra Pinkham

CIS 

Steelmakers focus on 
semi-finished exports 
In 2015, the CIS steel market was 
greatly affected by declining export 

prices and shrinking consumption at 
home amid an economic slowdown, 
although weak national currencies 
helped the region’s exporters to 
maintain profits from their exports.

Major Russian mills shifted their 
focus from finished steel output to 
semi-finished production and 
exports. That was the quickest way to 
make money amid tough 
competition in the international flat 
and long steel markets, which are 
dominated by Chinese exporters.

The country’s largest steelmaker 
Novolipetsk Steel (NLMK) boosted 
its semi-finished steel sales, including 
slab, billet and pig iron, by 24% to 
6.07 million tonnes in 2015, while 
finished steel shipments fell by 4% to 
9.79 million tonnes.

Compatriot steel producer Evraz 
saw its finished product shipments 
drop by 15% to 8.20 million tonnes 
last year, while its slab and billet sales 
together grew by 12% to 4.91 million 
tonnes, and merchant pig iron sales 
increased by 52% to 552,000 tonnes. 
The increases in volume were mostly 
exported.

In total, Russian exporters added 
940,000 tonnes, or 8% year-on-year, 
to their semi-finished steel shipments 
abroad, with the exports reaching 
13.20 million tonnes in 2015. 
However, steel consumption in the 
country dropped 11% to 40 million 
tonnes last year.

CIS export billet prices averaged 
$328 per tonne fob Black Sea in 
2015, down by $154 per tonne 
year-on-year, according to Steel First. 
CIS slab prices averaged $290 per 
tonne fob Black Sea last year, down 
by $198 per tonne, while hot-rolled 
coil (HRC) prices averaged $345 per 
tonne fob Black Sea, down by $177 
per tonne on an annual basis.

The Russian rouble exchange rate 
averaged 61.19 roubles per US$1 in 
2015, compared with 38.52 roubles 
per $1 in 2014. The Ukrainian 
hryvnya exchange rate averaged 
21.82 hryvnyas per $1 in 2015, 
compared with almost 12 hryvnyas 
per $1 in 2014.

However, the slump in steel prices 
dented the earnings of the CIS steel 
producers, outweighing the 
weakening of local currencies. For 
Ukraine’s largest steelmaker, 
Metinvest, earnings before interest, 
taxes, depreciation and amortisation 
(Ebitda) slid by 63% year-on-year in 

‘While 2016 
got off to a 
slow start, in 
the past few 
months US 
steelmakers 
have been 
firmly in 
recovery  
mode’
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ASIA-PACIFIC 

Output falls in a tough year 
In the Asia-Pacific region, as 
elsewhere in the world, 2015 was 
widely considered one of the 
toughest years yet in the steel 
industry.

Large and medium-sized 
steelmakers both had to cope with 
all-time high steel exports out of 
China, which were mainly destined 
to Asian nations given their 
geographical proximity. Flat or 
declining steel demand in their home 
markets and low selling prices 
compounded the problem.

This was the case in Japan, where 
crude steel output dropped 5% in 
2015 to 105.2 million tonnes, as local 
mills were forced to adjust their 
operations amid high domestic 
inventory levels and stagnant 
performances in the local 
construction and manufacturing 
industries. 

In this environment, Nippon Steel 
& Sumitomo Metal Corp (NSSMC) 
produced almost 6% less steel, at 
44.53 million tonnes. The Japanese 
mill ended up losing the No. 2 place it 
had held for the previous three 
editions of MB’s top steelmakers, to 
China’s Hebei Iron & Steel Group.

It was a similar story for NSSMC’s 
closest competitor, JFE Steel, which 
reported a total group output of 
32.41 million tonnes of crude steel 
last year, down almost 5% from 2014. 
The company blamed a “persistent 
oversupply of steel” for poorer 
financial results in the period. 
However, as China’s Anshan Iron & 
Steel posted an even bigger drop in 
production, JFE Steel actually 
moved up one position in this year’s 
ranking, to No. 7.

In South Korea, crude steel output 
fell 2.6% last year to 69.7 million 
tonnes, especially as local electric arc 
furnace (EAF) mills grappled with 
relatively high ferrous scrap prices as 
compared with the lower iron ore 
and coking coal costs enjoyed by blast 
furnace operators. According to the 
Korea Iron & Steel Assn (Kosa), 
around 7.6 million tpy of EAF 
capacity were taken out of the local 
market in 2014 and 2015, including 
both permanent closures and 
suspended operations.

The performance of the three 
largest South Korean steelmakers 

to Belarus-origin rebar and China- 
and Russia-origin cold rolled coil.

But as trade barriers against 
Chinese steel pop up around the 
world, the country’s largest 
steelmaker Hebei Iron & Steel has 
been making in-roads in Europe. It 
bought a majority stake in 
Switzerland-headquartered steel 
trader Duferco Trading last June, 
acquired 98% of Serbian steelmaker 
Železara Smederevo in April, and in 
May has been rumoured to be 
among bidders for Tata Steel’s 
remaining UK assets that were put 
up for sale in April. 

Having also agreed to sell its UK 
long steel business to turnaround 
investment firm Greybull Capital in 
April, India’s Tata Steel – 11th in the 
global ranking – has dominated 
headlines over the past year as asset 
sales, closures and consolidation 
continue to generate discussion in 
Europe’s ferrous industry. 

IJmuiden will remain Tata Steel’s 
only European asset, once all its UK 
assets are offloaded. The Dutch steel 
complex has attracted rumours of 
consolidation with Germany’s 
ThyssenKrupp, ranked 16th among 
global steelmakers, while 
ArcelorMittal and Italian re-roller 
Marcegaglia have been favoured by 
analysts to take over troubled Italian 
steel producer Ilva, with a deadline 
for its sale set at the end of June. 

Steel end-using sectors in the EU, 
particularly automotive, 
construction and domestic 
appliances, are expected to continue 
growing at a moderate pace of 1.9% 
year-on-year in 2016, according to 
Eurofer. Yet the European steel 
association has forecasted zero 
growth for apparent steel demand in 
the EU in 2016, due to muted 
growth in real steel consumption 
and an overhang of stocks from high 
import volumes at the end of last 
year. 

The region’s steel industry will 
also hold its breath over further 
uncertainties on continued 
weakness in China’s economy, 
whether the country will be granted 
market economy status by 
December – despite European 
parliamentarians having voted 
against it in May – and the UK’s 
referendum in June on whether to 
remain in EU membership.
Nina Nasman

Crude steel production in the EU 
fell by 1.8% year-on-year in 2015, to 
166.20 million tonnes, according to 
the World Steel Association. The 
decline was partly driven by the 
closure of Sahaviriya Steel Industries 
UK’s 3.6 million tpy slab plant in 
northern England last September, as 
low steel prices and shipments made 
the operation unviable. The same 
factors weighed on the profitability 
of several European steelmakers, 
most of which focused on efficiency 
and cost-savings measures to get 
through last year’s market trough.

Similarly, Luxembourg-
headquartered ArcelorMittal, 
maintaining pole position in the top 
steelmaker’s list, saw its operating 
profit in its European business fall by 
74% year-on-year to €145 million 
($164 million) in 2015. However, 
weakened appetite for imports 
following several new anti-dumping 
probes into China-origin flat steel 
imports has seen domestic steel 
producers gain market share in the 
past few months, supporting price 
growth. ArcelorMittal has been at 
the forefront of driving recent coil 
price increases, with Steel First’s 
assessment for Northern European 
domestic hot rolled coil at €400-430 
($451-485) per tonne on May 18, 
slightly up year-on-year and up by 
€100-120 ($113-135) per tonne 
from a low this January.

European domestic and export 
long steel prices have also rallied 
recently. But increasing competition 
last year and a tighter import quota 
since early this year have restricted 
Southern European rebar sales to 
Algeria, the key market for Italian 
and Spanish mills to relieve some 
domestic overcapacity pressures.

Trade issues have risen to the 
forefront of steel industry lobbying 
efforts in Brussels, disquieting some 
importers, and nearly by-passing 
worries over the costs of 
implementing the ambitious Phase 
III of the European Emissions 
Trading Scheme. Amid intensified 
efforts to crack down on dumping, 
the European Commission initiated 
prior surveillance of most steel 
product imports at the end of April. 
Open anti-dumping investigations 
at the European Commission now 
range from China-origin 
high-fatigue performance rebar, 
HRC, heavy plate and seamless pipe 

‘As trade 
barriers against 
Chinese steel 
pop up around 
the world, 
the country’s 
largest 
steelmaker 
Hebei Iron & 
Steel has been 
making in-roads 
in Europe’
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reduced activity levels due to weak 
economic conditions. The car 
industry saw its output volumes 
plunge by 22.80% in 2015 to 2.43 
million units, from 3.15 million in 
2014, according to domestic 
automobile association Anfavea. 

The positive outlook for Mexican 
steel demand has led local companies 
to raise output and eye new 
investments. Tenigal, a joint venture 
between Latin American steel group 
Ternium and Nippon Steel & 
Sumitomo Metal (NSSMC), 
announced in late April a $300 
million investment to double its 
capacity of galvanized steel to 
830,000 tpy in 2019 from the 
existing 400,000 tpy. The expansion 
is intended to serve the Mexican 
industrial and automotive markets, 
according to Ternium, which is 
ranked No. 41 in MB’s world 
steelmakers list for both 2016 and 
2015 editions.

The other two Mexican 
companies ranked in the MB listing, 
Ahmsa and Indústrias CH (ICH), are 
not expected to announce significant 
expansion projects this year, as they 
have both increased their capacities 
recently. 

Ahmsa ended 2015 with a record 
high crude steel output, at 4.46 
million tonnes, slightly up from 4.42 
million tonnes in 2014. ICH did not 
report its output figures, but its steel 
sales volumes reached 2.44 million 
tonnes last year, against 2.50 million 
tonnes in 2014.

Brazil GDP suffers 
However, in Brazil, mills have been 
suffering with the country’s 
economic recession, with national 
GDP contracting by 3.80% in 2015, 
according to the country’s statistics 
agency, IBGE. Lack of demand in the 
domestic market has forced 
producers to rationalise production, 
including the closure of facilities.

Flat-rolled steelmaker Usiminas, 
ranked 68 in the MB list, stopped 
steelmaking activities at its Cubatão 
works, São Paulo state, in January. 
The plant, which has slab production 
capacity of 4.5 million tpy from two 
blast furnaces, is only operating its 
rolling lines. This stoppage will 
impact its already fallen output levels. 
Last year, the company produced 5 
million tonnes of crude steel, down 
from 6.05 million tonnes in 2015.

was mixed, though. While Hyundai 
Steel reported a drop of 1.2 million 
tonnes of crude steel output and 
stayed put in the ranking, Posco 
climbed one position to No. 4, 
outpacing China’s Baosteel and 
getting closer to NSSMC. Dongkuk 
Steel, the third-largest steel producer 
in South Korea, moved up nine 
positions to No. 90.

Elsewhere in the region, Taiwan’s 
China Steel Corporation saw its 
crude steel output dropping by 
almost 1 million tonnes last year to 
14.48 million tonnes, taking into 
account both its main operation and 
its wholly-owned subsidiary Dragon 
Steel.

In Australia, BlueScope Steel and 
Arrium had turbulent years as they 
both considered plans to shut down 
some of their steelmaking operations, 
but the two mills actually posted 
small increases in their crude steel 
output in 2015.

Challenges ahead
For 2016, all eyes will be on China’s 
domestic steel industry and how it 
will affect the country’s exports. 
Doubts about the Chinese 
government’s capacity to tackle 
overcapacity abound in the market, 
especially after local crude steel 
output increased to 69.42 million 
tonnes in April, averaging to an 
all-time monthly high of 2.314 
million tpd.

Earlier in the year, the China Iron 
& Steel Assn (Cisa) predicted that the 
country’s finished steel exports in 
2016 would drop to about 100 
million tonnes, down from the 
historic record of 112.4 million 
tonnes last year. However, between 
January and April shipments abroad 
rose 7.6% year-on-year to 36.9 
million tonnes.

To cope with what it called an 
“extremely severe” business 
environment, Japan’s NSSMC 
agreed in the middle of May to pay up 
to ¥155 billion ($1.4 billion) to raise 
its stake in Nisshin Steel to 51% and 
turn it into a subsidiary. Nisshin Steel, 
a blast furnace-based steelmaker 
specialising in stainless steel, coated 
steel and special steel products, 
produced 3.79 million tonnes of 
crude steel in 2015, moving down 
five positions in this year’s ranking. 
The transaction is expected to be 
concluded early in 2017.

Down in Australia, while 
BlueScope has given up on plans to 
shut down one of its steelmaking 
plants, Arrium entered into 
voluntary administration in April. 
Two months before that, it had 
started to consider closing its 
integrated steelworks in Whyalla, 
South Australia, and resorting to 
semi-finished steel imports.

In Southeast Asia, meanwhile, one 
of the centres of attention will be the 
imminent commissioning of 
Formosa Ha Tinh Steel’s first blast 
furnace in Vietnam. Comprising two 
furnaces and a crude steel capacity of 
7 million tpy in its first stage, the 
$10.5 billion integrated steelworks is 
“currently the world’s largest new 
construction project in the steel 
industry”, Primetals Technologies 
recently stated. The mill will be the 
biggest in Southeast Asia – and will 
probably figure in the next edition of 
MB’s top steelmakers.
Juan Weik

LATIN AMERICA 

A tale of two countries 
In 2015, Mexico overtook Brazil for 
the first time in terms of steel 
consumption. Apparent steel 
consumption in Mexico increased by 
5.8% last year compared with 2014, 
to 24.20 million tonnes, according to 
the World Steel Association 
(Worldsteel). Brazil’s apparent steel 
consumption, meanwhile, fell by 
16.70% over the same period, to 
21.30 million tonnes, it reported. 

For 2016, steel use in Mexico is 
forecast to reach 25 million tonnes, 
while Brazilian steel consumption is 
predicted to total 19.40 million 
tonnes, according to Worldsteel.

Many consider Mexico to be the 
most interesting steel market in Latin 
America due to its import 
substitution potential for both steel 
itself and steel goods, as well as its 
manufacturing dynamism. The 
positive perspective for Mexican 
steel demand is being driven by its 
industrial sector, mainly automotive. 
Car production grew by 5.60% in 
2015, totalling a record high of 3.40 
million units, according to the 
country’s automobile association, 
Amia.

In contrast, Brazil’s major steel 
consuming sectors, such as 
automotive and construction, have 

‘The positive 
perspective 
for Mexican 
steel demand 
is being driven 
by its industrial 
sector, mainly 
automotive’
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The project will double the capacity 
of the Saba plant for hot-rolled coil to 
1.4 million tpy.

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia produced 5.7 million 
tonnes of crude steel in 2015, 10% 
down on 2014 production. This 
volume represents production from 
state owned producer Hadeed, 
according to the World Steel 
Association. The country ranked 
25th biggest steel producer in 2015, 
the same rank as 2014.

However, steel demand growth in 
Saudi Arabia is expected to gradually 
decline, especially after 2020, 
according to Abdullah Al-Zahrani, 
manager at Saudi Arabian Basic 
Industries Corp (Sabic) speaking at 
MB’s Middle East Iron and Steel 
Conference in December. 

He added that falling oil prices 
meant Saudi Arabian government 
spending will need to be adjusted to 
the lower oil price environment, 
noting that sustaining the current 
level of expenditure would lead to 
deficits during the 2015-20 period. 

Saudi Arabia’s steel consumption 
is forecast to reach 20.7 million tpy 
by 2025, 55% up on 2014’s 13.7 
million tpy, according to Zohair 
Al-Zawad, investment planning 
manager at Sabic speaking at the 
Steel Success Strategies Conference 
in Istanbul in September 2015. 

Qatar
Qatar produced 2.6 million tonnes of 
crude steel in 2015, less than the 3 
million tonnes in 2014. The FIFA 
football World Cup scheduled to 
take place in Qatar in 2022 is 
expected to increase steel 
consumption, and the country’s steel 
producer, Qatar Steel, is increasing 
its production. 

The company’s Rolling Mill No.2, 
located in the country’s Mesaieed 
Industrial City, produced 1 million 
tonnes of rebar in 2015. This is a 
record for the mill, whose design 
capacity is 700,000 tpy of rebar, with 
8-40 mm diameters. Qatar Steel has 
more than 1.5 million tpy of rebar 
capacity in Qatar itself, and a further 
300,000 tpy of rebar and 240,000 
tpy of wire rod capacity in the UAE. 
The company also produces 2.4 
million tpy of direct reduced iron 
(DRI). 
Serife Durmus

In January, Rio de Janeiro-based 
steelmaker CSN also decided to halt 
its 1.4 million tpy No. 2 blast furnace 
at Volta Redonda for a period of 90 
days. After this period, ending in 
April, it would evaluate whether it 
would permanently shut down the 
plant, but it has not provided an 
update on the facility to date.

Long-steel-focused steelmaker 
Gerdau, ranked 17 in the MB list, has 
also reduced its output levels in 
Brazil because of weak demand, with 
its domestic units operating at an 
average utilisation capacity of around 
67% by the end of the first quarter.

Globally, Gerdau saw its crude 
steel output fall to 16.82 million 
tonnes in 2015 from 18.02 million 
tonnes a year earlier.

Brazil’s steel industry has long 
been suffering from the import of 
low-priced Chinese products, which 
have gained a significant market 
penetration. But with the strong 
devaluation of the Brazilian Real 
against the US dollar this year, 
imports have not been considered 
viable as import prices are now much 
higher than local ones. This scenario 
has created room for Brazilian 
steelmakers to raise domestic prices.

Flat-rolled steel producers such as 
CSN, Usiminas and ArcelorMittal 
increased prices for April, May and 
June, backed by growing 
international prices. If prices, 
especially in China, continue to grow 
and the exchange rate remains a 
barrier to imports, Brazilian mills are 
expected to continue pushing for 
new price increases in the coming 
months.
Ana Paula Camargo

MIDDLE EAST 

A period of adjustment 
Middle East crude steel production 
fell by 2.35% in 2015, with total 
output 27,371,000 tonnes compared 
with 28,031,000 tonnes in 2014.

Steel producers in the region 
intend to protect local production, 
and plan to impose 15% import duty 
on rebar. Most of the Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC) nations 
– Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia and the UAE – already 
impose a 5% import duty on rebar

GCC steel producers also plan to 
form a committee intended to 
reduce steel imports into the region. 

Regional newspapers announced in 
February 2016 that representatives 
from eleven large GCC-based steel 
companies met recently in Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia, to discuss the 
formation of the committee, and a 
further meeting is planned soon. The 
GCC region has steel-producing 
capacity of about 25 million tpy.

UAE
The UAE was the only Middle East 
country whose production increased 
in 2015. It produced just over 3 
million tonnes of crude steel in 2015, 
a 25.77% increase from 2014. The 
country ranked 38th biggest steel 
producer in the world, its sole 
steelmaker being Emirates Steel. 

The company expects steel 
consumption among the Arabic 
nations to rise to 57.3 million tonnes 
in 2016 from 54.6 million tonnes in 
2015, a 5.1% increase, according to a 
statement in November 2015. “In 
the UAE, projects planned in the 
next ten years are worth a further 
$227 billion. For the entire GCC 
region, projects under construction 
are valued at $620 billion, and a 
further $770 billion is planned in the 
next ten years,” the release said.

Iran
Iran had a slight decline in steel 
production last year, with 16.1 
million tonnes of crude steel, 1.35% 
less than in 2014. The country is 
expected to keep increasing its direct 
reduced iron (DRI) output in the 
coming years, and Iran could also 
become a supplier of direct reduction 
(DR) pellet to nearby countries in the 
region, Bahram Sobhani, managing 
director of Mobarakeh Steel, said in 
Dubai in April. Some 23 million tpy 
of DRI capacity is already in 
operation, with several plants under 
construction that total another 20 
million tpy in new capacity. 

Iran has a current pelletizing 
capacity of 24.50 million tpy, with 39 
million tpy of further capacity under 
construction. The plants that have 
yet to be commissioned range in size 
from 550,000 tpy to 5 million tpy, 
with the smaller ones located close to 
the country’s iron ore mines. 

There are also several steelmaking 
projects in the country. One of the 
biggest is Mobarakeh Steel’s Saba 
plant, comprising a new meltshop, a 
continuous caster and rolling mill. 

‘Brazil’s steel 
industry has 
long been 
suffering from 
the import of 
low-priced 
Chinese 
products’
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in line) to match the short cycle time/high
productivity of the BOF process route,
decreasing average crane utilization 
and allowing longer casting sequences.

Danieli Centro Met has
developed super-flexible 
and high-productivity
refining stations, 
to match high-quality 
and high-productivity for
higher added-value products.
More than 20 vacuum
stations with mechanical
pumps supplied,
11 of which for VOD process.

DANIELI
CENTRO MET
CLEAN STEEL
TECHNOLOGY
FOR BOTH
HIGH QUALITY
AND PRODUCTIVITY

Steelmaking plants
Danieli Headquarters 
33042 Buttrio (Udine) Italy
Tel (39) 0432.1958111

Four main references out of total 356 refining stations

> Refining facilities from 6 to 330 t
> Full range of steel grades

www.danieli.comDANIELI TEAM
A CENTURY 
OF PARTNERSHIP
EXPERIENCE
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Major associations give their views on the steel outlook for their regions

The year 2015 was a challenging one, and 
nearly half way into 2016 it is clear that this 
year is not likely to be much different. 

The main challenge is the existential issue of 
the economic and business climate for steel. 
As in 2014, demand rose in 2015. Indeed, 
apparent consumption in the EU grew by 
about 3.5% over the year. However, this 
increase in demand was entirely absorbed by 
imports. As a consequence, domestic 
deliveries fell by 0.3% over the whole of 2015, 
with a particularly negative trend in the 
second half of the year.

Total steel imports increased by 23% in 
2015 to 32.3 million tonnes, 5.9 million 
tonnes more than in 2014. The rise in finished 
imports amounted to 27%, with flat products 
rising 29% and long products 19% compared 
with 2014. Total exports fell by 9% in 2015 to 
26.4 million tonnes. As a consequence of the 
accelerating rise in imports and sharp drop in 
exports, the EU became a net importer of steel 
in 2015, to the extent of 4.5 million tonnes.

The impact on jobs and capacity of the crisis 
has been stark. In the second half of 2015 

there were at least 7,000 further losses in the 
sector, bringing total EU steel employment 
down to 320,000. 

Time is rapidly running out for the EU to do 
what it takes to retain its global leadership in 
steel as a strategic sector. Once the steel 
industry is gone, the capital base disappears 
and the skills and know-how of European 
workers – built up over two hundred years – 
evaporates. European steel’s decline 
threatens all of the value chains that derive 
from it, including European automotive, 
European construction and European energy.

EU trade policy must become more reactive 
and effective, forcefully tackling distortions by 
third- market players. The finger is most often 
pointed at China, but dumping of steel is 
widespread and is undertaken by a number of 
our trade partners. 

The EU’s trade remedy instruments must 
be made more effective and quicker to deploy 
in order to defend against unfair trade 
practices. Presently, the year-and-a-half long 
complaint and investigation process sacrifices 
jobs with no commensurate benefit. Compared 
with other major trading blocs, the EU’s trade 
defence scheme is perplexingly slow.

Member states should therefore do more to 
push through the European Commission’s 
proposal on the modernisation of the EU’s 
trade defence instruments. This pushing must 
take the form of action, rather than mere 
deliberation and rhetoric, and must cover 
everything from the speed of 
implementation, the possibility of the 
imposition of measures that actually reflect 
the degree of injury, and the lifting of the 
Lesser Duty Rule – among others.

The EU should also continue to  
deny Market Economy Status to China  
until such time as the country meets the  
EU’s well-established criteria. China,  
with its state-sponsored distortions, is  
not a market economy. The EU must  
stand by its principles in dealing with the 
ongoing debate surrounding Market 
Economy Status.

Eurofer, and its members, will continue to 
strive to highlight the importance of steel to 
the EU economy, and will use 2016 – a year of 
ongoing challenges – to demonstrate that a 
healthy steel industry is both possible and 
desirable. 
Axel Eggert, Eurofer, Belgium

In 2007, the American steel industry 
employed 161,000 workers and used 87% 
of its available capacity.  That year, 
steelmakers produced 108 million tons of 
steel to supply major North American 
manufacturers with the high quality, 
performance and strength of steel made by 
US companies.

But in 2012, and again in 2014-2015, 
tremendous amounts of steel imports 
flooded the market. A significant portion of 
these imports came from countries that 
subsidise, or even fully control, their steel 
industries – leaving American steelmakers 
to compete against not just other 
companies, but foreign governments.  
Simply put, globally, companies are 
producing far more steel than we need. The 
OECD estimates that there is about 700 
million metric tons of excess steel capacity 
globally today.  

Domestic steel production has continued 
to decline, as imports claim much of the 

limited recovery that has occurred in steel 
consumption since the financial crisis.  Last 
year, production declined by 10.6%, 
compared with 2014, while domestic 
shipments in 2015 decreased even further 
by almost 12% and mills used just 70% of 
their capacity in 2015, compared with 77% 
utilization in 2014. Finished steel imports 
captured a record 29% of the US market in 
2015, up from the previous record of 28%  
in 2014.   

While import levels have gone down 
slightly in recent months, imports continue 
to take a very significant share of the US 
market.  There is still a long way to go to 
address the injury to the US industry.  
Nearly 15,000 workers in the American 
steel industry have lost their jobs in the past 
year and a half.  And much of this is also true 
for our North American partners, where the 
impact of the current crisis is similar.

A few bright spots in steel markets remain, 
however. US auto sales hit  a record 17.4 
million units in 2015, and are expected to 
come in marginally higher, at 17.7 million 

units, this year – making it the  seventh 
consecutive year of year-over-year sales 
increases. And North American automotive 
production is also expected to increase by 
200,000 units in 2016 to 17.7 million units. 
Growth is also expected across the next two 
years in both residential and non-residential 
construction. Housing starts are expected to 
increase by 13% in 2016 and 10% in 2017. 
Although still well below pre-recession 
activity levels, non-residential construction 
is expected to increase by 9% on a square-
footage basis this year.

Market forces are driving these bright 
spots. The US government does not own 
and control the US steel industry, like the 
government does in China and some other 
countries. The American and NAFTA steel 
industries have urged cooperation with our 
global partners to get governments out of 
the steel business and promote market 
driven economies, to enable a return to 
robust production levels and put steel 
industry employees back to work.
Thomas J. Gibson, AISI, USA

Association outlooks
Steel trends, steel crisis

A year of ongoing challenges
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Challenges of the Latin American steel industry

Outlook for Chinese steel production

The steel industry in Latin America (LA), as 
well as the global industry, is in crisis. As long 
as the current overcapacity is maintained, 
particularly the one in China, steel market 
conditions will be weak and production and 
financial difficulties and unemployment will 
continue.

With falling commodities prices, 
slowdown in China´s growth and weak global 
demand, LA has once again revealed its 
vulnerability to global slowdown. In this 
scenario, the steel industry in LA faces six 
challenges.

The first challenge is how to recover the 
economic growth path?

In the last IMF report, LA’s economic 
outlook in 2016 showed a negative rate of 
-0.5%, for a second year in a row. However, 
there are differences within the region; 
countries such as Mexico, Chile, Colombia 
and Peru have a positive performance and 
countries like Brazil, Argentina and 
Venezuela are in a recession. The cost of 
rebalancing the economies is high and the 
fiscal and monetary stimulus capacity is 
limited. Given that steel demand is a 

reflection of economic performance, the 
outlook is not bright.

The second challenge is how to reverse the 
decline of manufacturing on countries’ GDP, 
since manufacturing is a key part of the steel 
value chain.

In the case of Brazil, manufacturing went 
from 17% of GDP in 2013 to 11% in 2014; 
Argentina went from 24% in 2003 to 17% in 
2014; and Colombia from 15% in 2003 to 
13% in 2014. If manufacturing weakened in 
major LA countries there will be a negative 
medium- and long-term effect on steel 
demand. The main economic task for the 
region is to set up the foundations for a 
growth model less dependent on 
commodities and more in the industrial 
activities.

The third challenge is to ensure a level 
playing field in the steel market.

In the global steel industry there are two 
models of development: one where private 
companies compete in market conditions, 
and another where companies operate under 
the guidelines of the government and receive 
all kinds of subsidies. The governments must 

ensure that subsidies are not granted in the 
global industry, and trade is guided by the 
WTO’s rules.

The fourth challenge is how to deal with 
unfair trade imports, particularly those 
coming from China.

In 2015, China exported to the world 112 
million tons and 9.4 million tons came to LA. 
Its participation in LA’s demand rose from 
6% in 2011 to 14% in 2015. In LA, there are 
37 unfair trade investigations against China 
and 12 more on-going investigations.

The fifth challenge is what is happening in 
China and its steel industry. The list of 
industry problems in the country is growing 
(including reduction of overcapacity, 
company debt problems, the need to export 
and others) and the end-result is not clear.

The last challenge is for Latin American 
steel companies to continue upgrading their 
facilities with leading edge technology, 
improving productivity, increasing the value 
added in products and strengthen human 
resources skills. The aim is to achieve 
“world-class status”.
Rafael Rubio, Alacero, Chile

From January to February 2016, Chinese 
crude steel output was 121 million tonnes –a 
decrease by 5.7% year-on-year, continuing 
the downturn in 2015. 

Owing to the execution of policies for 
steady growth and overcapacity elimination, 
positive market expectations, strong steel 
demand, small inventories and a significant 
growth in raw materials and fuel prices, steel 
prices in the Chinese market have climbed 
continuously at a rising rate. 

The CISA comprehensive steel price index 
was 84.66 points at the end of April – an 
increase by 50.67% over the level at the end of 
November 2015, which showed a monthly 
increase during five consecutive months.

Chinese steel companies – especially 
medium- and small-scale companies – 

restarted production in response to a 
recovery of the steel industry. From the 
Spring Festival in February up to the last ten 
days of April 2016, restarted production 
capacity was 56 million tonnes, and 28 
million tonnes of capacity was proposed to 
reopen in May.

In March 2016, Chinese crude steel output 
was 70.653 million tonnes – an increase by 
2.9% year-on-year and a new historical high. 
Crude steel output in April was 69.42 million 
tonnes, an increase by 0.5% year-on-year, 
with daily production of 2.314 million tonnes 
increased by 1.5% month-on-month, another 
record high. 

This shows that overcapacity in the 
Chinese steel industry has not yet  
been removed effectively and that 

oversupply of steel has not been changed. 
Accelerated growth of output restricted the 
recovery of the steel price, which was 
illustrated by a sharp fall in the 
comprehensive steel price index within two 
weeks since the beginning of May 2016.

Meanwhile, China’s steel exports face a 
more difficult situation, as 16 international 
trade friction cases occurred in the first 
quarter of 2016. 

It is forecast that steel demand will remain 
stable and that steel prices will stay at a low 
level with some fluctuations. Steel 
production is predicted to stay high, but will 
show a downturn with price fluctuations. 
Steel exports are forecast to keep a large 
volume, but with smaller growth.
Li Xinchuang, CMIPRI, China
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FLAT PRODUCTS
Slab production in Turkey was 
2.17 million tonnes in January-
March 2016, up by 4.80% from 
2.07 million tonnes. The recent 
improvements in steel prices and 
profit margins have had a positive 
effect on production in Turkey, the 
Turkish steel Producers’ 
Association (TÇÜD) said.

Flat steel end-product 
consumption was 4.2 million 
tonnes in the first quarter of 2016, 

5.6% more than the 3.9 million 
tonnes for the same period  
of 2015.

Turkey’s domestic hot rolled 
coil price was $425-430 per tonne 
ex-works on 15 May 2015, fell as 
low as $295-300 per tonne 
ex-works in January 2016, but 
reached $580-590 per tonne 
ex-works on 13 May 2016. 

Producers in the country have 
been increasing their prices since 
then, as demand is also strong and 

most of them are fully booked 
until August as of mid-May. 
However, TÇÜD has warned that 
the Turkish steel sector needs to 
avoid repeating mistakes made  
in 2015.

In a statement published in 
February this year, TÇÜD said 
that the y-on-y comparison figures 
were mostly negative in 2015, 
including a 7.4% decrease in crude 
steel output, meaning that Turkey 
had the third sharpest decline in 
the top 15 producers of the world. 

Turkey ranked as the ninth 
biggest steel producer in 2015, 
and it was eighth in 2014, TÇÜD 
noted, adding that despite 
decreasing production, 
consumption increased by 11.7% 
in 2015, reaching 34.4 million 
tonnes. However, this was a sign 
of increasing imports, mainly of 
semi-finished products. Turkey’s 
steel imports increased by 38% to 
19.06 million tonnes, while 
exports shrank by 6.7% to 16.7 
million tonnes in 2015. 

Market protection
Turkey started an anti-dumping 
investigation in January 2015 into 
hot rolled coil imports from seven 
countries – China, France, Japan, 
Romania, Russia, Slovakia and 
Ukraine. However, producers 
Erdemir, Toscelik and Colakoglu 
withdrew their request for the 
investigation into imports, the 
country’s official gazette 
announced on 20 April 2016. The 
reason for withdrawal is that 
producers wanted to revise the 
need for a duty, according to 
TÇÜD. 

Turkey imposes a 9% import 
duty on hot rolled coil, although 
re-rollers pay 5%. Holders of the 
country’s inward processing 

Turning point  
for Turkish steel?
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Having had to cope with political and economic 
problems, falling global steel prices, instability in the 
Middle East and North Africa, as well as Chinese 
export growth last year, markets for Turkish steel have 
had a comparatively better start in 2016, report  
Serife Durmus and Cem Turken
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regime licence are exempt from 
the duty. The inward processing 
regime allows companies to avoid 
import duties on steel as long as 
the end-product – such as tubes 
and pipes, automotive steel or 
white goods – is exported.

The country started an 
anti-dumping investigation into 
colour-coated coil (PPGI) imports 
from China on 23 July 2015. The 
Turkish Ministry of Economy 
announced a 30.10% dumping 
margin for colour-coated coil from 
China in March 2016. Turkey 
imported 22,408 tonnes of PPGI 
from China in 2012, and this had 
increased to 40,534 tonnes in 
2014. China had a 53.50% share of 
PPGI imports in Turkey in 2012, 
and a 66.50% share in 2014. At the 
moment, products under customs 
code 7210.70.80.90.11 are 
subject to 15% import duty, but 
the duty is 0% for imports under 
customs code 7210.70.80.90.19.

The US Commerce 
Department initiated a trade case 
targeting US imports of cut-to-
length plate from twelve 
countries, including Turkey in 
May 2016.

Outlook
The Turkish steel sector needs a 
market that shows stable 
profitability rather than 
temporary improvements, TÇÜD 
believes. Turkey’s steel 
production has been falling in the 
past three years, going down by 
7.40% in 2015 and by a total of 
12% since 2013.

Some 19 million tpy of steel 
production capacity in Turkey is 
idle due to competition from 
imports, while the country’s steel 
consumption has increased by 
21% in that three-year period. The 
Turkish steel sector should target 
a return to 2012 production levels 
as a first step, and then continue to 
set a stable rate of improvement, 
TÇÜD said. 

Turkish market participants 
agree that slab imports, rather 
than slab production – especially 
from EAF-based producers – will 
continue in 2016, as scrap prices 
are high compared with imported 
slab costs. The EAF-based hot 
rolled coil producers (İsdemir, 
Tosçelik, Çolakoğlu, and Habaş) in 

Turkey have convertible 
production capacity between slab 
and billet, so they prefer to utilize 
their capacities mostly for billet.

Veysel Yayan, secretary general 
of TÇÜD, expects domestic slab 
production of 8-8.5 million tonnes 
in 2016, meaning that more than 
10 million tonnes of the total 18.6 
million tpy capacity will stay idle. 
Turkey produced 8.29 million 
tonnes of slab in 2015, a 12.1% 
decrease compared with 2014.

Turkey’s flat steel consumption 
is expected to reach 16.4 million 
tonnes in 2016, but half of the 
volume consumed is due to be met 
by imports. 

Steel products consumption in 
Turkey totalled 34.36 million 
tonnes in 2015, 11.67% more than 
the previous year’s 30.77 million 
tonnes, with 52% of that being 
long products. Long products 
consumption in 2015 increased by 
10.8% to 17.91 million tonnes in 
2015, while flat steel consumption 
increased by 12.7% to 16.45 
million tonnes.

Call for action
TÇÜD said that even though 
other big steel-importing 
countries took immediate 
measures against dumped 
imports, Turkey failed to take such 
measures and became the main 
market for dumped products in 
2015. Turkey’s steel imports  
from China tripled in the year to  
3 million tonnes, while imports 

from Russia increased by 86% to 
4.3 million tonnes. These two 
countries combined had a 52% 
share of Turkey’s total steel 
imports. 

It added that the decision by the 
government to support local 
suppliers needs to be 
implemented immediately, 
provided measures to improve 
competition in global markets are 
taken. The Turkish government 
needs to take steps to apply the 
decisions in its 2016 Action Plan, 
especially its “programme  
to reduce dependency on 
imports”, TÇÜD warned in 
January this year.

The association also complained 
about the recent price hikes in 
electricity, adding that the cost of 
electricity will be double at 
weekends and national holidays, 
leading to extra production costs 
for the steel sector. Electricity 
costs in Turkey increased by 6% 
for daily use, and by 16% for 
weekend and public holiday use, 
in December 2015. 

TÇÜD also called on Turkey’s 
government to make changes to 
its inward processing regime. 
TÇÜD said the regime is exploited 
and has been asking for stricter 
controls for some time. Turkey’s 
steel capacity utilisation was about 
62% in 2015, TÇÜD noted.

Automotive
Automotive is one of the biggest 
steel consuming sectors for 
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Automotive is one 
of the biggest 
steel consuming 
sectors for Turkey’s 
steelmakers



international partnership agreement in its history, 
with German Linde Group, in order to supply the 
additional industrial gases required for Ísdemir's 
production and to reduce the costs with an effective 
and efficient management.

The Group obtained finances from the European 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development for its 
investment in energy efficiency.

Noting that it was important for Erdemir Group to 

continue its investments at a time of global distress 
in the steel industry, Ali Pandır states that the Group 
continues to invest in decreasing its costs and 
increasing its efficiency and product variety.

Pandır says: "In addition to our new facility 
investments, we are also founding a simulation 
centre at our R&D Centre. This simulation centre will 
be a first in Turkey and one of the several 
outstanding facilities in the world. High-strength 
steel is an important part of our future plan".

Pandır adds that while Erdemir Group 
improved its efficiency throughout the value 
chain, it also considered acquisition options 
which would focus on value-added products in 
the final product portfolio. 

Erdemir Group
Barbaros Mah. Ardıç Sk. No:6 34746 Atasehir 
Ístanbul | TURKEY 
Tel: + 90 216 578 80 00 
Fax: + 90 216 469 48 10
grupiletisim@erdemir.com.tr 
www.erdemirgrubu.com.tr
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Sustaining its profitability in 2015, which was a 
challenging year for the whole steel industry, 
Erdemir Group, Turkey's biggest steel producer, is 
also maintaining its high performance in 2016. 
Aiming to rank among the best companies of the 
world in financial, managerial and social terms by 
2020, Erdemir Group continues its progress with 
solid steps despite the fluctuations in the industry.

Having left behind its 50th anniversary in 2015, 
Erdemir Group has started a corporate 
transformation process under the leadership of its 
Chairman, Ali Pandır, and has achieved successful 
results in almost all fields – ranging from market 
value to operational excellence, from R&D to 
increasing product variety, and from expanding 
customer portfolio to its advanced human resources 
applications.

Leaving behind the world average with its 100% 
capacity utilization rate in the first quarter of 2016, 
Erdemir Group has increased its final product yield 
and sales by 7% and 15%, respectively. It has 
derived an EBITDA of US$124 million and a net sales 
revenue of US$875 million. Erdemir Group aims to 
reach a production and sales volume of 9 million 
tons in 2016, and will invest US$461 million during 
the same year.

Accelerating its new galvanizing line investment 
launched in 2015 in order to double its galvanizing 
capacity and increase the share of its value added 
products, Erdemir Group has signed the first 

Turkey’s largest integrated steelmaker, the Erdemir Group, continues to 
advance its long-term plans to rank among the best companies of the 
world in financial, managerial and social terms by 2020

The Erdemir Group 
continues progress 

Ali Pandır

¸

www.erdemirgrubu.com.tr
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Turkey’s steelmakers, and as it 
exports most of its output to 
Europe, production increased in 
2015 thanks to strong demand in 
export markets. Automotive 
producers in the country are also 
looking for new locations to 
increase production.

Turkey produced 1,358,796 
vehicles in 2015 – up by 16% from 
the 1,170,445 vehicles made in 
2014. The country’s vehicle 
exports increased by 12% to 
992,335 vehicles, compared with 
885,180 vehicles shipped out of 
the country in 2014, according to 
the Turkish Automotive 
Manufacturers’ Association 
(OSD). 

In January-March 2016, Turkey 
produced 346,072 vehicles, up by 
3% from the 334,705 vehicles in 
the first three months of 2015. 
Exports increased by 7% y-on-y in 
January-March to 266,317 
vehicles. 

In a speech in February 2016, 
Kudret Önen, chairman of OSD, 
said that Iran shows automotive 
investment promise, and Turkey 
must be more competitive when 
evaluating opportunities for 
automotive-sector investments 
not only in Iran but in North 
Africa. This was necessary, he 
explained, because the Czech 
Republic, Slovakia and Hungary 
have advantages in terms of labour 
costs and logistics in the 
automotive sector. To keep 
improving, the sector must focus 
on more free trade agreements, 
because these are the backbone of 
global trade, he added.

Largest producer
With over 9 million tpy of liquid 
steel production capacity, Erdemir 
Group is Turkey’s biggest steel 
producer. The Erdemir Group has 
two steel plants, one in northern 
Turkey (Erdemir) and one in the 
southern part of the country 
(İsdemir).

It announced earnings before 
interest, taxes, depreciation and 
amortisation (Ebitda) of 
TRY365.79 million (about $125 
million) for the first three months 
of 2016.

The group plans to produce 9 
million tonnes of steel in 2016, of 
which 7.20 million tonnes will be 

flat products and 1.80 million 
tonnes will be long products. It 
produced 9 million tonnes In 
2015, of which 7.40 million tonnes 
were flat products and 1.60 million 
tonnes were long.  Sales were 8.80 
million tonnes in 2015, with flat 
products accounting for 7.20 
million tonnes and long 1.60 
million tonnes.

The company plans to spend 
$461 million on investments 
throughout 2016. Total 
investments in 2015 amounted to 
$201.11 million.

LONG PRODUCTS
The volume of all Turkish steel 
exports fell 7.8% y-on-y in 2015 to 
16.2 million tonnes, bringing in 
about $9.9 billion – that is a y-on-y 
drop of 25.1%.

The Middle East remained the 
leading export market for Turkish 
steel despite political and 
economic unrest in the region. 
Turkey exported 5.3 million 
tonnes of steel products to the 
Middle East last year, down by 
14% y-on-y. Exports to Europe 
totalled 2.8 million tonnes, while 
2.5 million tonnes were shipped to 
North America. Exports into 
North Africa totalled 2.3 million 
tonnes – a 23.7% increase which 
the Turkish Steel Exporters 
Association described as 
“remarkable”.

Turkey exported 7.3 million 
tonnes of rebar, 1.8 million tonnes 
of welded pipe, 1.7 million tonnes 
of hot rolled coils and 1.5 million 
tonnes of sections in 2015. The 
balance included a range of other 
products, such as semis, other flat 
products, wire rod and alloy steels.

“Overall, 2015 was a tough year 
for the Turkish steel industry amid 
the global problems and political 
instability in the country. The 
industry’s export volumes 
remained below the previous 
year’s due to problems in the local 
and export markets and falling 
global steel prices,” ÇİB chairman 
Namık Ekinci said.

Rebar dominant
Turkey exported 7.30 million 
tonnes of rebar in 2015, which was 
6.26% lower than the total exports 
in 2014, according to the Turkish 
Statistical Institute (TUIK). The 
fall in export values was much 
sharper because of weakening 
prices. Turkish rebar exports were 
worth at $3.08 billion, down by 
29.21% from the $4.35 billion 
achieved in 2014.

Turkish mills managed to 
increase their exports into the 
USA, which became the top export 
destination. Turkey’s exports of 
1.36 million tonnes of rebar to the 
USA in 2015 was up by 45.25% 
y-on-y, while the country’s exports 
to UAE fell by 4.64% to 1.27 
million tonnes in the same period.

Egypt was another growth 
market for Turkish rebar exporters 
in 2015, increasing its rebar 
imports from Turkey by 99.01% 
y-on-y to 832,651 tonnes. But Iraq 
– one of the most important 
export destinations for the mills in 
Iskenderun region – decreased its 
rebar imports from Turkey by 
18.98% y-on-y to 620,775 tonnes, 
given ongoing political problems. 
Turkey’s rebar exports into Israel 
fell by 23.20% year-on-year to 
470,540 tonnes in the same period.

Turkish billet import versus rebar export prices
550

Source: Steel First
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The association plays a pioneering role in 
shaping the Turkish steel industry’s future vision 
and bringing it to a top-ranking position in the 
global steel industry. Namık Ekinci stated that the 
association has always stood for fair trade, and 
said: “Within a global structure where fair trade 
becomes increasingly difficult and safeguard 
barriers grow ever higher, we aim to become a 
platform that will enable Turkish companies to 
carry on exports and take strategic steps.”

He said that the association’s struggle against 
anti-dumping and safeguard cases filed by 
producers outside Turkey without any reasonable 
justification, represents only one of the aspects in this 
context. He says that preventing fairly-imported 
products like Turkish steel from entering countries 
outside Turkey would lead to increased domestic 
prices, which will in turn drive up costs for 
steel-dependent sectors inside the domestic markets 
of those countries, such as the USA.

“Turkish steel industry is determined to go to any 
length in this struggle, relying on its steel will forged 
by its rightfulness. We are powerful and resolute 

enough to let our voice be heard much stronger than 
ever. As we always state before decision-making 
authorities, Turkish steel producers receive no 
government subsidies as per the agreement signed 
with the ECSC, nor do they export subsidized products 
to global markets. Turkish steel producers operate 
with a 100% private structure. Contrary to the claims, 
we are under the pressure of high energy costs and 
tax surcharges,”  Ekinci said. Exports by China in 
violation of WTO rules pose a threat to Turkey’s 
exports and the global steel industry, he noted. He 
said this concern goes beyond Turkey and 
necessitates a joint effort at an international level to 
resolve this issue. 

The association is closely following a variety of 
situations that play a role in shaping the present 
and the future of Turkish steel, including the 
slowdown in the global economy, the ongoing 
instability in the Middle East and North Africa, 
China’s effect on the world economy, and trade 
policy investigations. 

Ekinci stated that the association has assumed 
the mission of getting the industry ready for the 
future around common goals, and continued "We 
lead Turkish steel exporters as we strive for a more 
stable future where they can better see ahead. R&D 
investments that will increase the diversity of 
value-added products, buying and trade missions 
are all part of this effort. Among other projects, we 
are proud of the MATIL Materials Testing and 
Innovation Laboratories Co. we have established to 
deliver services including R&D, innovation, 
technology development, accredited laboratory, 
product compliance tests, vocational training, etc. 
We carry our efforts from the past into the future, 
guided by new goals.”

Turkish Steel Exporters' Association
DısşTicaret Kompleksi A-Blok Kat:3 Cobancesme 
Mevkii Sanayi Cad.  
Yenibosna / Bahcelievler 34197 Istanbul / Turkey
Tel: +90 212 454 09 47 | Fax: +90 212 454 01 08
E-mail: uygar.tatar@immib.org.tr 
www.cib.org.tr
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The Turkish steel industry exports to more than 200 
countries with a dynamism driven by its leading 
position among the world’s biggest steel producers. 
The Turkish Steel Exporters’ Association is a business 
association of nearly 900 companies representing 
the largest steel producers and exporters in the 
Turkish steel industry. The association operates 
with the aim of increasing the export potential of 
the Turkish steel industry and it paves the way for 
Turkish steel producers/exporters, with its main 
objective being to foster and attain a sustainable 
global steel market based on free and fair trade. The 
association also solves the problems that its 
member companies face at home and abroad, 
provides contact between members and foreign 
importers in order to ease the export processes, and 
serves up-to-date domestic and global market 
news, reports and analyses.

Logistical advantages brought about by its 
central location at the intersection of Europe, Asia 
and Africa, a dynamic growth trend and world-
class quality have carried the Turkish steel industry 
to a special position, according to Namık Ekinci, 
Chairman of the Steel Exporters’ Association. “In 
2015, the Turkish steel industry achieved 16.1 million 
tons of exports, worth $9.9 billion. Based on 2015 
data, Turkey is the world’s tenth biggest steel 
exporter and ranks second among global rebar 
exporters. Turkish steel exporters export to 200 
countries around the world. We continue to 
operate with the Free Market Economy principles 
and World Trade Organization rules as our guide,” 
Ekinci said.

Namık Ekinci further stressed that Turkish steel was 
favoured in many countries around the world, 
alongside Turkey itself, due to its competitive prices 
and diverse range of products. “America, Europe, 
Middle East, Africa, Far East, and Asia... Our products 
are the preferred choice in critical projects where 
strength and reliability are top priorities. The Turkish 
steel industry took part in many prestigious projects 
around the world, including Heathrow Airport in 
London, the world’s tallest building Burj Khalifa, 
and,  the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) Pipeline.”

The Turkish Steel Exporters’ Association can point to many different  
priorities and achievements

The most prestigious 
projects around the world 
are rising on Turkish Steel 

Namık Ekinci

www.cib.org.tr
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Turkish rebar exporters 
managed to increase their exports 
into Ethiopia by 29.78% y-on-y to 
305,373 tonnes, but their exports 
to Yemen fell by 57.59% to 292,690 
tonnes.

Prices drop
Turkish rebar prices fell 
continuously in 2015, in line with 
falling global steel and raw 
materials prices. Metal Bulletin’s 
sister publication, Steel First’s price 
assessment for rebar exports from 
Turkey was  $496 per tonne fob in 
January 2015, touching to $439  
per tonne in June, but then reaching 
$335 per tonne in December  
last year.

The main reason behind the 
falling prices was mostly Chinese 
billet suppliers lowering their 
export offers to historically low 
levels. In January 2015, billet offers 
from the CIS region stood at 
around $400-420 per tonne cfr, 
when China came into the market 
and offered billet to Turkish buyers 
at $375 per tonne cfr for March 
shipment.

The trend continued, with 
Chinese offers coming down to 
$325-335 per tonne cfr in June last 
year, forcing CIS suppliers to offer 
billet at around $360-370 per 
tonne cfr Turkey. In December last 
year, China sold some steel billet 
into Turkey at $245 per tonne cfr, 
while CIS suppliers were trying to 
hold their bids firm at $270 per 
tonne cfr or more.

Current trends
Turkey managed to increase its 
steel product export volumes in the 
first quarter of this year. The 
country exported 4.3 million 
tonnes of steel products in 
January-March 2016, which was 
3.2% higher than in the 
corresponding period last year. 
However, the value of Turkish 
exports in the first quarter was $2.1 
billion, which was down by 23% 
y-on-y.

The Middle East was the largest 
buyer from Turkey in the first three 
months of 2016, importing 1.41 
million tonnes. North Africa came 
second with 878,000 tonnes, 
followed by the EU, with 748,000 
tonnes, according to ÇİB data. 
Turkey exported 2 million tonnes of 

rebar in the quarter, while its hot 
rolled coil exports totalled 508,000 
tonnes. Its steel pipe exports 
totalled 468,000 tonnes, while it 
exported 385,000 tonnes of sections.

“We continued to increase our 
exports in the first quarter of the 
year. Notably, a 135% increase in 
exports into North Africa and a 
42% increase in exports to the EU 
have supported the positive trend,” 
ÇİB chairman Namik Ekinci said.

“However, falling prices in global 
markets have resulted in a decrease 
in our export values,” he added. 
“We, with all the companies 
involved, will keep working to 
compensate our losses.”

Turkish rebar exports were one 
of the weaker product markets in 
the first quarter of the year. The 
country exported 2.01 million 
tonnes of rebar in January-March 
2016, which was 4.49% lower than 
the same period of last year. Given 
the falling price trend last year, 
Turkey’s rebar exports were  
valued at $663.19 million in the 
first quarter of 2016, down by 
33.68% y-on-y.

The UAE was the largest rebar 
buyer from Turkey in this period, 
importing 401,340 tonnes, which 
was down by 1.56% y-on-y. Egypt 
has continued to be a strong market 
for Turkish rebar. The country 
imported 391,852 tonnes of rebar 
from Turkey in the first three 
months of 2016, which was 
substantially higher than the 
71,424 tonnes imported in the 
corresponding period of 2015.

Turkish rebar exports to the USA 
have fallen by 17.21% y-on-y to 
309,390 tonnes during the first 
quarter, but the country has 
increased its exports into Israel by 
57.39% year-on-year to 171,324 
tonnes.

Yemen and Iraq were other 
countries that saw a falling imports 
from Turkey in January-March 
2016. Turkey exported 142,029 
tonnes of rebar into Yemen, down 
by 28.11%, while its exports into 
Iraq fell by 52.37% to 96,256 
tonnes over the period.

Nevertheless, Turkish rebar 
producers had better prices in 2016 
compared with the end of 2015, 
while China remained out of the 
market. Steel First’s price 
assessment for rebar exports out of 
Turkey was $329 per tonne fob in 
January, climbing to reach $375 per 
tonne in March and $460 per tonne 
in April.

Outlook
Turkish steel exports are expected 
to rise slightly in 2016, according to 
ÇİB. “Our aim for 2016 is to 
increase our production and export 
figures as well as making the 
industry more competitive. We are 
aiming to increase our exports by 
2%, to 16.4 million tonnes, in 2016. 
However, the economic and 
political problems that started in 
2015 still continue, so 2016 will 
also be a tough year,” Ekinci said. 
“We hope the industry will recover 
in the last quarter of 2016,” he 
added.
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As volatile iron ore prices made a recovery in the first half of  
the year, miners and buyers alike wonder whether they can be 
sustained. Daisy Tseng outlines the main factors driving markets 
since mid-2015 and summarises the outlook for the balance of 
2016 and beyond

Iron ore prices have experienced 
one of the most volatile years over 
the past twelve months, making 
multiple headlines and sending 
shockwaves through the market. 
Daily movement of more than $2-3 
per tonne has become more 
frequent and volatility is seen as the 
‘new normal’.

In early July 2015, Metal 
Bulletin’s 62% Fe iron ore index 
dropped by more than $5 per tonne 
to $44.59 per tonne cfr China – a 
record low at the time. The 
benchmark index then drifted even 
lower to an all-time low at $38.30 
per tonne in early December. But 
the most dramatic moment came in 
March this year, when the index 
shot up by $10 per tonne in one day 
to $63.74 per tonne. It also hit above 
$70 per tonne in April – its highest 
level in 15 months. 

At the time of writing, the index 
stood just below $55 per tonne, 
which was down by more than 20% 
in less than a month.

Low prices are not news as the 
fundamentals have not been great 
for some time. Many greenfield  
and expansion projects were 
approved and invested in at a time 
when China’s appetite for steel 
seemed insatiable, but the world’s 
second-largest economy ultimately 
slowed down and saw its steel 
demand peak.

In response, the strategy for iron 
ore miners has been to be amongst 
those sitting at the lowest end of the 
cost curve, which means producing 
more tonnes to cut costs. This in 
turn has created an oversupplied 
market with little relief in sight, 
especially since Australia’s 55 
million tpy Roy Hill and Vale’s 90 
million tpy S11D projects have 

remained on their respective 
schedules. Investment banks 
Macquarie and Goldman Sachs had 
previously forecast that iron ore 
prices would average only $50 per 
tonne and $38 per tonne, 
respectively, for 2016. 

Beyond physical supply-demand 
fundamentals, financial markets 
have had a powerful impact on iron 
ore prices over the past year too.

In a period of just three weeks 
between June and July last year, 
China’s stock markets in Shanghai 
and Shenzhen slumped by 30-40%, 
wiping out nearly $3.5 trillion in 
market value. The stock market 
crash sparked concerns over a new 
economic recession and dampened 
demand for the manufacturing 
sector. The effect was felt hard in  
the steel markets, sending iron  
ore prices plummeting to a 
multi-year low. 

A renewed slump in the stock 
markets at the start of this year also 
saw the benchmark iron ore price 
fall by more than 10% in less than 
two weeks. 

In fact, the robust price recovery 
in March and April was caused by a 
variety of factors. It came at a time 
when some mills had finally halted 
or cut production after huge losses 
accumulated throughout 2014 and 
2015, when steel inventory was at its 
lowest levels, when weather events 
in Australia and Brazil impacted the 
supply of iron ore, and when 
expectations of better steel  
demand in the traditional peak 
season ran high. 

But one key factor that cannot be 
ignored is the amount of capital that 
has gone into the futures markets 
after the Chinese government’s 
monetary easing policies. Even 
though Beijing has stressed its focus 
on supply-side reform since the start 
of this year, some of the policies were 
seen as supportive of growth over 
reform. These included cutting 
banks’ required reserve ratio at the 
end of February and expanding the 
country’s fiscal deficit. 

These moves were believed to 
have led to more investment in the 
property and infrastructure sectors 
as well as speculation in the futures 
markets, betting on more demand 
for the commodities required for 
such investment. At one point, daily 
iron ore volumes traded on the 
Dalian Commodity Exchange 
(DCE) were more than the total 
amount of China’s actual physical 
iron ore imports for the whole of 
2015, which stood at 953 million 
tonnes.

Iron ore prices on the DCE have 
become increasingly important 
since the exchange launched its 
futures contract in October 2013. It 
serves as an indicator of market 
sentiment and more often than not 
sets the tone for the physical trading 

Short-term rally?

‘Beyond 
physical 
supply-demand 
fundamentals, 
financial 
markets have 
had a powerful 
impact on iron 
ore prices’
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Coking coal comeback
This year has seen seaborne coking 
coal spot prices stage the most 
significant comeback in recent 
memory – almost hitting the $100 
per tonne level on a fob Australia 
basis. That also marked the highest 
price since April 2015.

The 33% rebound, from 
November 2015 to April this year, 
was followed by a sharp drop 
however. Steel First’s fob Australia 
premium hard coking coal index 
stood at just above $85 per tonne at 
the time of writing, down more than 
13% from levels seen in late April.

The rally was helped by factors 
that included weather events in 
Australia’s Queensland, a decrease 
in US export volumes overall, 
following several closures, 
increasing demand from India in 
general, plus restocking ahead of the 
monsoon season, as well as relatively 
low Chinese domestic supply.

The Chinese government has 
reiterated its determination to 
achieve supply-side reform since 
early this year with the intention to 
eliminate 500 million tpy of 
domestic coal capacity. Some mines 
were temporarily shut down earlier 
this year, owing to safety concerns, 
and a series of measures – including 
reducing working days at mines 
– were implemented. 

In addition, a weaker US dollar 
means that the actual gains from 
exporting countries were not as big 
as the rise seen in headline numbers. 
And similarly for coking coal, 
speculation in both the physical and 
paper markets had a role to play.

In China, trading sources had said 
that they would not mind paying 
slightly more to secure some 
imported cargoes if they can profit 

from positions held in the futures 
contract on the Dalian Commodity 
Exchange. Other traders, Chinese 
and international alike, had held on to 
cargoes in their hands as they 
anticipated a further price rise. But 
when the spot price continued to 
deviate from the quarterly 
benchmark price for the June 
quarter, buyers in traditional markets 
who have contracted the majority of 
their requirement saw no reasons to 
procure any spot cargoes. 

The quarterly contract price for 
premium hard coking coal between 
Japanese mills and several major 
producers was settled at $84 per 
tonne fob Australia. That means 
there was a gap of almost $15 per 
tonne at one point when the spot 
price surged. 

US producers, on the other hand, 
have also taken advantage of pricey 
Australian materials to regain market 
share in the Atlantic market by selling 
at significant discounts. According to 
a few European mill sources, the gap 
between comparable Australian and 
US materials was as much as $10-17 
per tonne. 

These mill sources added that 
fundamentals have not changed as 
dramatically as coking coal prices, 

and therefore there was no incentive 
to jump on the bandwagon with 
bearish outlook in sight.

Prices quickly fell, when sellers 
suddenly found themselves sitting 
on many cargoes without any takers. 
One trading source even said that he 
believed spot prices could fall back to 
$80-per-tonne-fob Australia levels 
in the near term. 

Market outlook
At the time of writing, all eyes were 
on the next settlement of the 
quarterly benchmark price. The 
June quarter settlement of $84 per 
tonne was the first upward 
movement since late 2013, albeit by 
a slight $3-per-tonne increment. 
Whether the price rally earlier this 
year could translate into a higher 
quarterly benchmark, and 
potentially mark a bottom of the 
market, remains to be seen. 

A wild card is China’s domestic 
coal production level. Some point to 
already higher domestic coking coal 
prices as evidence of lower output, 
and that more cuts are likely to 
continue because some producers 
have yet to see positive margins. 
Others believe that supply-side 
reform is going to be a prolonged 
process and that overcapacity is too 
huge for any cuts to make 
meaningful impact overnight. 

Macquarie said in a recent 
research note that it expects spot 
prices to fall by 10-20% in the second 
half of this year as global steel output 
is still not exhibiting positive growth. 
“We maintain our view that 
structurally global pig iron output 
has peaked and that the [coal] supply 
displacement process will resume in 
[the second half],” the note read.

Coking coal indices, $/tonne
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on the day. One trading source once 
joked: “The iron ore [physical] 
market only starts at 3.30pm [when 
DCE closes]”.

Market observers note that many 
participants on the DCE are 
individual retail investors in China, 
who may not have business related 
to, or experience of, the physical 
steel and iron ore markets. So, when 
the DCE introduced repeated 
measures to curb excessive trading 
in late April, including higher fees 

and margins, prices on the exchange 
fell sharply day after day as investors 
withdrew from a period of 
overheated speculation.

While physical prices 
consequently tumbled, real demand 
for iron ore was actually there. 
China’s daily crude steel output hit a 
record high at 2.314 million tonnes 
in April, following significant 
improvement in mills’ profitability 
in March. But the short-term 
influence by the financial market has 

become a significant factor in 
assessing the current iron ore 
trading landscape. 

Rising price spreads
During the time when the 
benchmark 62% Fe iron ore price 
was moving upwards, sellers of 
lower-grade materials found it 
difficult to locate buyers for their 
products. Profit-hungry Chinese 
mills turned to more higher-grade 
material to feed their blast 
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furnaces in order to maximise hot 
metal output and produce as much 
steel as possible to sell. In April, 
some mills’ profit per tonne surged 
as high as 1,100 yuan ($169). This 
is in sharp contrast to the negative 
margins which steelmakers saw 
just a few months ago.

The shift in grade preference has 
led to wider spreads between 
prices for higher and lower grade 
iron ore. The price spread between 
Metal Bulletin’s 58% Fe index and 
62% Fe index averaged just over 
$5 per tonne in December, but it 
has increased to over $10 per 
tonne in April. Similarly, the price 
spread between the 62% Fe index 
and the 65% Fe Brazilian fines 
index more than doubled during 
the same period to over $4 per 
tonne.  

Metal Bulletin’s lump premium 
index also jumped to $0.22 per dry 
metric tonne unit (dmtu) in late 
April – the highest level seen since 
March 2015. In December last 
year, the figure stood at just $0.04 
per dmtu.

The pellet and concentrate 
indices both recorded ten-month 
highs in April, when the spreads to 
the 62% Fe index were much 
bigger than they had been a few 
months earlier.  

Participants also highlighted 
more customer enquiries for 
higher-grade materials as well as 
more tenders for lump cargoes as 
evidence of higher demand for this 
segment of the market. On the 
other hand, lower-grade ore was 
rarely sought after and sellers had 
to make a deeper discount.

At the time of writing, Fortescue 
Metals Group has just increased its 
price adjustments for June 
shipments of its products after 
difficult market conditions for 
sales. The adjustments are made as 
a deduction from the monthly 
average of a 62% Fe index to 
account for lower Fe content. The 
miner set an adjustment of 8% for 
its Super Special fines, 6% for 
Fortescue Blend fines, and 5% for 
Kings fines. The adjustments had 
been 5%, 3% and 3%, respectively, 
for the past eight months.

In addition, the wider choice of 
lower-iron products, including 
Indian iron ore, has also weighed 
on the sector.

Indian iron ore is back on the 
agenda for the first time after a 
three-year lull in the seaborne 
market, but it is facing more 
challenges than opportunities. 
While it has certainly not been 
getting much traction in China in 
the early part of this year when mills 
were maximising steel output and 
choosing higher-grade iron ore, it 
takes time for customers to readopt 
Indian materials in general. 

Bans lifted
Mining bans in the state of Goa 
were imposed in September 2012 
and later lifted in April 2014. But 
miners like Vedanta only resumed 
mining there in August last year. 
Vedanta’s first shipment after the 
resumption of mining was in 
October and it was the first miner in 
the region to do so.

“It is hard for my mill clients to 
accept Indian fines again because 
the market now has sufficient Super 
Special fines,” a Chinese trading 
source has said. He added that 
other lower-grade materials 
including Kings fines, Fortescue 
Blend fines and BHP Billiton’s 
Yandi fines have filled the void 
when India was out of the market. 

Even if steel prices retreated and 
mills turned back to using more 
lower-grade iron ore to cut costs, a 
question remained as to whether 
Indian iron ore can be competitive 
in the long term. In an oversupplied 
market where major iron ore 
miners are racing to the bottom of 
the cost curve – BHP targeting unit 
cash cost of $14 per tonne, FMG 
and Rio Tinto at $15 per tonne, and 
Vale just over $12 per tonne – 
Indian miners will be under pressure 
to keep their costs low in the face of 
a relatively stronger rupee. 

One obstacle for Indian 
producers was cleared in March 
when the Indian government 
removed export duty on iron ore 
lumps and fines with Fe content 
below 58%. They previously 
attracted an export tax of 30% and 
10%, respectively. Investment bank 
Macquarie has forecast that India 
will export 16 million tonnes of iron 
ore in 2016.

Some market participants may 
have cheered about the price rally 
in March and April, but analysts at 
Macquarie said in a recent research 

note that higher prices are just 
pushing back the pain in the 
market. “While the iron ore market 
clearly looks stronger into 2017, we 
believe the situation for 2018 and 
beyond looks worse than before. 
New low-cost supply from Vale and 
Roy Hill arrive eventually, while 
BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto should 
lift their output on infrastructure 
improvements and brownfield 
mine expansions respectively,” 
according to the bank.

It added that “more pain will 
clearly be required in the iron ore 
market from 2018, which likely 
lasts into 2019, as further supply 
displacement will be required”. 
Macquarie’s latest iron ore price 
forecast for 2017 stood at $50 per 
tonne cfr China, and that for 2018 
at $47.25 per tonne. 

More bearish
Analysts at Goldman Sachs are 
even more bearish. They have kept 
their forecast for 2017 and 2018 
unchanged at $35 per tonne cfr 
China in the belief that the price 
rally will have negative consequences 
further into the future.

For now, Macquarie sees current 
prices of around $55 per tonne as 
“clearly justified by fundamentals”. 
The bank pointed to deferrals in 
supply growth, improving housing 
and land sales in China, as well as 
growth-supporting political 
climate in the world’s second-
largest economy as factors lending 
it confidence. However, 
“structurally we still see $60 per 
tonne as a cap to prices given the 
sensitivity of supply to restarts,” it 
added.

Deputy general manager at 
Baosteel Group, Zhang Dianbo, 
recently said at an industry event in 
Singapore that steel prices in the 
second half of this year are likely to 
fall while margins steelmakers 
enjoyed earlier this year were not 
sustainable.  

Macquarie shared that view: 
“We continue to believe that [steel] 
demand will plateau into the 
middle of the year as per usual 
seasonality, and thus steel prices 
will continue to see downward 
pressure, and hence we leave our 
2H16 iron ore price forecasts 
unchanged [at $50 per tonne cfr 
China].”

‘While the iron 
ore market 
clearly looks 
stronger into 
2017, we believe 
the situation 
for 2018 and 
beyond looks 
worse than 
before’
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The best steel plants consistently, reliably and  
cost-effectively produce a wide range of high-
quality products. Here are several examples of  
the continuous advances made by plantmakers  
to deliver the technology needed

Optimal roll alignment  
in tube mills

Poorly aligned or wrong rolls in a 
seamless tube mill result in the 
production of less than perfect 
tubes. As an aid to detect and deal 
with such problems, SMS group has 
developed CaliView®, which was on 
show at the Tube exhibition in 
Düsseldorf in April.

The new system provides inline 
measurement of the rolls and passes 
in longitudinal rolling mills by 
illuminating the path of a tube with a 
backlight system, which is placed on 
one side of the mill, while a CCD 
camera detects the results from the 
opposite side of the mill.

Both – light source and camera – 
are precisely aligned to enable any 
deviation, which a rolled tube would 
make from the correct position as it 
passes through the mill, to be 
detected. Analysis of the pass 
position enables an adjustment of 
the rolls that need to be moved to the 
optimum position.

By using the system, tube 
streaking, wall thickness deviation 
beyond tolerances or misshapen 
tubes can be minimised or 
eliminated by positioning the mill 
rolls correctly before rolling. That 
capability also saves production 
material since the traditional 

approach of rolling actual tubes as 
part of line set-up to detect any 
inaccuracies in roll alignment by 
studying flaws in initially rolled 
product is replaced by the new 
contact-free technology. 

SMS group says that CaliView is 
very accurate in providing a 
measuring precision of +/- 0.1 mm 
for pass diameters less than 250 
mm, and +/- 0.2 mm for diameters 
between 250 and 577 mm. 
Dedicated software for pass analysis 
enables adjustments to be made for 
two-, three- or four-roll stands, 
regardless of the roll cassette 
orientation in the line.

During measurement, the 
system’s control unit receives data 
from the camera via a local area 
network, or via a wireless network 
for which the control unit has a reach 
of up to 100 metres. Consequently 
in most mills the results can be 
viewed directly in the mill control 
room during measurement, enabling 
the operator to instantly make 
adjustments to rolls where needed.

CaliView measurement results 
are stored in a database, which 
enables seamless tube producers to 

compile a history of their mill and 
draw up statistics for investigating 
the causes of tube flaws – a basis for 
maintaining consistently high 
product quality. Identification of roll 
wear is another advantage of the 
technology, notes SMS group.

Beside selling the system, the 
SMS group also offers 
measurements with CaliView for 
different types of longitudinal 
rolling mills as a service. Its 
technicians will measure and analyse 
roll pass alignment and assist with 
making adjustments. A scheduled 
tool/stand change in the mill 
provides the best time for the work 
to be done. SMS group notes that, 
for the initial measurement, its 
service staff need about six hours of 
free access to the mill and the 
support of the machine operator for 
opening and closing the passes, or 
for changing the cassettes if the 
passes are not adjustable.

An intelligent forming press

The basic principle of the JCOE® 
process for making longitudinally 
welded large-diameter pipes is 
straightforward. Take a flat plate 
with chamfered and exactly parallel 
edges. Place a portion of it 
horizontally across two parallel 
lower tools to support it. Press a 
single curved upper tool with a 
suitable radius – mounted on a long 
forming blade positioned above the 
gap between the two lower tools – 
on to the plate to make it bend to the 
desired pipe radius. Move the plate a 
little – in a direction perpendicular 
to the tooling alignment – and press 
again in a line parallel to the first.

By repeating these steps multiple 
times, the plate bends around into 
first a ‘J’ shape, then a ‘C’, and 
ultimately an ‘O’ – until what were 
parallel edges on opposite sides of 
the plate become close enough 
together to weld into a pipe.

In theory, a flawless, even plate, 
which is positioned, aligned and 
pressed perfectly at each stroke of 
the press, will bend into a straight 
and cylindrical pipe with a uniform 
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Frank d’Hone, 
Measuring 
Technology + Quality 
Assurance Systems, 
explaining the 
working principle 
of the CaliView® 
measurement system 
during Tube & Wire

Continuous advances

Key components  
of CaliView®
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radius. Perfect consistency from one 
plate to be pressed into pipe and the 
next implies an identical set of 
process steps to form each pipe of 
the same diameter and thickness.

In practice, small variations in the 
thickness of steel plates of the same 
nominal dimensions – and in other 
factors such as yield strength and 
modulus of elasticity – mean the 
precise pipe-forming process needs 
to be controlled to compensate. The 
practical realities of dealing with 
variable material input inspired 
SMS group to develop its Shape 
technology for a ‘thinking’ forming 
press to produce high-quality tube. 
The plantmaker’s system comprises 
three sub-system modules: 
‘ShapeBase’, ‘ShapeView’ and 
‘ShapeControl’, designed to achieve 
optimal forming.

The first of the three modules 
calculates the process parameters 
for JCO® pipe forming, used for pipe 
diameters from 16in (406 mm) to 
64in (1,626 mm) dia pipe with a wall 
thickness of up to 45 mm or more. 
ShapeBase software calculates and 
displays basic machine settings, such 
as the upper tool radius to be used, 
the gap between the two parallel 
lower tools, and the optimum 
number of bending steps.

The positions of individual 
bending steps on the plate and the 
corresponding stroke of the bending 
tool are calculated in advance, taking 
into consideration both the current 
bending contour and the degree of 
spring-back of the material after 
each bending step. These advance 
calculations do not, however, take 
into account the variations 
encountered within a given plate – 

or between plates that may have 
different tolerances for the key 
material parameters.

Traditionally, through manual 
adjustment, the process data applied 
have been adapted to the current 
plate charge from pipe to pipe. 
Radius templates have been used to 
adapt for production set-up, but that 
is a relatively time-consuming 
process, notes SMS group. 
Fluctuations within a plate charge 
are nearly impossible to compensate 
for manually, the plantmaker adds.

ShapeView complements the 
theoretical calculations made from 
ShapeBase by measuring the actual 
pipe contour achieved after each 
forming step. Laser light section 
sensors are used to make a precise 
pipe contour measurement in a 
defined cross-section. The 
ShapeControl module compares the 
measured contour with that 
theoretically expected. If deviations 
are discovered, this third module 
calculates a modified tool stroke for 
the next forming step.

Process parameters such as the 
upper tool radius and the lower tool 
gap are factored in to the algorithm 
used to calculate corrected press 
strokes. A closed control loop of 
measurement and correction, where 
needed, is thus created to achieve an 
optimised forming process of each 
individual pipe produced.

A dedicated Shape system 
database gives swift access to 
previously calculated data sets and 
enables operators a convenient 
overview of existing production 
‘recipes’.

SMS group reports that – after 
extensive laboratory trials in 

Germany – the first commissioning 
of the Shape system, at Corinth 
Pipeworks in Greece, confirmed the 
system’s expected advantages of 
providing consistent pipe 
production quality without 
sacrificing productivity. The system 
can also be retrofitted in existing 
JCO® pipe forming presses.

Versatile Steckel  
rolling technology

While the fundamental principle on 
which a Steckel mill operates was 
established many decades ago, the 
range, type and volume of products 
it is used to make have expanded 
significantly. Even now, the 
technology is being applied in new 
state-of-the art plants. A major 
supplier of Steckel mills, Danieli, for 
example, is currently completing the 
commissioning in Southeast Asia of 
what the plantmaker says is the first 
thin slab casting and rolling mill 
based on the Steckel process. It 
couples a thin-slab caster with a 
Steckel mill to produce up to 
600,000 tpy of strip with a 
minimum thickness of 1.4 mm. Its 
product width range is 900-1,600 
mm and grades include low-carbon 
(LC), medium-carbon (MC) and 
high-strength low-alloy (HSLA).

In a Steckel mill, flat hot-rolled 
material makes a series of passes 
back and forth through a single 
rolling stand – reversing rolling – 
until it meets the required dimensions. 
Depending on the exact nature of 
the material entering, a minimum of 
three passes through the mill, and a 
maximum of seven passes, is 
needed. This makes the Steckel 
mill’s footprint much smaller than a 
large tandem hot rolling mill 
comprising multiple stands through 
which material passes in one 
direction, and it provides a compact 
solution for rolling smaller 
quantities of flat products.

“The Steckel mill is still today the 
only choice for economical 
production of hot-rolled coils in 
quantities of less than 1 million tpy,” 
Danieli notes. The plantmaker says 
that the strength of the process is its 
high degree of flexibility and an 
ability to produce a full range of 
stainless steels, silicon steels, and 
API grades up to X100 and down to 
normal structural grades.

ShapeView has been 
implemented at 
Corinth Pipeworks 
for the first time in 
the world, offering 
precise real-time 
control of the 
forming process
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In addition to strip production, 
Danieli adds that rolling in Steckel 
mode is still  the only way to produce 
light plates as wide as 3.5 metres. 
The technology can also be used to 
roll titanium, nickel and copper alloys.

In the process of building many 
Steckel mills over the last 15 years, 
Danieli notes that it has introduced 
new design features in the rolling, 
heating, cooling and automation 
control systems of such mills.

While parts of a Steckel mill’s 
features are similar to those of other 
hot rolling mills – such as the 
heating and descaling steps, as well 
as the cooling and coiling process – 
the key elements that give a Steckel 
mill its particular advantages are 
those that also determine some 
potential process constraints. Those 
include the system of reverse rolling 
of thin and hot stock, which requires 
many threadings through the rolling 
mill as well as multiple acceleration 
and deceleration.

Threading into the coiling drums 
on either side of the rolling mill, and 
control of strip temperature to 
achieve the most uniform 
mechanical properties and 
geometrical tolerances, are further 
crucial processes. Other key areas 
for attention include descaling and 
controlling scale formation in the 
coiling furnaces, as well as 
synchronising and maintaining 
tension between the coiling drums 
and the rolling mill.

Improvements made
Several improvements to coiling 
furnace design have been made over 
the years in order to ensure coiling 
and heating stability and uniformity 
at the two coiling furnaces. For 
example, a fully-enclosed, rather 
than originally open-bottom, 
furnace design is used. Danieli 
Centro Combustion has installed 
self-recuperating burners to save 
energy. Threading systems have 
been redesigned to avoid the risk of 
cobbling. Tension control is achieved 
by differential hydraulic loopers.

High-strength structural steels 
with good toughness can be 
produced on Steckel mills, but the 
long, asymmetrical interpass times 
and large temperature differences 
between the head, tail and the body 
of the material at the end of hot 
rolling must be taken into account. 

Plates and coils for welded line pipe 
for API 5L specifications up to X80 
grade can be made, provided the 
metallurgical design of the steel and 
the right micro-alloying system is 
chosen. Intense direct quenching 
can be used to lower the alloy 
content needed or to develop 
structural steel grades with the 
greater strength of X100 or higher.

Automation advances
One of the biggest areas of 
improvement has come with 
advances in automation technology 
for process control.

While the exact configurations of 
Steckel mills have varied, they have 
had in common that challenge of 
temperature differences along the 
length of the strip. The fact that a 
portion of the tail of a coil for one 
pass does not enter the Steckel 
furnace of the collecting coiler – 
becoming the head end for the 
subsequent rolling pass in the 
opposite direction – is an 
underlying cause. The temperature 
differences create significant rolling 
force variations, which tend to 

change the shape of the roll gap. 
Manual controls of the past could 
not always maintain operational 
stability. 

Modern process control and 
automation systems can predict and 
manage the process when the 
system is set up, acting through 
hydraulic automatic gauge control 
systems, roll bending and shifting 
techniques, to maintain rolling 
stability and tightly control strip 
dimensions and quality along its full 
length.

Danieli’s Steckel mill automation 
system also supports the operators 
to ensure that the centring of the 
whole strip length on all passes stays 
true. Since the head of a strip needs 
to enter the Steckel drum multiple 
times, it is also important that 
problems such as the hooking 
around of the head end on itself, or 
chewing of the tail end, are avoided 
– a need that automatic steering 
correction based on feedback signals 
from detectors that measure 
differential load or centre-line 
deviation help the plant’s operators 
to achieve.

Danieli also notes that it has 
introduced a number of other 
innovations in Steckel mills over the 
years, such as the design and supply 
of: a single-stand mill with no 
roughing stand, capable of rolling 
conventional 25 cm thick slab into 
1.5 mm thick strip; 1 million tpy 
single-stand mills that can make 
plate and coil, with products up to 
3.25 metres wide; mills with 
induction heating systems and 
others with a direct quenching 
process.

Despite the vintage of the original 
Steckel mill concept, it seems that 
the potential for further  advances in 
the rolling technology remain.

A 600,000 tpy 
twin-stand Steckel 
mill for strip 
production with a 
minimum thickness 
of 1.4 mm under 
commissioning by 
Danieli in Southeast 
Asia

Danieli Centro 
Combustion EVO 5 
coiling furnace
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Steel technology is progressing on all fronts in the  
USA – in terms of optimising production as well as 
developing new applications and advanced alloys, 
reports Myra Pinkham
While the US steel industry has 
long been known for its innovative 
spirit, ever-faster computing 
power, frequently changing 
customer needs and new 
regulatory requirements seem to 
be putting its technology 
development on a fast track. 

“What I see is an industry whose 
technology development is on the 
move and energised,” says 
Lawrence Kavanagh, president of 
the Steel Market Development 
Institute (SMDI), a unit of the 
American Iron and Steel Institute. 
He says such innovation is in 
keeping with the industry’s long 
track record of being able to change 
and adapt both its processes and 
products to the changing needs of 
society as a whole and specifically 
the needs of its customers. 

In addition, increased global 
competition is requiring domestic 
steel companies to differentiate 
themselves by providing additional 
technological solutions and 
enhanced services, says Luis 
Colembergue, director of 
technology for Gerdau Special 
Steel North America. So has 
increased competition with other 
materials and material systems, 
Ray Fryan, vp of technology and 
quality for TimkenSteel, points 
out: “It isn’t just competition with 
aluminium, but steel is also carving 
out a niche against cast iron and 
other materials for the 
manufacture of certain parts. We 
will continue to see these battles 
fought and at the end of the day the 
customer wins when the best 
solution is used for a given 
product.”

Capitalising on today’s extensive 
computing power and 
breakthroughs in new software has 
helped with the development of 

many new steel technologies, 
whether they are being developed 
independently or through 
collaborations on a 
pre-competitive basis that allow 
development projects to take 
advantage of the collective brain 
power of the industry, Kavanagh 
points out. 

He says there has been a big push 
for greater multi-variable or large 
data analysis, not only related to 
research projects themselves, but 
to be used every day on the plant 
floor by both steelmakers and their 
customers to achieve better 
efficiencies, as they give companies 
the ability to identify defects 
earlier, adjust processes more 
quickly, get improvements in yield 
and improve product properties. 

Barry Schneider, senior vp of the 
flat-rolled steel group at Steel 
Dynamics (SDI), says his company 
is working to improve both its data 
collection and data analysis, noting 
that as a company collects more 
data, coming up with 
methodologies with which to 
analyse it becomes very important. 
He says that while some analytics 
companies seem to want to 
persuade steelmakers that they 
could use their software to bring 
data into focus, “I believe the 
usefulness of the data comes from a 
company understanding your 
processes inside out. So when you 
understand your mill, the 
conversation you have with your 
analytics is more productive,” he 
says, adding: “Technology is a tool, 
not a saviour. But when used 
properly it could help you improve 
your business.”

Modelling importance 
Computer modelling a simulation 
has become a key enabling 

technology for many steel research 
and development projects. In fact, 
Chenn Zhou, founding director of 
both the Steel Manufacturing 
Simulation and Visualization 
Consortium (SMSVC) and the 
Center for Visualization and 
Simulation (CVIS) at Purdue 
University Northwest, notes that it 
was said at the recent AISTech 
conference that there has never 
been a more exciting time for steel 
modelling and simulation, with the 
growing use of computational fluid 
dynamic (CFD) data modelling. 

Zhou maintains that while there 
are many research groups that are 
able to do CFD simulations, the 
CVIS is one of the very few that are 
able to apply it to such industrial 
applications as steelmaking: “By 
adding visualisation it greatly 
enhances the value of CFD. You 
can solve the problem quicker and 
you can also use the simulation for 
training and operations guidance.”

While formed in June 2014, the 
SMSVC was formally inaugurated 
in January and has already made 
some progress on its initial 
research projects, which include 
work related to the blast furnace, 
the electric arc furnace (EAF), the 
reheating furnace, secondary 
cooling of the caster, and primary 
cooling of the caster and the ladle. 
There is also a project related to 
virtual safety training using a 3-D 
interactive simulator with real 
work-based scenarios. 

Zhou says that the CVIS has 
done modelling projects related to 
the blast furnace for more than 10 
years, including on-site work 
related to natural gas co-injection 
of the ArcelorMittal No. 7 and US 
Steel No. 14 blast furnaces. It also 
had successful modelling projects 
related to reheating furnaces at 
both ArcelorMittal and SSAB, as 
well as ladle simulation projects for 
several industry partners. 

But while the SMSVC’s 
simulation of Steel Dynamics’ EAF 
had to be started from scratch, 
Zhou says she already has some 
preliminary results by using a 
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TimkenSteel uses 
fatigue simulation 
models to aid 
customer gear 
design

Fluid and dynamic

‘There are a 
number of 
collaborative 
efforts aimed 
at helping 
steel make 
further inroads 
in various 
construction-
related end 
markets’
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The Amish Sawmill 
Bridge was the first 
to use press brake tub 
girder technology

A corrosion test 
laboratory at TMK 
Ipsco

similar approach to that CVIS 
used for its blast furnace projects, 
which includes using CFD data to 
create a virtual EAF. 

This could come at a good time. 
SDI’s Schneider says he believes 
that the next big steel innovation 
will probably come from the EAF 
side of the business, possibly 
related to steel cleanliness or 
chemistries able to be produced in 
the EAF. While he admits there 
are some limiting factors related to 
EAF steelmaking, “We have to get 
out of the mindset that steel needs 
to be produced by a blast furnace,” 
he says.

A project being conducted by 
AISI and the University of Utah to 
achieve coke-free ironmaking in a 
flash reactor using iron ore fines 
with a mixture of hydrogen and 
natural gas as the reducing agent, 
is also using CFD modeling to test 
the flow of fluids in the reactor. 
This process is expected to result 
in about a 40% reduction in carbon 
dioxide emission and a 30% 
reduction in energy consumption. 

University of Utah professor 
Hong Yong Sohn says that 
researchers have already obtained 
“reasonably certain” results using 
a laboratory scale reactor that the 
desired 90-95% reduction of iron 
ore fines could be accomplished 
within only 2-7 seconds. Further 
testing using a recently installed 
and commissioned larger bench 
flash reactor are to continue through 
November 2017 before the 
project is scaled up to a pilot plant. 

Designs for customers 
Steel mills’ own research centres 
are also increasingly using 
simulation models. Fryan says this 
is the case at TimkenSteel in its 
efforts to not just be a steel 
supplier but to be their customers’ 
design consultants as well, which 
he says is something that most gear 
and bearing steel suppliers do not 
currently offer their customers.  

Fryan says that TimkenSteel’s 
unique fatigue simulation model 
helps its customers to design, or at 
least evaluate designs, using 
various different materials. This, 
he says, could be used to evaluate, 
for example, how much weight 
reduction or torque could be 
achieved from a particular gear set. 

While many recent steel 
technologies have been aimed at 
the automotive industry, including 
the commercialisation of the 
long-awaited third-generation 
advanced high-strength steels (see 
panel), SMDI’s Kavanagh says 
there are a number of collaborative 
efforts aimed at helping steel make 
further inroads in various 
construction-related end markets. 
One example is the use of the press 
brake tub girder technology to 
make steel more competitive for 
short span bridges – bridges that 
are only up to 140 feet long. 

Even though steel use accounts 
for majority of long-span bridges, 
that is not the case for shorter 
bridges, which tend to be made 
from precast concrete with only 
about 30% using a steel 
construction, observes Rich 
Tavoletti, director of the Short 
Span Steel Bridge Alliance. He 
voiced optimism that the steel 
share will grow, aided by this new 
technology. This resulted from a 
2009 challenge by the Federal 
Highway Administration to 
develop cost-effective, accelerated-
construction short-span bridges 
using modular steel components. 

Tavoletti says the press brake 
tub girder technology, developed 
by West Virginia University, fits 
that bill. It is a versatile system that 
comprises shallow trapezoidal 
boxes fabricated from cold bent 
galvanized structural steel plate 
with a precast concrete deck on 
the bridge girder, which could be 
installed very quickly onsite – in 
just one or two days. Also, it costs 
only about a third of a standard 
concrete girder bridge. It is 
available in multiple deck options, 
including either a single or 
multi-span configuration. All of 
this is achieved using standard 60-, 
72-, 84, 96-, 108- or 120-inch 
plate widths. 

The first bridge utilising this 
technology – the Amish Sawmill 
Bridge in Buchanan County, Iowa, 
was dedicated this January. A 
second bridge, in Muskegon 
County, Ohio, is expected to be 
built this summer. Tavoletti says 
there are also several projects 
pending in West Virginia and 
others could follow suit as other 
short-span bridges are built and/
or replaced. This is expected to 
happen at an increasing rate, given 
that nearly half of the US bridges 
classified as either structurally 
deficient or functionally obsolete 
are short-span bridges.

SMDI is also working on a series 
of variously-funded projects 
related to increasing the seismic, 
thermal and fire performance of 
commercial buildings using steel. 
This research includes the use of 
computer models to test various 
designs and could possibly result 
in the use of higher strength,  
more ductile steels in construction 
applications, says Jay Larson, 
managing director of the  
group’s construction technical 
programme.

Taller wind towers
Keystone Tower Systems, which 
has a patent for making wind 
turbine towers using the spiral 
weld technology that is better 
known for the production of 
large-diameter energy 
transmission pipe, is collaborating 
with Johns Hopkins University, 
Northeastern University and 
SMDI in a project funded through 
the National Science Foundation 
to build tall wind towers using 
tapered spiral-welded tubing. 

The idea is that with a 140 
metres or higher wind tower, as 
opposed to the 80-100 metre tall 
wind towers currently in 
operation, the turbine could take 
advantage of more consistent 
winds, even along the nation’s East 
Coast, explains Ben Schafer, a civil 
engineering professor at Johns 
Hopkins University. He points out 
that currently such tall wind 
towers are only being built in 
Germany, and those are using 
pre-stressed concrete rather than 
steel plate. 

Because of the issues of 
transporting such long towers, 
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Schafer says that Keystone Tower 
Systems is looking to spiral weld 
the plate on-site. He says the 
challenge is that the structure 
would need to go from thick-
walled plate near the base to 
increasingly thinner-walled plate 
towards the top, but if the walls 
become too thin the structure 
could buckle and fail. 

While the technology is 
currently in laboratory-scale 
testing, Schafer says Keystone is  
in negotiations with at least one 
major wind tower builder and 
plans to begin full-scale 
manufacturing sometime  
next year. 

Steel technologies related to the 
energy sector are driven by a 
combination of lower cost 
solutions as well as grades that 
allow for drilling in more corrosive 
“sour service” atmospheres, says 
Dave Diedrich, vp of research and 
product development for 
Houston-based TMK Ipsco. He 
points out that corrosion-resistant 
grades are lower in such residuals 
as sulphur and phosphorus. While 
they do require a little more 
processing in the mill’s meltshop, 
they tend to be more cost effective 
as they last longer in service. 

Gains are also being made 
through greater investments in 

processing engineering, which, 
according to Dhiren Panda, TMK 
Ipsco’s general manager for 
research and product 
development, ensures that all 
process parameters, including 
temperatures during the heat 
treating process, are under 
control. This, he says, also helps 
the company to shorten lead 
times, which is something that 
customers increasingly require. 

“We are also driving to use 
stronger steel grades in our pipe – 
with yield strengths of about 
125,000 psi,” says Diedrich, which 
enable customers to use lighter 
walled pipe. He adds that there 
also has also been movement 
toward more welded pipe and 
more use of semi-premium versus 
premium connections. 

Developments that allow 
customers to cut costs is not 
limited to the energy sector. Fryan 
says that TimkenSteel is launching 
a branded product called 
Ultrapremium, which is an 
air-melted steel with equivalent 
purity and fatigue performance to 
most commercially available 
vacuum-arc remelted products, at 
a lower price. 

“Over the past three decades 
air-melted steels have been getting 
more and more pure, but we’ve 
kicked it up a few notches,” he says, 
maintaining that it is 100 to 1,000 
times cleaner than some of his 
company’s bearing steel 
competitors’ products. 

Both Gerdau’s North American 
long steel and special steel 
divisions have made significant 
investments to enhance its 
steelmaking capabilities, 
Colembergue says. On the special 
steel side the company invested 
$155.6 million in a state-of-the-art 
continuous caster, and upgraded 
the rolling mill and finishing lines 
in Monroe, Michigan, aimed at 
meeting the stringent requirements 
of the automotive SBQ market. 
Gerdau’s long steel division is 
implementing a number of new 
process improvements including 
process controls, instrumentation, 
controlled rolling, sensors and 
scrap optimisation.

The author is a specialist writer 
based in New York.

Into the third generation
The long-talked-about third-generation 
advanced high strength steels (AHSS) are 
finally starting to reach the market thanks to a 
combination of private and pre-competitive 
collaborative research, just in time to help 
automakers meet the more stringent fuel 
economy standards that are to go into effect 
for their 2025 model year. 

The four-year Integrated Computational 
Materials Engineering (ICME) US 
Department of Energy (DoE) project – a 
collaboration between several Steel Market 
Development Institute (SMDI) member 
companies and the ‘Detroit Three’ 
automakers to develop third-generation 
AHSS steels that meet specific properties 
established by the DoE – is progressing well as 
it nears its first-quarter 2017 end date, 
according to David Anderson, SMDI’s senior 
director for automotive products and long 
products. 

“We have manufactured some experimental 
heats that are getting close to where we want to 
be,” he says, noting that the target range for 
highly-ductile material with high tensile 
strength of 1,200 MPa and 30% elongation has 
already been met. Work for a material with 
exceptional strength and high ductility (1,300 
MPa with 25% elongation) continues. The 
steel is being made into four different parts 
associated with the automotive body structure 
of a light vehicle.

Other experimental alloys are being 
produced at AK Steel’s Dearborn, Michigan, 
research centre and at CanmetMATERIALS, 
Hamilton, Ontario, which is Canada’s largest 
research centre for the fabrication, processing 
and evaluation of metals and other materials. 
The steel blanks are to be tested by Clemson 
University in August. Also, Germany’s EDAG 
Engineering is to do software modelling of the 

components to determine if they meet the 
targeted weight savings of at least 35%. 

Meanwhile, in mid-April materials design 
company NanoSteel, which is headquartered 
in Providence, RI, announced that its new 
third-generation AHSS, which it has already 
licensed to one steelmaker – AK Steel – is now 
being tested by General Motors. 

Craig Parsons, NanoSteel’s automotive 
president says that their steel is “truly 
revolutionary”. NanoSteel combines 1,200 
MPa of tensile strength with 50% elongation, 
which Parsons maintains is the first ready-for-
production steel that is truly in the third 
generation realm.

He also believes that licensing AHSS is the 
way to go as automakers could have some fears 
about availability of new grades if those 
products are proprietary to specific regional 
mills. “Our charter is to work with mills 
around the world to create a supply chain so 
automakers can buy Nanosteel in any market.”

NanoSteel is not charging mills to license 
the company’s technology, but rather offers 
automakers who want to use the material a 
royalty-based licence. “We aren’t competing 
with the mills, but helping them innovate by 
offering them a technology that will only be 
paid for if it is used by the automakers,” 
Parsons explains.

He adds that the material is being sent to 
GM first as it has certain rights related to the 
material as an investor in NanoSteel: “But 
eventually it will be validated by all the major 
automakers and many of their Tier 1 
suppliers.” 

“We know we need to continue to innovate 
and improve upon our product, including 
making multiple grades,” Parsons explains: 
“Our lab is not stopping. It continues to work 
on innovations and new concepts and ideas.”
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Steel is a continually-evolving family of materials, 
and recent developments aim to meet the needs of 
specific markets, reports Steve Karpel

The number of steel alloys to choose 
from runs into thousands, but that 
does not mean that there is no longer 
a need to develop new grades. In fact, 
the rate at which new alloys are being 
developed, tested and 
commercialised seems to have risen 
in recent years with the intensifying 
competition between different 
materials, particularly in 
mass-markets such as automotive. 

Presented here is a selection of 
new steel grades that have come on 
to the market recently. 

A sub-arctic steel
Among the extreme conditions in 
which steels may need to operate are 
harsh sub-zero temperatures in the 
Arctic or Antarctic. Ovako has 
developed SZ-Steel® (“sub-zero”) 
which has been shown to retain its 
properties down to -40°C, and in 
extreme cases, down to -101°C. It is 
a family of steel grades with low 
impurity levels and controlled grain 

size, specifically developed and 
designed for extreme environments, 
to reduce the risk of embrittlement 
or fracturing. 

Ovako says that it tests and 
certifies a wide range of its steel 
grades according to sub-zero 
standards. At its plant in Imatra, 
eastern Finland, tests are performed 
at -101°C using cryogenic liquid 
nitrogen and methanol as a cooling 
medium, under which conditions 
even otherwise well-made 
engineering steels can become brittle. 

SZ-Steel grades meet and in fact 
exceed key international safety 
standards, says Ovako, and their 
capabilities are proven in cases 
around the world in applications 
such as stud bolts, hydraulic 
equipment, drilling tools, axles and 
valves used in oil and gas, mining, 
energy generation, marine, offshore 
or mobile machinery. 

Constructive solutions from 
ArcelorMittal 
Construction being the largest single 
application for steel, there is a 
continuing focus on expanding the 
range of products in this market and 
improving their competitiveness by 
comparison with alternative 
materials. ArcelorMittal has 
launched two new sheet piling 
solutions to add to its existing range. 
AS500® x 13.0 straight web sheet 
piles are used to form cylindrical 
structures in large-scale construction 
projects. These structures are usually 
closed and filled with soil, the weight 
of which endows stability. The 
company’s AS500 x 13.0 pile is 
stated to be the heaviest straight web 
section on the market, with an 
interlocking strength of 6,000 kN/
metre, and a high corrosion 
resistance arising from its increased 
thickness. 

Another sheet pile is the AZ® - XL 
range, which is a wider and lighter 

series launched last year in response 
to an increasing demand for greater 
sheet piling widths, says the 
steelmaker. This range is available in 
widths up to 800 mm, simplifying 
and speeding up installation; the 
sheet piles can be installed using 
standard pile driving equipment. 

“Our clients need to build reliable 
structures as rapidly and 
cost-effectively as possible. 
ArcelorMittal’s sheet piles are 
characterised by excellent section 
modulus-to-weight ratios and high 
moments of inertia, meaning they 
fulfil every one of these 
requirements,” said Amit Sengupta, 
chief marketing officer at 
ArcelorMittal Europe – Long 
Products.

The steelmaker has also launched 
a new series of ultra-high-strength 
and wear-resistant steels, named 
Amstrong® Ultra and Relia®, which 
are designed to optimise weight and 
reduce operational costs of 
mechanical equipment. Amstrong 
Ultra is made in widths up to 3,800 
mm, with minimum yield strengths 
ranging from 650 to 1,100 MPa. It 
combines excellent formability with 
fatigue resistance and toughness at 
low temperatures. When used as 
structural parts in mobile equipment 
and other industrial sectors, these 
grades allow reductions in steel 
thickness and weight, which 
improves payload and reduces fuel 
consumption. 

Relia® is ArcelorMittal’s new 
range of high-hardness, low-alloyed 
martensitic steels, stated to offer 
outstanding resistance to wear and 
abrasion. Relia comes in three 
nominal hardness levels: 400, 450 
and 500 HBW, which are obtained 
through intense water quenching 
during production. The principal 
intended applications include 
abrasive environments such as 
construction and earthmoving, 
mining and mineral processing, 
demolition, and waste/recycling. 

Another vital role for steel in the 
mining and construction sector is the 
application of wire ropes. 
ArcelorMittal has introduced two 
innovative solutions in this area: 
Notor HP and Klondike®. Designed 
for hoisting equipment, Notor HP 
has a very high service life and can 
cope with extreme conditions, 
offering extremely stable lifting 
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Relia is designed 
for abrasive 
applications such  
as excavators

Making the grade
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owing to its rotation-resistant 
design. 

Developed for mining, Klondike 
can transport ore from underground 
mines with shafts up to 1,000 metres 
deep, at high speeds of 16 metres/
second. It is also non-rotating, and 
can hold up to 20% more load, and 
has a 40% longer life, than any other 
rope with the same diameter, says 
the company, which adds that it is 
already being used in mines in 
Poland and China. 

Another new steel rope product 
from ArcelorMittal WireSolutions 
division is Whisper, which is 
designed to give noise-free operation 
of cablecar systems. 

NanoSteel evaluated
The ‘holy grail’ of automotive sheet is 
to combine very high strength with 
high formability, where traditionally 
there has been a trade-off between 
the two. The steel automotive sheet 
produced by NanoSteel of 
Providence, RI, USA, is claimed to 
have achieved this by delivering 
exceptional levels of both: around 
1,200 MPa tensile strength along 
with 50% elongation. The high 
strength allows thinner gauges to be 
used, while the formability enables 
manufacturers to create newly-
designed parts without expensive 
processing, employee retraining or 
additional capital costs, says 
NanoSteel (see article on page 53). 

Hot-forming advantages 
Voestalpine is introducing in 
mid-2016 a new range of galvanized 
and press-hardened steels – 
phs-directform© – designed for 
hot-formed automotive 
components. It is a high-strength 
alloy that has been developed in 
response to the demand for 
automotive steels that are extremely 
robust, highly formable, corrosion 
resistant and lightweight. 

Moreover, hot forming has 
become very important in the sector 
in order to meet specific crash 
performance criteria, as well as 
ensuring low overall weight, notes 
the company. The technology is used 
for structural parts such as B-pillars, 
roof frames, bumpers and 
cross-members. 

Voestalpine has signed an 
agreement with ArcelorMittal – 
another experienced producer of 

hot-forming steels – to market 
phs-directform around the world. 
“With this agreement with 
voestalpine, we have the widest 
range of hot stamped steels in the 
world, with products 
accommodating any kind of hot 
stamping process: Usibor®, 
Ductibor® and phs-directform© for 
direct stamping, as well as galvanized 
press-hardened steels for indirect 
stamping,” commented Philippe 
Aubron of ArcelorMittal 
Automotive Europe. 

SSAB extends special steels 
SSAB, focused on special steels, has 
been expanding its range of 
high-strength (Strenx™) and 
high-hardness (Hardox®) grades. 

A new range of Strenx 1100 MC 
ultra-high-strength strip steel has 
been introduced to meet the needs of 
advanced lifting equipment 
manufacturers. It is available in 3-8 
mm thicknesses, and gives crane 
makers new opportunities to design 
telescopic or articulated boom 
cranes that are lighter and give 
superior performance, says the 
company, by using 1,100 MPa 
strength strip instead of a more usual 
900 MPa product. 

The steel is delivered with 
exceptionally high surface quality, 
SSAB notes, which assists its 
resistance against fatigue, improves 
visual appearance and makes it easier 
to keep clean. Thickness tolerances 
also become increasingly important 
when designing with thinner steels: 
Strenx 1100 MC is guaranteed to 

have considerably narrower gauge 
tolerances compared with the EN 10 
051 standard, and it has a flatness 
guarantee of 3 mm/metre for 
cut-to-length sheet as a result of the 
advanced levelling technology used. 

SSAB has added another Strenx 
product, 700 OME, to this range, 
which has been developed to save 
weight and reduce welding costs in 
the offshore industry. It is said to 
have exceptionally strict tolerances 
with respect to thickness, flatness 
and formability. Its high degree of 
cleanness combined with a lean 
composition make it easy to weld, 
while retaining properties. By using 
Strenx 700 OME in offshore and 
marine structures, there is a potential 
to save 30% on weight compared 
with a standard EH36 or S355 plate, 
and a reduced thickness can also save 
50% in welding costs, says SSAB. 

The steelmaker has also expanded 
its wear-resistant Hardox® range 
with a grade suitable for high 
temperatures. Hardox HiTemp – 
available from September – retains 
its high hardness at 300°-500°C, and 
can be cut, welded and machined by 
conventional methods for steel; it is 
supplied as 15-30 mm thick plate. Its 
properties are achieved by using high 
quality raw materials plus a carefully 
controlled production process,  
says SSAB. 

Designed for drilling 
Carpenter Technology, 
Wyomissing, USA, has launched 
PremoMax for multiple downhole 
drilling applications such as mud 
motor shafts and related 
components. The alloy is stated to 
deliver superior performance in 
challenging environments, having 
high strength, excellent impact 
toughness and good hardenability in 
large section sizes. 

The alloy’s moderate carbon 
content (0.22%) assists weldability, 
while vacuum arc remelting ensures 
superior cleanliness, excellent 
high-cycle fatigue strength and 
outstanding fracture toughness, says 
CarTech. All these properties make 
PremoMax a cost-effective and 
durable drilling solution for rigid 
formation and high-rotation 
penetration demands, and the 
company considers the grade to  
be a superior alternative to AISI 
4330V alloy. 

Printing with stainless
Höganäs of Sweden has introduced a high-performance 
stainless steel powder, 17-4 PH, which extends the 
capabilities of its Digital Metal printing technology. The 
17-4 PH grade enables the production of components with 
high strength and hardness, as it is a hardening alloy with 
an ultimate tensile strength of 1,050 MPa. In comparison, 
the more commonly used austenitic 316L grade has a UTS 
of 520 MPa. It is also more corrosion-resistant than 
400-series ferritic stainless steels. 

Höganäs Digital Metal is a 3D printing technology that 
allows the production of small and complex components 
that would otherwise be costly, if not impossible, to make 
by traditional methods. The process starts with a CAD file 
for the object, which is materialised in the 3D printer by 
being built up layer by layer using metal powder and a 
precision jet. Once complete, the object is sintered to 
achieve full strength.

SS
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Hardox HiTemp 
retains its properties 
at 300-500°C
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Stainless steel for designers
Many publications have been issued over 
the years on the properties of stainless 
steels, and as a result it can be difficult to 
quickly access the exact property 
information required for particular 
applications. The International Stainless 
Steel Forum (ISSF) has issued a new free 
brochure – Stainless Steel for Designers 

– that gives a comprehensive list of key 
publications which acts as a ready 
reference for key properties. This 
includes papers on abrasion, cleaning, 
corrosion resistance, fabrication, 
finishes, fire resistance, joining, magnetic 
properties, mechanical and physical 
properties, reinforcing bar, standards, 

structural design, sustainability and 
lifecycle costs, and wear and galling. 

While the corrosion resistance of 
stainless steels is well known, the ISSF 
notes that these alloys are often a good 
practical solution for other reasons too. 

The publications listed can be freely 
downloaded from links in the brochure.

folding. The multi-use machine is 
available with cutting forces from 
600 to 1,000 tonnes. It is a 
self-contained unit that offers 
diesel drives and lifting jacks as 
options for transportable models.
– The NLB Lid Baler is a compact 
baler for small- to mid-size metal 
baling requirements, producing 
no. 1 bales in sizes 300 x 300 mm, 
400 x 400 mm and 600 x 600 mm.
– The NTB Triple Compression 
Baler is a high-production baler 
that produces no. 1 bales from 
diverse feed materials. Bale sizes 
are available at 300 x 300 mm and 
400 x 400 mm.

The N Series is supported by 
Metso’s worldwide service 
network that can give onsite 
backup if required, and all 
equipment features remote  
access to the PLC control  
systems to expedite customer 
assistance when necessary, says 
the company.

 Supply chain services

Metso Recycling, Germany, has 
expanded its array of equipment 
for the scrap metal recycling sector 
with the N Series range of 
products. This includes shears and 
balers that are stated to be suitable 
for the requirements of small, 
medium and larger scrap 
processors. 

“The ever-changing demands of 
the scrap processing industry 
require a bigger choice of solutions 
capable of meeting specific 
capacity needs, and we are 
responding by introducing the N 
Series. Our new product range 
offers reliable technology, 
efficiency and safety, yet all the 
features necessary to meet 
processing needs at competitive 
price levels,” said Daniel Zeiler, vp 
Technology and Capital 
Equipment, Metal Recycling. 
– The NIS Inclined Shear is a 
self-contained gravity feed shear 
that can accept long material and 

Expanding choice for the scrap industry

The NTB is a 
high-production 
baler for producing 
no. 1 bales from 
diverse feed

The Foundry-Master Optimum is a compact benchtop 
metals analyser
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large bulky scrap; it is available 
with cutting forces from 600 to 
1,250 tonnes.
– The NCS Shear-Baler-Logger 
has a true clamshell charge-box 
design with high compression 
forces for faster trapping and 

Oxford Instruments, UK, has 
launched a new metals analyser, the 
Foundry-Master Optimum. Based 
on optical emission spectroscopy, it 
is said to offer seamless quality 
control, analysing the majority of 
metals and their alloys, including 
nitrogen in duplex steels. 

With its novel optical design, the 
instrument has a small footprint of 
415 x 665 mm, and weighs only 35 
kg, allowing ease of handling. 

Oxford instruments says that the 
Foundry-Master Optimum has a 
very fast start-up and measuring 

A new benchtop analyser from Oxford
time that contribute to higher 
productivity. The sample stand is 
accessible from three sides, making 
it suitable for samples with complex 
or irregular shapes and sizes. 
Adapters for wires and very small 
samples are available. 

A comprehensive grade database 
is pre-installed, as is a smart grade 
search for identifying unknown 
metals. The grade database contains 
over 10 million records for over 
320,000 materials, from 69 
countries and standards; this can be 
updated with a few clicks.
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other waste materials. Hydro’s 
facility in Neuss is the first to use a 
patented advanced sorting 
technology that can handle 
aluminium containing up to 20% 
of impurities, including other 
metals. It was developed and 
tailored for UBCs in Hydro’s 
Research and Development 
Centre in Bonn, and it represents 
cutting-edge technology in 
recycling, says the company. 

“With the new recycling line, we 
offer our international customers a 
closed recycling loop, literally 
turning old cans into new cans. 
This underlines our commitment 
to international can makers as a 
close, responsible partner, and a 
leader in technology,” said 
executive vp Kjetil Ebbesberg at 
the opening ceremony.

says that it will also train the 
scientists and engineers of the 
future through a fellowship 
programme for PhD students and 
post-doctoral fellows. 

New developments will be 
based on 6000-series alloys, 
which will aid recyclability 
through their compatibility with 
currently used alloy grades, says 
the company. 

The same day as the opening of 
the Constellium UTC also saw the 
opening of the Advanced Metal 
Casting Centre (AMCC) at Brunel 
University London, a research 
facility focused on developing 
lightweight, high-performance 
aluminium alloys for the 

automotive and rail industries. 
Jointly managed by Brunel 
University London, Jaguar Land 
Rover and Constellium, the 
AMCC will be expanded next year 
with the addition of the Advanced 
Metal Processing Centre 
(AMPC), dedicated to the 
fabrication and testing of 
aluminium automotive structural 
components. The UTC is housed 
within the new AMCC/AMPC 
building. 

The new facilities are designed 
 to provide a fully integrated  
rapid prototyping capability  
from alloy development to full 
component manufacture, at a 
single location.

electroplating. This melts the tin 
surface layer, which then cools and 
solidifies. The process prevents the 
possible formation of tin ‘whiskers’ 
that can cause a short circuit 
between terminals. 

Kobe Steel’s New Reflow Plating 
is designed to bring portions of the 
hard copper-tin intermetallic 
phase, which lies between the 
copper sheet and the tin coating, to 
the surface in order to achieve a 
lower insertion force. In addition, a 
nickel undercoat layer is stated to 

provide outstanding 
high-temperature reliability. 

Automakers have been pursuing 
lower insertion forces for 
connectors, says Kobe Steel, and 
the New Reflow Plating process 
reduces the insertion force by 30%, 
as well as providing better high heat 
and contact reliability. As the 
number of electrical components in 
cars increases, so demand for 
copper alloy parts with reflow tin 
plating is expected to grow, says the 
company.

 Innovations

Hydro commissioned a new €45 
million facility at its plant in 
Neuss, Germany, in May, which 
aims to recycle up to 50,000 tpy of 
used beverage cans (UBCs). The 
facility is located at the heart of a 
growing can market, as Europeans 
are now using over 30 billion 
drinks cans each year. This equates 
to some 450,000 tpy of UBCs to 
recycle, says Hydro. 

Owing to the various collection 
systems used in different 
countries, aluminium scrap 
usually contains impurities and 

New aluminium recycling 
technology commissioned

Constellium has inaugurated a 
University Technology Centre 
(UTC) at Brunel University 
London, UK. It will be a dedicated 
centre of excellence for the design, 
development and prototyping of 
aluminium alloys and automotive 
structural components. Featuring 
industrial-size aluminium casting 
and extrusion equipment in its first 
phase, the Constellium UTC will 
provide rapid prototyping capability 
that is expected to reduce 
development times by at least 50% 
for advanced aluminium alloys 
required for the further lightweighting 
of automotive structural components.

In partnership with Brunel 
University London, Constellium 

Kobe Steel has concluded an 
agreement to license its New 
Reflow Plating process to Aurubis 
Buffalo, a major US producer of 
copper products. Reflow tin plating 
and other surface treatments are 
routinely applied to copper alloy 
electrical components in order to 
maintain electrical connection 
reliability and reduce the insertion 
force for a connector. In reflow 
plating, a copper alloy sheet 
undergoes additional heat 
treatment after conventional tin 

Constellium inaugurates University Technology Centre

Improved tin coating for electrical terminals
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Producing a billet 
from the DC caster at 
Constellium UTC

Hydro’s new facility can recycle up to 50,000 tpy of UBCs
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Silver demand hits record

High-strength steels surpass expectations

There is no mass-market alternative 
to lead-based batteries for most 
automotive applications, and the 
European Commission should 
continue to exempt lead batteries 
from the restrictions on lead in 
vehicles under the End-of-Life-
Vehicle (ELV) Directive. These are 
some of the conclusions of a study 
conducted by the Oeko-Institut, or 
Institute for Applied Ecology, an 
independent non-profit association 
in Germany, as highlighted by the 
European Automobile 
Manufacturers’ Association (ACEA). 

The report, 8th Adaption to scientific 
and technical progress of exemptions 
2(c), 3 and 5 of Annex II to Directive 
2000/53/EC (ELV), has been 
welcomed by a group representing 
the automotive and battery 
industries of Europe. The study 
acknowledges the continuing 
intensive r&d initiatives of the 
automotive industry to find 
alternative battery technologies. 

The Oeko-Institut 
recommendations recognise the 

A case for lead batteries
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Lead batteries are 
used in all types of 
vehicle, including 
hybrid and electric 
vehicles

Demand for silver 
bars and coins rose 
24% in 2015

The silver market saw record 
demand of 1.17 billion oz in 2015, 
reports the USA-based Silver 
Institute, from commissioned 
research by GFMS Thomson 
Reuters. 

Worldwide jewellery fabrication 
rose for the third consecutive year 
to a new peak of 226.5 million oz. 
This was largely the result of a 16% 
rise in both India and Thailand, 
while North America saw a 5% 
increase. 

Over the past three years, the 
quantity of advanced high-strength 
steels (AHSS) used annually in 
automotive applications has been 
10% higher than originally forecast 
in 2010, reports the Steel Market 
Development Institute (SMDI), 
Washington DC, USA. According 
to a study made by Ducker 
Worldwide, AHSS use advanced to 

The largest sector of physical 
silver demand, industrial 
applications, was 4% lower at 588.7 
million oz, or about half of total 
consumption. The drop was mainly 
due to weaker fabrication demand 
in developing countries and a 
stagnant global economy. 
However, demand in photovoltaic 
applications rose 23% last year, to 
77.6 million oz. Demand in 
ethylene oxide plants rose by 103% 
to 10.2 million oz. 

an average of 254 lb (115.2 kg) per 
vehicle in 2014, surpassing 
estimates made in 2010 for 2014 by 
over 20 lb per vehicle. 

“Our work with automakers on 
vehicles still in design is helping to 
maximise the use of today’s steels 
while introducing the steels of 
tomorrow, a strong indicator these 
trends will continue,” said 

Identifiable investment, which 
includes physical bars, coins and 
medals, and exchange-traded 
products, climbed 16% to a 
near-record high in 2015. Coin and 
bar demand rose 24% to 292.3 
million oz, also a new record, and 
accounted for a quarter of the 
physical market. 

A lower price environment, with 
an average price of $15.68/oz in 
2015, helped to boost demand, says 
the Silver Institute. 

Lawrence W Kavanagh, president 
of SMDI, a business unit of the 
American Iron & Steel Institute. 
“Mass reduction with steel 
continues to exceed expectations 
and offers automakers design 
solutions without the major 
manufacturing cost penalties 
associated with alternative 
materials,” he added. 

importance of lead-based batteries 
for virtually all types of road vehicle, 
according to the ACEA, regardless of 
engine specification: conventional 
internal combustion engines, all mild 
and micro hybrid electric vehicles 
(HEV), plug-in hybrid electric 
vehicles (PHEV) and full electric 
vehicles (EV). The last two 
technologies use an on-board lead 

supply battery in addition to the 
traction battery. 

ACEA said: “Even though 
significant investments are being 
made in the development of other 
technologies, lead batteries continue 
to be the preferable mass-market 
system for the foreseeable future, for 
technical and socio-economic 
reasons.” 

A separate report published in 
March by Grand View Research, San 
Francisco, USA, states that the global 
lead acid battery market was worth 
$47.88 billion in 2014 and is forecast 
to increase to $76.44 billion by 2022. 
Automotive applications accounted 
for 57.7% of lead battery demand in 
2014, and further growth is expected 
to be fuelled by the expanding 
automotive and motorcycle 
industries in Asia in particular. 

Stationary lead batteries are 
forecast to see significant growth 
with a CAGR of over 6% from 2015 
to 2022. This will arise from high 
demand in data centres and 
telecommunications, plus increasing 
use in oil & gas, energy and other 
infrastructure sectors that require 
power reliability and backup power, 
says the report.
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Supplier & Service Showcase
Guizhou Provincial Metals & Minerals  I/E Co., Ltd.

Antimony Metal, Antimony Trioxide

2F, Dongfeng Building, Sanqiaomapo, Baiquan Town,  
Dushan County, Guizhou Province, China
Tel: 86-755-83474930  

Fax: 86-755-83474980
E-mail: server@jiefu.com  
Web: www.antimony-gz.com
Contact: Wilson Zeng

Beijing Cisri Access Equipment Co., Ltd (CHINA)

Continuous casting/rolling, Steel Coil Galvanizing,  
Seamless/welded tube/pipe galvanizing 

Tel: (whatsapp): +86 1360107616  
E-mail: sunny@cisri-access.com   Web: www.cisri-access.com
Contact: Ms. Sunny Sun

Independent Steel Importers

Experience in sales of all steel products. 
Currently seeking sales agency to represent an overseas mill in the UK

Harrogate, North Yorkshire
Tel: 07734 001989
E-mail: sales@independentsteelimporters.co.uk
Web: www.independentsteelimporters.co.uk
Contact: Mr Karl Mather

United Steel Industrial Co.  
KWT STEEL
Sharq.Dasman Complex, Blk 3B, 
5th Floor, Sharq, Kuwait
Factories: Shuaiba Industrial Area

Tel: +965 23200000  
Fax: +965 23263024
E-mail: commercial@kwtsteel.com  
Web: www.kwtsteel.com
Contact: Alaa Reda, Mohamed Radwan, June Kong, Mina Soliman

Jiangsu Shunchi Tungsten & Molybdenum  
Products Co., Ltd.

Moly Chemical products/scrap/metal bar;  
W metal bar/electrode

Yuduo, Jiangyan District, Taizhou City, Jiangsu Province, China
Tel: 86 523 88645158  
Fax: 86 523 88641688
E-mail: tonyding@51gm.com  Web: www.51gm.com
Contact: Tony Ding

www.metalbulletinresearch.com/tubeandpipe

l Prices & analysis
l Short term forecasts
l Long term forecasts

Without doubt the global
market leaders in tube &
pipe market analysis,
forecasts and
consultancy, providing
essential information
and data that is not
available anywhere else.

OCTG l Linepipe lHSS lDOM lMechanical tube
Precision tube lBoiler pipe lStandard pipe

MBR STEEL FORECASTER
International market analysis of flat and long steel products

JUST RELAUNCHED

Global steel market analysis,
statistics and price forecasts

www.metalbulletinresearch.com  
info@metalbulletinresearch.com        
+44 20 7779 8383 / +61 3 5222 6154

Subscribe today 

Now featuring
1 year price forecasts
by month & much more

For advertising and sponsorship opportunities in 

Metal Bulletin
Please contact:  
Ram Kumar  | Ram.Kumar@metalbulletin.com  |  0207 779 8735

www.metalbulletinresearch.com/tubeandpipe
www.metalbulletinresearch.com
www.antimony-gz.com
www.independentsteelimporters.co.uk
www.kwtsteel.com
www.cisri-access.com
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  Events
22nd International Iron Ore 
Symposium 
6 – 7 June 2016 
The Steinberger Hotel, Berlin, Germany
This event is the place to discuss the 
key issues affecting the iron ore 
market at a time of great challenges, 
with multi-year low prices, a market 
surplus and supressed demand.
metalbulletin.com/events

Mining Strategic Excellence: North 
America 
9 – 10 June 2016 
Hilton Toronto, Toronto, Canada
This inaugural conference is the only 
one of its kind to address innovation 
and operational excellence from a 
strategic perspective. It will examine the 
challenges facing mining alongside 
solutions and strategies from both 
within mining and other industries. 
metalbulletin.com/events

4th LME Week Asia 
14 June 2016 
Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition 
Centre 
This metals seminar will feature talks 
and panels on pricing, commodities, 
precious metals, and other issues in 
the current trading environment. 
www.hkexgroup.com/eng/events/
lmeweekasia/index.htm

Steel Success Strategies XXXI 
13 – 15 June 2016 
Sheraton New York Times Square, USA
This major event covers world steel 
markets, raw materials, logistics, 
technology, iron ore and steel 
derivatives, and many other aspects 
of the sector. 
metalbulletin.com/events

11th Asian Stainless Steel Conference 
15 – 16 June 2016 
The Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Hong Kong
The stainless steel market slumped in 
2015 as a 20-year long expansion in 
China – with over 50% of world 
output – came to a halt. This event 
will address the key issues relating to 
the Chinese and other Asian stainless 
industries. 
metalbulletin.com/event

5th Copper Recycling Conference 
15 – 17 June 2016 
Sheraton Arabella Park Hotel, 
Munich, Germany
This conference will focus on copper’s 
re-use and recycling industry 
dynamics, looking at the drivers, 
innovations, opportunities and threats 
facing the copper, copper alloy and 
electronic scrap generating, processing 
and consuming businesses. 
metalbulletin.com/event

International SAP Conference for 
Mining and Metals 
12 – 14 July 2016  
Frankfurt, Germany
This event will bring together over 300 
mining, primary metal, fabrication 
and distribution professionals, to find 
out how digital technology can 
transform all aspects of the metals 
supply chain. 
http://uk.tacook.com/events/
conferences 

Iranian Base Metals Conference  
6 – 7 September 2016 
Parsian Azadi Hotel, Tehran, Iran
MB’s inaugural Iranian Base Metals 
Conference will examine the market 
dynamics for aluminium, copper, lead 
and zinc, and how Iranian base metal 
industries fit into the global picture. 
The impact of sanctions lifting will be 
discussed, along with guidance on 
conducting business in Iran. 
metalbulletin.com/event

Mining Strategic Excellence: South 
America 
6 – 7 September 2016 
Sheraton Santiago Hotel and 
Convention Centre, Santiago, Chile
This inaugural conference addresses 
innovation and operational excellence 
from a strategic perspective. It will look 
at case studies drawn from base 
metals, ferrous metals, precious 
metals, industrial minerals and coal. 
metalbulletin.com/events

21st Galvanizing and Coil Coating 
Conference 
6 – 7 September 2016 
Bratislava, Slovakia 
Key topics to be discussed at this 
flagship event include supply and 
demand balance, developments in 
coatings and technologies, zinc 
supply, demand outlook and the 
effect of trade cases. 
metalbulletin.com/events 

15th International Stainless and 
Special Steel Summit 
6 – 8 September 2016 
Hotel Intercontinental Lisbon, Portugal 
Over 200 top executives from around 
the world and from all tiers of the 
global supply chain are expected to 
convene in Lisbon to discuss the world 
stainless and special steel sectors.
metalbulletin.com/events

North American Ferroalloys 
Conference  
19 – 21 September 2016 
Eaglewood Resort and Spa, Chicago, 
USA
This new event from AMM Events will 
facilitate vital networking and 
business connections in this sector, 
with purchasing individuals from 
steel mills, speciality metals producers 
and foundries able to attend free of 
charge. 
metalbulletin.com/events

4th Asian Nickel Conference  
20 – 21 September 2016 
Jakarta, Indonesia 
This conference will address many 
vital aspects of the Asian nickel 
industry, including the Indonesian 
export ban, local project investment, 
future policy in the Philippines, 
stockpiling in China and the future of 
NPI production. 
metalbulletin.com/events 

2nd Iranian Iron & Steel Conference 
26 – 28 September 2016 
Abbasi Hotel, Esfahan, Iran 
Connecting the Iranian iron ore and 
steel markets with the world, this 
conference will be the ideal place to 
learn about Iranian markets and 
create international links. 
metalbulletin.com/event

31st International Aluminium 
Conference  
27 – 29 September 2016 
Melia Avenida America, Madrid, Spain 
This major aluminium conference will 
cover the difficult issues facing the 
industry, including capacity cutbacks, 
weak prices, and uncertain future 
demand growth. Discussion and 
debate will take place across the 
entire value chain, with ample 
opportunity for networking and 
negotiation.
metalbulletin.com/events

For full details of Metal Bulletin Events 
www.metalbulletin.com/events
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Your solution
for reliable metal
pricing data
Get Metal Bulletin’s pricing data integrated into your internal
system or spreadsheet and access reliable metal prices that
update automatically as soon as the reporting team release
new data.

Visit www.metalbulletin.com/data-price-feed
for more information

How will a data price feed help me?

The market data feed is set up in a way which
means clients can access, integrate and
manipulate our data with any software. Metal
Bulletin will also provide support to assist you
with the integration.

At Metal Bulletin, we understand that you may
have bespoke needs around the feeds we
provide, we support this and endeavour to
provide you with the service you require.

How can I incorporate this
feed into my everyday work?Completeness: Access to a comprehensive, real time Data Price Feed

covering over 950 metals

Accuracy: Eliminate human error  caused during manual data entry

Compliance: Ensures you have the correct data licence to use our
data within your organisation

Efficiency: A consolidated data format delivered in a timely manner
in a consumable form

Flexibility: Deployment is fully customisable

Consistency: Collaborative approach to using data, 
ensuring continuity

To discuss how Metal Bulletin can improve your front, middle and back-office operations or for more information on the best package
to meet your requirements:

Email subs@metalbulletin.com or call UK: Tel: +44 (0) 20 7779 8260 Asia Pacific: Tel: +61 3 5222 6154

Steel & Raw Materials • Base Metals • Scrap (ferrous & non-ferrous) • Ferro Alloys & Minor Metals • The All Metals Package

MB_Data_Price_Feeds_2016_FPad_209x274_1C_209x274  08/03/2016  14:16  Page 1

www.metalbulletin.com/data-price-feed
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 Low High

 Low High
Aluminium
Aluminium P1020A, in-warehouse premium
Rotterdam duty unpaid spot $/tonne 75.86 88.81
Aluminium P1020A, in-warehouse premium
Rotterdam duty paid spot $/tonne 129.44 147.78

Alumina
Index fob Australia 253.92

Antimony
MB free market  
Regulus 99.65%, max Se 50ppm, 
$/tonne in warehouse 5,744.44 6,044.44
MMTA Standard grade II $/tonne 5,688.89 5,988.89

Bismuth
MB free market 
min. 99.99%, $/lb, tonne lots in  
warehouse 4.32 4.60

Cadmium
MB free market
min 99.95%, cents/lb in warehouse 66.56 71.67
min 99.99%, cents/lb in warehouse 67.89 74.33

Cobalt
MB free market
High grade, $/lb in warehouse 10.65 11.29
Low grade, $/lb in warehouse 10.51 11.15

Copper
US high-grade cathode premium  
indicator,  
$/tonne 124.01 132.28

Germanium dioxide
MB free market min 99.99%, $/kg 835.00 910.00
Rotterdam $/kg 1,200.00 1,400.00

Gold
London $/troy oz Morning 1,241.45
 Afternoon 1,242.26
 Morning 867.90
 Afternoon 867.94
 Handy/Harman 1,242.26

Indium
MB free market
Ingots min 99.97%, $/kg in 
warehouse 243.89 280.00

Magnesium
MB free market 
min 99.8%, $/tonne 2,006.00 2,130.00
China free market min 99.8% 2,135.00 2,150.00

Mercury
MB free market 
min 99.99%, $/flask in warehouse 1,150.00 1,550.00

Molybdenum
Free market in warehouse 
Europe drummed molybdic 
oxide $/lb Mo   5.54 5.68
US canned molybdic oxide $/lb Mo 5.53 5.73

Nickel
Free market in warehouse premium
Europe $/tonne
Uncut cathodes 43.75 128.75
4x4 cathodes 150.00 250.00
Briquettes 112.50 212.50
US
Melting $/lb 0.15 0.20

Palladium
Morning $/troy oz 572.48
Afternoon $/troy oz 574.33
Platinum: per troy oz
Morning $/troy oz 992.81
Afternoon $/troy oz 994.19

Rhodium
European free market
min 99.9% in warehouse, $/troy oz 681.43 781.43

Selenium
MB free market
min 99.5% in warehouse $/lb 4.53 5.90

Silicon
MB free market ¤/tonne 1,630.00 1,740.00

Silver
London
spot pence/troy oz 1,135.52
spot cents/troy oz 1,625.88
Handy/Harman cents/troy oz  1,636.02

Tin
European free market
Spot premium 99.9% $/tonne 350.00 500.00
Spot premium 99.85% $/tonne 325.00 375.00
Kuala Lumpur (ex-smelter) $/tonne 17,010.71

Titanium
Ferro-titanium
70% (max 4.5% Al), $/kg d/d Europe 3.47 3.77

Tungsten
European free market APT $/mtu 185.60 200.00

FOUNDRY INGOTS
Aluminium
LM24 1,250.00 1,320.00
LM6/LM25 1,490.00 1,540.00
Aluminium Europe ¤/tonne 1,596.00 1,676.00
Phosphor bronze
PB1 ex-works £/tonne 5,162.50
Zinc alloy
10 tonne lots ZL3 £/tonne 1,845.00

LONDON METAL EXCHANGE
High, low and average Apr (21 days)
LME averages are mean of buyers and sellers except for 
settlement and 3 months sellers.
 April 2016  April
 Low High Average
 $ $ $
Copper grade A ($)
Cash 4,310.25 5,102.50 4,850.55
3 months 4,320.25 5,070.25 4,836.35
Settlement 4,310.50 5,103.00 4,851.12
3 months seller 4,320.50 5,070.50 4,837.00
Copper grade A (£)
Settlement 3,005.51 3,576.58 3,389.13
3 months seller 3,012.06 3,562.95 3,378.29
Tin ($)
Cash 13,225.00 17,622.50 17,059.52
3 months 13,212.50 17,497.50 16,988.93
Settlement 13,235.00 17,625.00 17,067.62
3 months seller 13,225.00 17,500.00 17,000.48

 April 2016  April
 Low High Average

 $ $ $
Lead ($)
Cash 1,596.50 1,896.25 1,728.40
3 months 1,597.50 1,887.75 1,735.49
Settlement 1,597.00 1,896.50 1,728.67
3 months seller 1,598.00 1,888.00 1,736.19
Lead (£)
Settlement 1,098.84 1,340.38 1,207.75
3 months seller 1,100.75 1,333.90 1,212.70
Zinc ($)
Cash 1,453.25 1,942.50 1,851.12
3 months 1,466.50 1,945.00 1,861.17
Settlement 1,453.50 1,943.00 1,851.52
3 months seller 1,467.00 1,946.00 1,861.79
Aluminium ($)
Cash 1,452.50 1,672.75 1,563.95
3 months 1,451.25 1,674.50 1,574.36
Settlement 1,453.00 1,673.00 1,564.31
3 months seller 1,451.50 1,675.00 1,574.74
Aluminium alloy ($)
Cash 1,507.50 1,610.00 1,549.81
3 months 1,535.00 1,625.00 1,580.24
Settlement 1,510.00 1,615.00 1,554.62
3 months seller 1,540.00 1,630.00 1,585.24
Nickel ($)
Cash 7,705.00 9,457.50 8,849.64
3 months 7,737.50 9,487.50 8,886.31
Settlement 7,710.00 9,460.00 8,852.62
3 months seller 7,750.00 9,490.00 8,890.71
Nasaa ($)
Cash 1,660.25 1,739.50 1,703.20
3 months 1,667.50 1,760.00 1,733.81
Settlement 1,660.50 1,740.00 1,705.90
3 months seller 1,670.00 1,765.00 1,737.86
Cobalt ($)
Cash 21,702.50 23,750.00 22,951.67
3 months 21,800.00 23,750.00 23,022.62
Settlement 21,705.00 24,000.00 23,110.48
3 months seller 21,850.00 24,000.00 23,247.62
Molybdenum ($)
Cash 11,500.00 13,350.00 12,221.43
3 months 11,500.00 13,550.00 12,392.86
Settlement 11,750.00 13,600.00 12,471.43
3 months seller 11,750.00 13,800.00 12,642.86
Steel billet ($)
Cash 75.00 195.00 75.00
3 months 90.00 210.00 90.00
Settlement 100.00 220.00 100.00
3 months seller 115.00 235.00 115.00
LME Settlement Conversion Rates
$/£ 1.43
$/yen 109.64
$/¤ 1.13

 Monthly prices
April averages

Disclaimer
This Disclaimer is in addition to our Terms and Conditions as available on our website and shall not supersede or otherwise affect these Terms and Conditions. Prices and other 
information contained in this publication have been obtained by us from various sources believed to be reliable. This information has not been independently verified by us. 
Those prices and price indices that are evaluated or calculated by us represent an approximate evaluation of current levels based upon dealings (if any) that may have been 
disclosed prior to publication to us. Such prices are collated through regular contact with producers, traders, dealers, brokers and purchasers although not all market segments 
may be contacted prior to the evaluation, calculation, or publication of any specific price or index. Actual transaction prices will reflect quantities, grades and qualities, credit 
terms, and many other parameters. The prices are in no sense comparable to the quoted prices of commodities in which a formal futures market exists.

Evaluations or calculations of prices and price indices by us are based upon certain market assumptions and evaluation methodologies, and may not conform to prices or 
information available from third parties. There may be errors or defects in such assumptions or methodologies that cause resultant evaluations to be inappropriate for use. Your 
use or reliance on any prices or other information published by us is at your sole risk. Neither we nor any of our providers of information make any representations or warran-
ties, express or implied as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of any advice, opinion, statement or other information forming any part of the published information or 
its fitness or suitability for a particular purpose or use. Neither we, nor any of our officers, employees or representatives shall be liable to any person for any losses or damages 
incurred, suffered or arising as a result of use or reliance on the prices or other information contained in this publication, howsoever arising, including but not limited to any 
direct, indirect, consequential, punitive, incidental, special or similar damage, losses or expenses.

We are not an investment adviser, a financial adviser or a securities broker. The information published has been prepared solely for informational and educational purposes 
and is not intended for trading purposes or to address your particular requirements. The information provided is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or 
sell any security, commodity, financial product, instrument or other investment or to participate in any particular trading strategy. Such information is intended to be available 
for your general information and is not intended to be relied upon by users in making (or refraining from making) any specific investment or other decisions. Your investment 
actions should be solely based upon your own decisions and research and appropriate independent advice should be obtained from a suitably qualified independent adviser 
before any such decision is made.

For the latest prices see  
www.metalbulletin.com/my-price-book
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  Chartist

Global steel over-capacity is the trouble
 Jim Lennon, managing director, Red Door Research, says global overcapacity is steel’s real problem

Chinese steel exports reached their highest 
level last year, hitting 118 million tonnes for 
all steel products, up 20% y-on-y, following a 
51% y-on-y rise in 2014. In the first four months 
of this year, exports rose a further 7.5% y-on-y. 
Net exports (exports minus imports) were 
104 million tonnes (up 26% y-on-y) and equal 
to 12% of the non-Chinese market – up from 
9.4% in 2014 and 3.8% in 2010. 

The immediate ‘cause’ for this rise was the 
sharp slowdown in Chinese steel 
consumption in recent years (apparent 
consumption fell 2.5% in 2014 and almost 6% 
in 2015) and the attractiveness of overseas 
steel prices compared with Chinese domestic 
prices. In both 2014 and 2015, global prices 
fell by less than Chinese domestic prices.

Chinese exports have contributed to the fall 
in steel prices in recent years, but falling raw 
material prices were a bigger contributor with 
the cost of iron ore and coking coal to make 
one tonne of steel falling by over $300/t of 
steel between 2010 and 2015.  

In reality the ‘cause’ of low prices – or more 
accurately, low or no margins – is chronic 
over-capacity in the steel industry inside and 
outside China. Until the gap between demand 
and capacity closes by around 250 million tpy 
(by closures and/or higher demand), no 
permanent solution to the steel industry’s 
woes will be found.

Recently, the USA has announced 
draconian anti-dumping tariffs on Chinese 
exports and Europe is, slowly, moving in the 
same direction. However, it should be noted 
that in 2015, Chinese exports to the USA 
accounted for only 2.4% of its total exports, 
while exports to Europe as a whole were around 
10% (with less than 1% to the UK).  Exports to 
other Asian countries and the Middle East 
accounted for over 70% of exports.

As China exports more to Asia, those 
countries’ steelmakers export more elsewhere 
– ‘sticking a finger in the country dyke’ only 
diverts the flow temporarily. More 
importantly, by protecting their domestic 
steelmakers and keeping steel prices higher 
than in China, governments risk making their 
domestic steel users uncompetitive – and 
unless all imports of steel-containing products 
are taxed or banned, gains from protectionism 
are likely to be temporary. 

Anti-dumping investigations are being 
carried out in many countries against Chinese 
steel exports and further actions are likely. 
The Chinese government is clearly worried 
about the impact of anti-dumping measures 
and is keen to demonstrate that it is not 

By October 2015, US prices were 84% 
higher than in China, while European prices 
were 51% higher.  Then something incredible 
happened – Chinese domestic prices took off 
with HRC domestic prices rising form a low of 
$231/t in December to a high of $414/t in 
April – a 79% rise. Over this period Chinese 
domestic prices rose faster than non-Chinese 
prices, dramatically reducing differentials to 
only 35% for the USA and 7% for Europe.

Exports have become less attractive for 
Chinese steelmakers and some short-term 
pull-back is likely.  However, this could be 
temporary since Chinese crude steel 
production has surged, rising from an 
annualised rate of 737 million tpy in January 
to almost 860 million tpy in April – a 17% rise. 
Iron ore and coking coal prices also rose 
sharply as this happened.

Already, as we write, Chinese steel and raw 
material prices are retreating again, but steel 
scrap prices keep going up outside China.  A 
massive government stimulus (see May issue 
Chartist) caused an unexpected surge in 
demand from Chinese housing and 
infrastructure, but few expect it to last.  

History shows that Chinese exports surge 
when exports are profitable and then retreat 
when exports become less profitable. Last 
year, there is no question that the 
outperformance of international steel prices 
relative to domestic steel prices made exports 
profitable and domestic sales unprofitable. 
Watching how this domestic versus 
international price differential develops is key 
for export levels for 2016 and beyond. 

There is massive steel and raw materials 
over-capacity in China and the rest of the 
world, so any major price rally in steel prices 
anywhere appears unlikely to be sustained for 
any length of time until the global economy 
grows significantly faster and/or large 
capacity closures take place. Neither of these 
is likely any time soon.

directly subsidising domestic producers by 
removing VAT export rebates and allowing 
some companies to go bankrupt.  It has also 
pledged to close around 150 million tpy of 
capacity over the next five years and has set up 
large funds to assist steelmakers in 
redundancy payments. 

The classic definition of dumping does not 
apply to China. ‘Dumping’ is defined as 
exporting a product either below the price 
charged in the domestic market or below its 
cost of production.  Chinese exporters almost 
always appear to export at prices above 
domestic prices and were profitable until the 
second half of last year, and so far in 2016 
(when most global steelmakers were also 
losing money). Lower domestic prices in 
China compared with the USA and the EU is 
almost like a ‘reserve- subsidy’ to Chinese 
steelmakers who have to be much more 
competitive that those in the EU and USA.

In a highly politicised and cynical 
anti-dumping process, governments have 
resorted to ‘proving’ that the Chinese 
government provides the steel industry with 
subsidies (including cheap finance and free 
infrastructure as is done in most non-Chinese 
economies) and define it as a ‘non-market’ 
economy (essentially saying that everything is 
part of the Chinese government). While some 
Chinese steelmakers are state-owned, the vast 
bulk are highly-efficient non-subsidised 
private companies in my experience.  

One of the consequences of free markets 
and free trade should be to reduce price 
differentials between markets. However, 
despite high Chinese exports in recent years, 
non-Chinese premiums have widened. In 
2014, hot-rolled coil prices in the USA were 
66% more expensive that those paid by 
domestic Chinese consumers, while in 2015, 
US prices were, on average, 70% higher. In 
Europe, the price premium for European 
steel rose from 29% in 2014 to 39% in 2015.

Chinese total steel net exports

Source: Chinese Customs, worldsteel, WSD
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www.arabal.com


Aluminium can be recycled again and again – infinitely. 
Hydro has been developing natural resources since 
1905, and like our metal we are here to stay. 

www.hydro.com
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